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Structural change and economic development of 
Egypt between planning and the open-door policy 

M. A. Elkhafif and A. A. Kubuni• 

The late 1950s and 1960s mark a period in which Egypt built up a 
modernized dominant public sector under a managed economy. The 
objective of the Govcrnmcut of Egypt under President Gamal Abdel 
Nasser was to speed up iudustrialization of the country. Public 
investment was primarily directed towards achieving this goal. It could 
be argued that most of the existing industrial infrastructure of Egypt was 
built during that period. 

This experiment was aborted, practically, by the 1967 war in the 
Middle East. But real change did not come about until 1974 when the 
Government of Egypt, under President Mohamed Anwar El-Sadat, 
introduced the open-door policy (ln/itoh). The laws formulated under 
this policy specifically aimed at opening Egypt to foreign investment, 
liberating imports, empowering the private sector and dismantling 
bureaucratic red tape. While the private sector did indeed increase its 
share in total economic activity, this increase manifested itself, almost 
exclusively, in the services sector, and did not feature much in the 
commodity-producing sectors of agriculture and industry (1). This bas 
raised the suspicion that the open-door policy may have been conceived 
as part of early preparations by the Government of Egypt for the full 
adoption of the structural adjustment programmes and stabilization 
policies of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 
the second half of the 1980s. 

The present paper attempts to analyse two different economic 
regimes - a "socialist" one under President Nasser and a market-oriented 
one under President Sadat. The two regimes arc fundamentally different 
in terms of their emphasis, class orientation, the economic instruments 
they used and the results achieved. In fact, what happened in Egypt 
between 1960 and 1990 may represent a natural experiment that the 
countries of Eastern Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent State1 
may find useful and relevant to what might be expected from shifting 
their policy orientation from a command to a demand economy. 

The point of departure of the Halysis is two input-output tables that 
will be used to analyse and diagnostically study the impact of the two 

•on1uio Hydro. Toronto, and Dep1rtmcn1 ol £c:onomic1. McM111cr Univcr1i1y. 
H1mi11on, Ontuio, re1pcc1ivcly. The 1u1hor1 would like 10 acknowlcdp lhc hclprut 
commcn11 and 1uw11ion1 or Pr1nk T. Den1on, Sc Huk Puk, Torbcn Rocp11orfT and John 
Cody. 
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development strategies.• (2) The 1966/67 input-output tables reflect the 
planned and managed economy under President Nasser and the 1983/84 
tables relate to the Egyptian economy after 10 years of the open-door 
policy of President Sadat. It is hoped that results of this analysis will 
provide analysts and policy makers with new insights about structural 
change and policy sensitiviti~s of the Egyptian economy. This could help 
in formulating better future plans and policies. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section A sheds some light on the 
role of the public sector and structural change in the Egyptian economy 
between 1955 and 1985. Section Bis devoted to the input-output analysis; 
several typical input-output indices are constructed to determine sectoral 
multipliers, linkages, sectoral income distribution, degrees of processing, 
key sectors, types of sectors and market dependency in the Egyptian 
economy in 1966/67 and 1983/84. Concluding remarks and a summary 
of the main points of the paper are presented in section C. 

A. Tiie pabllc sector aacl stnctaral claaa1e 

The public sector plays a major role in the economy of Egypt. Its 
dominance has historical and geographical dimensions. The first attempt 
to introduce modern industries in Egypt in the early nineteenth century 
was made by the Government and all the established projects then were 
publicly owned (see Mabro and Radwan, 1976). Even before these 
attempts, the maintenance of the agricultural economy in the Nile valley 
required a centralized administration of the irrigation and drainage 
systems, which in turn required a centralized and relatively large public 
sector. The Government of Egypt in the 1950s and 1960s re-emphasized 
the dominant position of the public sector in almost all sectors by 
managing and directing investments towards public sector enterprises. 

lo the 1970s and 1980s, however, policies were designed to reduce 
the influence of the public sector. As shown in table 1, the share of the 
public sector in total investment has dropped £rom more than 85 per cent 
in 1975 to about 73 per cent in 1985/86. It seems that this trend will 
continue; the 1987/88-1991/92 five-year plan allocates 62 per cent of 
total planned investment to the public sector. Evident:y, these policies will 
result in major structural changes in the economy. 

Tables 2 and 3 suggest that changes in the sectoral shares of output 
were strongly influenced by the pattern of investment. or significant 
interest is the reversal of investment shares allocated to agriculture and 
industry, and that allocated to services. The increase in the investment 

•JlandouSN. Ni1him1zu and Pap (21 have a11eued 1he impacl ol lhe open· door policy 
on the performance al E.~ypl"1 public 1ec1or indu11rie1 u1in1 rle1ible runcrional forms and 
econometric 1echnique1. 



Table l. Public sector share of total lavestmeat 
1975-1916 

1m 1m 1m 1m 1V1P 1962/13 JMJ/14 1914/aS IMS/ad 

Pllblic MCtor lbue IS.6 19.4 80.2 810 T1.5 T1.5 18.7 T1.2 73.4 

S-: Por tbe period 197S-19'19, ace Coauninee oa Flnaacial aad Economic Affairs. "Report on public ICdor" (Cairo, 1912), 
dcrilled ''°"' 0. Abdcl-Klialcll. Slobilm 11ion Giid Ac(;u.srmMt Polkia Giid Proftamma, Coun1sy Study No. 9, l!IYflt (Helllnki, United 
Natioaa UiaMllity, World lllltitute for Development Bconomlca Relean:ll, Marc:b 1987); for data ccwerln1 the porlod 1912/U. 
19IS/16. 1ee ~ o/ l'fcuuWI& S«olUI FNt-Ytar Pltlll for &ottomic Giid Soc/41DcwloplrNnl1tJ61 /M-1'191/'12 (Calro, May 1987), 
put I. 
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Table 2. Sectoral shala In IP'OI• domestic product at r.etor cost aad arowtb n1tea , .... 
(Percentage) 

S«l«Gl INws AWN.If t111111U1l l'OWfh '"" 

1969/10- 197T· l'Jal/82· 
S«o 19SS/S6 19'i0/61 1964/65 1969/10 lm 1981/81 1934/85 197T l'Jal-82 191J/M 

A.. Qmmadily IOdOft 

Africuitusc 34.4 ll.5 29.7 31.l 22.7 17.3 16.6 2.0 2.6 2.9 
..... .,. .... milWtl } 13.4 } JO.l } 21.5 15.6 1.5.4 13.9 14.6 6.6 6.8 10.3 
~uolc-producu S.l S.8 6.9 lS.9 8.8 14J 13.6 
Blectricity G.4 0.8 1.2 1.0 1.3 1.1 0.7 10.8 5.4 10.7 
COMtNcUon 2.3 2.8 4.7 6.2 4.9 5.4 4J 3.0 12.8 6.7 

-Te>W S0.5 SS.2 57.l 59.0 S0.1 44.6 52.3 4.2 6.6 7.6 

8. hoductM ICMca 

Trulponatioe ud .. Ofll&C .. .. .. 3J 6.8 6.7 6.1 11.2 9.4 8.9 
Suez Oiul .. .. .. 0.0 2J 4.1 2.6 " 24.0 0.4 
~ud ..... 6.0 7.3 1.9 " 9.3 10.8 8.7 

Tndeudfiula 11.0 10.4 8.6 14.8 19.3 22.7 19.8 10.8 14.2 8.l 

- - - - -
'J 

Te>W 17.0 17.7 17.5 18.3 28.6 l3J 28J 13.1 13.8 7.4 

C. Ot:Wr ICMcea 22.S 26.8 25.3 22.8 21.3 21.6 19.l 5.8 10.9 7.2 ll ToW GDP, A. B aad C 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 6.7 9.7 7J 

J S--0: For pre-lieO data, - Ministry ol Plannina, Follow-flp Rqoru, varioua illuu, deriwd rrom R. Mabro and S. Radwan, Tlw /MUltrlallzlltiDn of E1W1, 
19J9.191J: l'oltcy tMd ~ (Oxford, ClascncSoa Prea, 1976); ror ct.ta covierin1 the period 1969/70-1984/85, MO Mlnlatry or Plannina, Fm-year Plan for 
~Md Social l>Aflopnttrtt l981/IJ-l!Ja6/81, ~. I (Cairo. November 1982), demed rrom O. A.bdel-Khalek, Stabillzlldon and Ad}U"1nntt Polklu and "'°""'"IMS, ~ 
Couatry Sllldy No. 9, PCP (Helsiati, Unitod Nations UnMlnity, World Jnatitute for Development Bconornlcs Relearch, March 1987). t:t 
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share of the services sector in the 1970s and 1980s was at the npense of 
the share of the commodity-producing sectors. 

Table 3. Sectoral allocatloa of total lafflbleat: period •ftl"llles 
(Percentage) 

19S7f51l-
19SP/60 

19tJIJ/61-
1964/4S 

IMS/~ 
1967/61 

A. c .., __ !, 

19tfl!J/10-
IV/3 

A&ficulturc 
Industry and } 

min ins 
Petroleum 

producu 
Electricity 

14.9 23.4 21.1 14.6 

Total 44.6 S7.4 66.3 54.I 

Saez Canal 
traasportatioa 
.ad s1orap II.a 

Housins 23.1 
Trade aad finance 
Coostractioa 
Otlacr rcJYiccs )!/ 13.S 

Total SS.4 

19.3 
10.7 

12.6 

42.6 

13.4 
12.5 

7.1 

33.7 

23.4 
9.3 

12.6 

4S.3 

1m. 
l91J2/13 

7.0 

23.2 

13.4 
7.1 

S0.7 

20.0 
10.1 

2.3 
3.1 

19.2 

49.3 

9.0 

21.5 

4.4 
7.2 

42.1 

23.0 
14.4 

1.7 
2.7 

16.1 

S7.S 

Soarra: Por prc· 1973 data,'" Mini11ry ol Plannins, Fol/otHlp Rqont, various iuua, 
derived from R. Mabro aad S. Radwaa, 77w INltultializllti of Ef1P1, 19J9.IV/3: Poliq tllltl 
Pa{omtollc' (Oxford, Clarendon Presa, 1976); for data covcrins Ille period 1979· 1985/16, rec 
!1.tinis1ry ol P~nnias, S«Olld FIW-yt!OT 11'111forEc""""8etllltlSodolDtwloprrwN19tf1 jal-1991/91 
(Cairo, May 1917), p1r1 I. 

1/ Escludin1 con11ruc1ion. 
)!I lncladin& trade aad finance aad coastraction. 

After a substantial increase in the 1950s and 1960&, the share or 
investment in agriculture dropped sharply in the 1970s and 1980s. The 
high shares in the 1950s and 1960s were perhaps a direct result or the high 
cost of the horizontal expansion 1trategy pursued through expensive 
reclamation projects and the provision or new hydraulic resources. It 
could, however, also reflect the reluctance or the private sector to iavest 
in the agriculture sector under the open-door policy in the 1970s. The 
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relative importance of the agriculture sector has declined, especially in the 
latter part of the period. Its growth rate in the 1970s and 1980s was 
significantly lower than that of the economy at large. 

Although the share of investment allocated to industry followed a 
similar pattern to that of agriculture, the change was less dramatic and 
came about with some delay. It is evident that the increase ii! petroleum 
exploration investment has moderated and delayed the reversal of the 
increasing trend in the share of investment in industry. 

Investruent in services received the lion's share under the open-door 
policy. In fact, its share increased from almost SO per cent in the period 
from 1979 to 1982/83 to about S8 per cent in the period from 1983/84 to 
1985/86. This increase was driven by a significant rise in investments in 
transportation and communications to improve the commercial sector 
infrastructure and increase its ability to attract foreign investors. In 
addition, substantial resources were allocated to reopen the Suez Canal in 
1975. The unchecked population increase during the period has also 
resulted in large investments in housing to meet the growing demand for 
shelter particularly in Cairo and the urban centres. Surprisingly, the 
increase in the share of investment in services did not raise the share of 
services (including const;uction) in gross domestic product (GDP). This 
share actually dropped from 60.5 per cent in 1981/82 to 52.2 per cent in 
1984/85, due mainly to the decline in the share of the Suez Canal and 
trade and finance. 

To sum up, it seems that while the growth of public investment was 
restrained, the open-door policy has encouraged both private and foreign 
investment. Both were reluctant to invest in the commodity-producing 
sectors, and were more inclined to invest in the services sector where the 
return on capital has been traditionally much faster and larger than in 
other sectors. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the Egyptian 
economy has become increasingly more dependent on tbe services sector 
and foreign investment. 

8. later- iadastrJ cllaages 

Input-output analysis generally permits a better understanding of the 
internal structure and performance of the economy. The basic tool of 
input-output analysis is the "inter-industry• table. The major advantage 
of this table is that it reveal:a the indirect relationships of the economic 
system and facilitates the economic interpretation of these indirect 
relationships and their consequences. 

This section attempts to use the input-output systems of Egypt in 
1966/67 and 1983/84 as a basis for a detailed analysis or some of the 
economic and technical implications or sectoral interdependence in the 
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Egyptian economy in these two years.• It is important to explain, at the 
outset, the significance of the chosen two dates. The 1966/67 table depicts 
the Egyptian economy a decade after the creation of the National 
Plannin3 Committee, the first industrial pla.u in 1957, the full 
implementation of the first five-year general plan (1960/61-1964/65), and 
more than 25 per cent of the completion of the second general plan 
(1965/66-1969170). On the other hand, the 1983/84 table shows the 
inter-industry structure of the economy after 10 years of the open-door 
policy. 

This section examines the following, and their implications, in the 
two periods: 

(a) The nature and the extent of indirect output links among the 
various sectors in the economy; 

(b) The various primary income and employment multipliers of 
each sector; 

(c) The income .!istribution and the degree of processing of each 
sector; 

(d) The different types of productive sectors classified according to 
their input uses and output distribution; 

(e) The nature and extent of backward and forward linkages among 
sectors; 

(f) The determination of measures of dispersion of the various 
coefficients of linkages; 

(g) The identification of key sectors of the economy; 

(h) The nature and extent of dependence of the various sectors on 
the various categories of final demand. 

The general aim of this section is to consider each of these topics for 
both the 1966/67 and 1983/84 tables and to determine the nature and 
pattern of change in the economy between them.•• 

I. Nature and strength of indirect 1ectora/ linkl 

The technical input·output ruatrix reveals the direct connections of 
industries with others. However, an industry may directly sell or buy from 
only a few industries, but its customers and suppliers may be connected 
with many industries. It may thus have a strong influence on the 

"The reconciliation of the 1966/67 and 1913/84 1y11cm1 i• nplaincd in annn I. 
"

0 0ood sources ror 1hc baaic 1cchniquca ol inpu1·ou1pu1 analyaia arc Miller and 
Blair Ill and Bulmcr-Thomaa 141. 
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economy through its indirect relations with other industries. Therefore, 
it is essential to consider all direct and indirect relations that a given 
industry has with the other industries in the economic system. 

To evaluate the direct and indirect relations an industry has with 
other industries, the ·matrix multiplier• (I-A)"1 must be evaluated, where 
I is the identity matrix and A is the typical technical coefficient matrix. 
This is so since the gross Oiltput levels (x) required to sustain a given 
vector of final demand (f) in the model are determined by the following 
eq\aation system: 

(1) 

If the inverse of (I-A) exits (that is. the determinant of the matrix 
(I-A) is non-zero), it may be expressed by means of thl'! binomial 
expansion: 

• c1-Ar1 = 1+A+A2 +A,+ ...... = E A 1 

M (2) 

The inverse matrix, (I-A)·1
, indicates the total direct plus indirect 

outputs required per unit of final demand. The series in (2) simply 
explains the iteration process of the total output requirements. The first 
term, I, accounts for the one unit of output to be delivered to final 
demand. The second term, A, indicates the direct input required to 
produce this unit of final demand. The next term in the series accounts 
for the total indirect inputs required to produce the ~irect input A, and 
so on. 

Writing the (l-A)·1 matrix in terms of its elements, c
9

, the sum of the 
column elements can be written as: 

for all j • 1, ... , " 
(3) 

where c
1 

indicates the total input requirements (direct plus indirect) for 
a unit {I Egyptian pound (LE)) increase in the final demand for 
industry j. 

The system described above makes no distinction between domestic 
and foreign requirements unless the A matrix represents the technical 
co~fficients of the domestic intermediate inputs only, as is the case ir. the 
1983/84 table. Therefore, equation (1) is applicable to the 1983/84 table 
but not to the 1966/67 table, since its A matrix represents the technical 
coefficients of total (domestic plus imported) intermediate inputs. To 
compute the domestic components of total direct and indirect output 
requirements for delivery to final demand, imports are 3eparated in the 
following manner: 



, 

(4) 

Imports are assumed to be proportional to domestic output x.i: 

(5) 

where dl is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the import 
requirements per Egyptian pound of domestic output of the respective 
industries. Subs~·. •ting (5) into (4) yields: 

Rearranging system (6), domestic output is: 

x~ •(I+ Iii - AY1 I 

(6) 

(7) 

If the elements of (I + dl - A)-1 matrix are denoted by d,, the sum of 
the column elements is: 

for oil j S 1,. ••I JI 
(8) 

This indicates the total direct plus indirect domestic output effects 
per increase of 1 LE in the final demand of the j'th industry. To obtain 
comparable results from both tables, equation (7) is used for the 1966/67 
•'lble and equation (1) is used for the 1983/84 table. 

Total output effects (direct plus indirect) are reported in table 4 for 
.ch industry in both years for which the input-output tables are 

available. Only 18 industries (out of 32) have u:perienced an increase in 
their lotal output effects of an increase of 1 LE in final demand between 
1'166/67 and 1983/84. The total output effects of the remaining 
14 industries have declined. The other transformation industries moved 
from one of the smallest output generators in 1966/67 to the largest in 
1983/84. Output generated by an increase of 1 LE in the final demand 
for agricultural products improved by 30 per cent. The greatest decline 
(ex~ept for tobacco) was in the clothing industry. Output generated by 
an increase in final demand in all services sectors either increased or 
declined slightly, ranging between 44 per cent for insurance and -6.3 per 
cent for 'ransportation. Probably, the most notable phenomenon is the 
significant increase in the total output effects of the heavy industries 
group, with an output increase of 247 per cent as a result of an increase 
of 1 LE in final demand e:spenditure on machinery. Thia is perhaps a 
direct result of the maturity of these industries, having received 
significant amounts of public investment in the 1960s, and could also 
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Table'· Total direct aad iadirttt Ht,.t effects aad inco•e and 
eaplo7•eat ••ltipllen, 1966167 aad 1913/8' 

~ 
Totq1 MM ctPiU Jnanr mt'ir"it. t#'rfie 

brdMslly 1966/67 1'183/U 1966/67 ltJl3/U 1966/67 lfJIJJ/U 

Agriculture aad aaimal 
products 1.210 1.S71 1.149 1.S3S 1.160 1.S6S 

Petroleum aad natura: 
gas 0.798 1.062 1.080 1.019 0.857 1.597 

Other quarriu aad 
extraction 1.296 1.098 1.252 1.063 1.117 1.189 

Food l.SS6 1.591 3.695 3.064 3.278 2.240 
Beverages 1.440 1.422 2.473 1.406 1.598 1.708 

Tobacco 1.969 1.69S 7.4S9 0.610 6.568 2.360 
Textiles 1.972 2.233 2.734 3.650 2.417 1.769 
Clotbiag 1.898 1.634 1.727 1.509 2.308 1.607 
Noa-shoe leather 2.139 1.938 2.695 2.649 3.004 2.122 
Sb~ 1.948 1.929 1.788 2.112 2.035 1.785 

Wood aad furniture 1.071 1.263 1.018 1.322 1.141 1.454 
Paper and printiag 1.359 1.398 1.425 1.823 l.29S 1.525 
Non-petroleum chemicals 1.384 1.489 1.507 2.173 l.S06 1.600 
Petroleum products 1.371 1.319 1.364 1.364 2.612 1.962 
Rubber and plastics 1.212 1.986 1.175 4.400 1.152 2.132 

China and pottery 1.571 1.433 1.648 1.573 1.481 1.436 
Glasa products 1.389 1.302 1.300 1.3S8 1.131 1.310 
Metallic and otber 

product1 1.S38 1.667 1.685 2.189 1.532 1.689 
Iron, 5teel and metals 1.218 2.041 1.640 2.987 1.196 2.021 
Machinery 0.458 1.591 0.453 1.846 UIS 1.828 

Tran1portatioa 
equipment 0.551 1.479 0.568 2.071 0.485 l.SSl 

Other tranlformatioll 
indu1tries 0.944 2.272 0.861 6.367 0.993 7.402 

Electricity, water and JH 1.438 1.406 1.278 1.656 1.272 1.157 
Con1tructioll 1.647 1.488 1.508 1.81S 1.393 1.S17 
Wbolelale and retail 

trade 1.218 1.207 1.217 1.131 1.230 1.332 

Hotels and restauranta t.717 J.717 1.720 1.701 1.648 1.692 
Movin1 and 11oracc 1.133 1.414 t.OS6 1.S98 1.082 J.413 
TraRlporta tion 1.212 1.136 1.132 1.100 1.087 1.067 
Financial institutions 1.139 1.374 1.09S 1.3S4 1.0S7 1.120 
Insurance 1.037 1.49S 1.016 1.520 1.022 l.4S7 

Real estate 1.116 1.179 l.OS1 1.147 1.843 1.48S 
Other 1Crvice1 0.929 1.076 0.96S 1.04S 0.7S2 1.021 

Wei&Jlted averacc 1.304 1.361 1.472 1.490 1.487 1.491 
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reflect the fact that the industries have become more integrated into the 
economy and more dependent on the other sectors for intermediate inputs. 

As for the economy as a whole, it seems that there was very little 
improvement between 1966/67 and 1983/84. The weighted average of the 
total output effects for the 32 industries (weighted by the sectors' shar-~ 
of the value added of the economy) improved marginally, from 1.304 in 
1966/67 to 1.361 in 1983/84 (4.4 per cent). This indicates that the opea
door policy had almost no real effect on the performance of the economy. 

2. Sectoral income and employment multipliers 

The macroeconomic ·Keynesian• multipliers, and in particular the 
income multipliers, are simply the overall totals of direct and indirect 
effects of an increase of 1 LE in final demand. This summing of the 
direct and indirect income effects is quite similar to the summing of the 
direct and indirect output effects in the input-output context discussed 
in the preceding section. In fact, it is also possible to use the input-output 
techniques to evaluate the income effect due to a change in final demand. 
By its nature macroeconomics is concerned with the economy at large, and 
this is also true of its income multipliers. The question of what industries 
will produce the extra output when final demand is increased is irrelevant 
to macroeconomic analysis. This shortcoming of macroanalysis can, 
however, be eliminated if the input-output method is used instead. Input
output analysis deals with smaller components of the economy than 
macroeconomics; its emphasis is on individual sectors, not national totals. 

Starting with the input-output system in (1), the gross output vector 
can be changed into total income 

'l • la' (I-..tr1 I (9) 

where 'l is total income (overall sum of labour income and operating 
surplus) and h' represents a row vector of labour income and operating 
surplus per unit of output in each sector. The vector of incomes generated 
directly and indirectly by a dollar increase in the final demand of the 
various sectors will then be 

, • 1a'v-..tr1 
(10) 

where 

• 
' • E "' /•I 

and "' is component j or vector y 
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Moore [SJ simple incom~ multipliers can be calculated u follows: 

(11) 

where A is a diagoul matrix whose entries are tM respective components 
of h'. These multipliers reflect t1ae total increase ia the economy's 
income when the income of a given industry increases by 1 LE. 

Similarly, simple •employment• multiplien cu be calculated in the 
following manner: 

(12) 

where w' is a row vector of the wage value added per output of 1 LE of 
each industry and fl is a diagonal matrix whose diagoul entries are the 
components of the wage vector. 

In (10), y represents the domestic income vector that could be 
generated from an h.creue of 1 LE in the final demands of the respective 
industries if the input-output table shows only the domestic direct and 
indirect requirements, u is the case for the 1983/84 table. For the 
1966/67 table, output requirements should be adjusted to reflect net 
domestic production only. This can easily b~ done by premaltiplying 
system (7) by the row vector h' of income per unit of output of each 
industry. Thus, 

(13) 

where y. refers to the domestic income vector. 
By generalizing Moore's procedure to account for foreign inputs, the 

simple income and •employment• multipliers can be calculated as follows: 

(14) 

(15) 

Equations (11) and (12) are used to calculate the income and employment 
multipliers for the 1983/84 table, while equations (14) and (15) are used 
for the 1966/67 table. 

The two sets of multipliers are reported for both 1966/67 and 
1983/84 in table 4. Both sets followed a similar pattern, with substantial 
increases in the 1983/84 income and employment multipliers for otlcr 
transformation indu1trie1 acctor o~er their levels in 1966/67 (more than 
acvcafold). Multipliers for the heavy ind111trie1 group increased 
1igni ficantly, and similarly to their experience with respect to total output 
erfect1 a1 di1cuucd in the previoa~ acction. Both multipliers for the 
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agriculture sector increased by about 34 per cent between 1966/67 and 
1983/84, while the employment multipliers for clothing and textiles 
dropped by 30 per cent and 27 per cent, respectively. The multipliers for 
financial institutions and insurance industries increased, but the increases 
in the income multipliers were higher than those associated with the 
employment multipliers. 

Table 4 also reports the weighted average for both multipliers 
(weighted by the sectors' share of the value added of the economy) in 
1966/67 and 1983/84. As was the case with total output effects, the 
weighted averages of the multipliers show very little improvement 
between the two periods under consideration. This, once more. indicates 
that more than 10 years of the open-door policy failed to realize real 
improvements in the performance of the economy. 

In the following section, the discussion of the multipliers is extended 
by presenting the changes to the wage share in total income and the 
degree of processing for each industry. 

3. Income distribution and tM degree of processing 

Wage value added as a percentage of total income (wages+ operating 
surplus) and the degree of processing represented by value added per 
1 LE of output arc shown in table S for each industry in 1966/67 and 
1983/84. Ratios of operating surplus to wages are also presented in the 
table in order to help determine the nature of the changes in the sures of 
wage value added between 1966/67 and 1983/84. 

While the wage share in total income for the economy as a whole 
increased by 12.S per cent, from 37.S per cent in 1966/67 to 42.2 per cent 
in 1983/84, the surplus-to-wages ratio of the economy dropped 17.7 per 
cent. For the heavy industry group (industries 18-22 in table S) the 
situation was different: wage shares declined while the surplus-to-wages 
ratio increased significantly. The iron, steel and basic metals industry and 
the transportation equipment industry produced positive surpluses in 
1983/84 after negative surpluses in 1966/67. This could reflect the 
substantial public investment in the late 1960s and the maturity of these 
industries. This experience was shared by financial institutions and 
insurance industries. On the other hand, the surplus-to-wages ratios of 
both the textiles and clothing industries dropped; in fact, the textiles 
industry produced a negative surplus in 1983/84, a situation that indicates 
structural difficulties which could be the result of a lack of investment. 
Extractive industries (petroleum, natural gas and others) experienced 
massive increases in their surplus-to-wages ratios, reflecting the 
substantial oil and natural gas discoveries and price increases in the late 
1970s and early 1980s. 
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Table 5. Sectoral Income dlatrlbutloa and dearee or proeeaalaa 

0.,- of ptoc.-., 
m. ... t1.•-•l SllllllU·fl:- l:IUiQ WJhd llldM Ill: i.j. Q' Ol.tlDUI 

1944/61 IMJ/84 ,.,,,,. ~,,.,.,. PlrC""°' ..,,,., ~ '"""' 1944/61 IMJ/84 '"""• 1944/61 IMJ/14 '"""• 
Apahuse and animal 

poclucU l0.9 33.6 I.I 2.239 1.977 -11.7 0.672 0.601 ·10.6 
Peuoleuai and ulunl pa 83.9 3.0 -96.4 0.192 31.87S 16 501.6 0.599 0.765 27.1 
o.Mr quamea and 

cxtnictioa 62.0 11.5 41.4 0.613 7.678 I 152.5 0.506 0.92$ 82.9 
Food 37.6 $6.5 50.4 1.661 0.769 -$3.7 0.174 0.232 32.9 

J Bever.- 87.6 20.8 -76.2 0.141 3.803 2 597.2 0..586 0.630 7.5 

TCJN«o 37.4 -21.3 -1$6.9 1.673 -5.702 -440.1 0.20$ ..0.148 -172.l 
Textiles 41.0 133.8 225.9 1.437 .0.2$2 -117.5 0.312 0.215 ·31.0 l 
Ootbioa 17.7 38.8 119.0 4.MI 1.580 -66.0 0.519 0.615 18.5 

,1 
Noa.Qoc leather 28.6 $0.9 77.8 2.494 0.96.S -61.3 0.240 0.321 33.7 
sa.oea 26.8 52.8 97.5 2.738 0.892 -67.4 0.43$ 0...19 ·3.7 

Wood and furaituse lO.O 20.8 -30.7 2.332 3.807 63.3 0.422 0.47$ 12.4 
Paper ud prifttiftl 60.2 42.6 -29.2 0.662 1.348 103.6 0.403 0.342 -U.2 
Noa-petroleum chemicals 38.$ 6).4 64.S 1.59$ 0.578 -63.8 0.390 0.2$8 -33.9 
Petrolc- productS 14.5 7.3 -49.6 5.88S 12.648 114.9 0.483 0.597 23.7 
Rubbu ud plastics J9.l 91.1 152.3 1.554 0.012 -99.2 0."9 0.202 ..SS.6 



Oila..Sponcry 64.4 26.7 46 O.SS2 2.751 .... 0.451 O.d04 U.9 
Olma PfOductl 67.9 35.4 -47.1 0.474 1.121 214.2 o.~ 0..566 212 

I Nee.Ilk ud odMr proctuc:u 52.9 J9.S -25.4 0.192 l.S35 72.l 0.390 0.452 16.l ........ -...... lOG.2 94.9 .S.3 .o.cm o.osc -2 IOO.O 0.217 0.330 52.2 
NMlliMry 66.6 46.1 -30.1 O.SOl 1.161 13U 0.406 0.390 .. 3.1 

101.1 '71.0 -214 -0.011 0.212 ·1 666.1 0.315 o.m -29.9 I 
il:h•rim 40.6 27.1 -31.4 1.463 2.591 77.1 0.3" o.tSI -s.u l 

llealicity, water ud .. 35.9 103.7 1aa 1.715 .0.036 ·102.0 0.6?0 0..544 ·II.I 

I. ~ 61.1 41.1 -29.0 C>.4S4 l.CMI 130.1 0.474 G.400 -15.6 
WMllall ud rctllil .... 32.S 13.6 .SI.I 2.079 6.344 205.3 0.791 o.m 5.3 

Hoe.lludlataUIUll 36.S 37.l I.I 1.742 1.695 -2.7 0.477 0..502 S.4 I MIMltlud .... 413 41.0 .S.2 1.310 1.431 9.1 0.743 0.567 -23.7 
Tnllllporwim 75.0 SS.4 -26.2 0.333 0.1116 142.0 0.713 0.196 lU 
~ iMtil\:tiou 6U 16.3 34.7 0.560 O.lSI -71.1 0.175 0.590 -32.6 

36.1 SU 41.7 1.TJIO 0.9" -46.0 0.939 0.655 -30.3 ... ......... 3.1 13.2 344.7 1'.112 6.596 -73.1 0.197 0.850 .S.3 1f 
Odler ..me. 19.1 95.3 1.0 0.123 0.049 .~o.J O.Sl7 0.929 73.2 

Al eecton 37.S 412 12.S 1.663 1.361 .17,7 O.S29 0..566 6.9 

a/ bKome ii die_. of die Wlp MCI opendat nlpl• ~·•of wlue lldded. 

t; 
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The Egyptian economy moved marginally towards producing a higher 
share of value added in output. Value added per 1 LE of output increased 
from 0.53 in 1966/67 to 0.51 in 1983/84. The largest percentage increases 
were in the other quarries and extractive industry and other services, 
followed by the iron, steel and metals industry. The largest decline (except 
for tobacco) was in the sector of other transformation industries. 

4. Types of productive sectors 

The interdependence among productive sectors can be studied from 
several points of view. This section is devoted to the analysis of types of 
productive sectors '>y grouping industries according to the pattern of 
output distribution and input sources. It is proposed in this section that 
the characteristics of an industry are in part described by the proportions 
or its output sold to other industries (for intermediate use) and to final 
dem•nd, and in part also by the proportion of the ultimate factors of 
production used to produce a given commodity that are employed in the 
sector producing that commodity. 

Let 

A large +i means that industry i is an important supplier of materials 
and semi-finished goods rather than a supplier of final goods. Actually, 

+, • L.: a, • a1 
J•l (16} 

where ai.i is the ij'th element of the technology matrix A. 
Similarly, let l.j denote the proportion of inputs purchased from other 

industries by industry j: 

or 

1, • '°"" pwt/tala of~ tlqJtO "1 """""1 I 
"""' Ofllpfll of Uldutry j 

(17) 
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A large 1> means that a large proportion of the output of industry j 
consists of intermediate products acquired from other prod11ciag 
indasuies.• 

To have a complete picture, the a. used in this section includes both 
domestic and foreign intermediate inputs to reflect tile type of each 
sector. Omitting foreign intermediate inputs could distort the type of 
sector. 

For the economy as a whole, the extent of indirect factor use and the 
extent of indirect demand are the same. The ratio of interscctoral use to 
total production constitutes a weighted average of either the • or the 1 . 

• • 
I: •u._, I: 1JINll1 

0.491 • "" .. ~· 
" • (18) 

• • 
I: tu_,. I: 111 ... 

0.501 .. ... . ~· (19) 

" • 
However, there is no necessary connection between the two measures 

for any single sector. 
Inasmuch as the study of sectoral interrelatedness involves the 

relation of sectors on both the demand and supply sides, the analysis in 
this section classifies sectors according to these two measures. Specifically, 
the analysis applies a simple tow classification for each measure, based on 
whether the values of• and 1 are below or above their mean value. These 
values in 1966/67 and 1983/84 are shown in table 6 for each industry. 

Table 6. TJPes of pronctln secton, 19"167 a• 1913/14 

Final (low •) a. a, lntcnacdiatc (llip •) a, 
A. ............. Oiflll 1>. ltff/m <,...... • Mn> 

Metallic aad otller lroa, 1tecl and mctall 0.713 1.591 
producll 0.610 0.205 Food 0.126 1.251 

Con11ructioa 0.526 0.193 Macllincry 0.594 1.112 
Other tranlformatioa Non-petroleum 0.610 1.010 

i11du11rica 0.64.S 0.176 cbcmicall 0.610 1.070 
Rubber and plastics 0.511 0.133 Paper and printin& 0.591 o.m 
Tobacco 0.795 0.011 Transportation 
Sllou 0.565 0.000 equipment 0.615 0.492 

continued 

•The an1ly1i1of1hi1 •ction follows Cllcncry 111d W1tanabl [6). 
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Filla I (low •) • .. lata8Cdiatc (llip •) ., .. 
Wood aad f•rait•rc 0.571 0.374 Pc1n>1na prod.cu 0.517 1-196 
Noa-dloc lealllcr 0.760 0.236 Taliks G.611 1.0S4 
Gla.Aprodens 0.540 0.090 Otllcr qunics u4 
Clliu aad pottery U49 0.034 extract:O. 0.494 0.6Sl 
Hotels aad rcsta•nau 0.523 O.OOI 

L PriiwJ,....,.. (a 1), IM/67 <-. • utl) 

Movia& aad 1toracc 0.257 0.362 A&ric-ll•R aad 
Oilier KrYiccs 0.463 0.325 a11imal prodacts 0.321 2.l69 
IDRrancc 0.061 0.077 Petn>lna aad 
Traasportalioa 0.217 0.071 aatunl ps 0.401 0.S21 
Finaacial ias1i1u1ioas 0.125 O.OS9 Elcctrici1y, waler 
Bncngcs 0.414 0.039 aadps 0.330 0.497 
Clo1bin& 0.481 0.024 
Real Cll&le 0.103 0.464 
Wllolcsalc aad retail trade 0.209 0.263 

C. M I ..... <MP 1), 1'11/M <--.a S Ull) 

Metallic aad otbcr 
proclucll 0.541 0.292 lroe, steel aad -••II 0.670 0.774 

Con11ruc:1ioll D.600 0.261 Food 0.761 0.72S 
Otbcr 1raasforma1ioll Mac:biacry 0.610 0.701 

industries 0.142 0.253 Non-petroleum 
Rubber and plastics 0.791 0.137 cbe111ic:als 0.7·'2 1.217 
Tobacco 1.141 0.214 Paper aad pria1ia& 0.6SI 0.672 
Sbocs 0.511 O.Ol3 Traaspor1atioa 
Textiles 0.78S 0.47S equip-at 0.730 0.61S 

Noa-sboc lcaf!lcr 0.6'19 O.S71 
Wood aad furniture O.S2S 0.Sll 

I). Prilwy ......... (lllW 1), .,.,,.. ( ...... Ull) 

Movin& and 11oracc 0.433 0.3S.S Aaric:ul1urc and 
Oilier services 0.071 0.106 animal produc:ll 0.399 2.369 
Insurance 0.34.S 0.291 Real a1a1e o.t.SO 1.%43 
Transpor1a1ioll 0.104 0.147 Wlaolaalc and rc1ail 
Pinanc:ial insritutiofts 0.410 0.443 trade 0.167 1.190 
Bcvcra1e1 0.370 0.0.S.S Other quarries and 
Cloth in& 0.31.S 0.024 c1nrac1ioa 0.07.S 0.743 
Glau procluc11 0.434 0.193 Petroleum produc:11 0.403 O . .Sll 
Elcc:rric:icy, wacer and p1 0.4.56 0.263 
Petroleum and natural p1 o.:m 0.22S 
China and ponery 0.396 0.022 
Hocell and rc1tauran11 0.491 0.003 
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The present system of classification attempts to focus on the 
different roles played by various sectors in the totai process of production. 
Those sectors that fall under •final primary• production are relatively 
independent of other producers and provide a different lint between final 
users and owners of primary factors. Those in category 11, intermediate 
manufacturing. are at the other extreme. The cost of their use of primary 
factors of production is less than the cost of their purchased inputs, and 
more than 50 per ecol of their output goes to other producers. 

It is worth noting that indusuies with large multipliers and large 
indirect oulpul effects fall under •final manufacturing•, while indusuics 
with low mullipliers and output effects fall under •final primary. 

Equations (18) and (19) indicate that there is almost no change in the 
overall economy average of+ and 1 between 1966/67 and 1983/84. This 
may imply that the structure of the economy did not move towards a 
specific type of sector as il would have done had the maturation process 
of sectors proceeded as envisaged by the planners. The policy switch 
triggered significant switching in the technical positioning among sectors. 

As shown in table 6, the number of sectors in the combined 
manufacturing category dropped from 20 to 15 between 1966/67 and 
1983/84. In 1983/84, the petroleum products, other quarries, glass 
products, china and pottery, and hotel and restaurants industries had 
moved from the manufacturing category to the primary production 
category. Most of this loss occurred, specifically, in category I (final 
manufacturing), which represents the more •mature" industries. The 
number of industries in category I dropped from 11 in 1966/67 to only 7 
in 1983/84. The heavy industries group did not change from its 
intermediate-manufacturing category. The agriculture sector also did not 
change from its intermediate-primary-production category, with almost 
no change in its + and 1 values. An interesting change is the switch in 
the real estate and the retail and wholesale trade industries from final
primary production to intermediate-primary. This could reflect the 
increased importance of the services sector and the uncontrolled escalation 
in speculation in the real cstat: market in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

All of the above observations, especially the drop in the number of 
more "mature" sectors from the final-manufacturing category, suggest that 
the change in policy emphasis away from industry to services, and within 
industry away from heavy and publicly owned industries to consumer and 
privately owned ones, in the early 1970s, may explain, to a large extent, 
the significant switches in the technical classifications of several activities. 
This process led to a decline in the overall capital stock in industry, as the 
loss in the capital stock in the publicly owned industries was not fully 
compensated by a commensurate increase in the capital stock in privately 
owned industries. This may also have stunted the maturation process of 
industry and contributed towards stifling the development momentum 
developed under President Nasser. 



The distinctions drawn so far neglect the fact that intersectoral 
transactions may involve either one or many other sectors, and that the 
resulting patterns of interdependence may at least take an infinite variety 
of forms. In particular, the coefficients used reflect only direct 
relationships, but as has already been pointed out, an inca.:~try with little 
or no direct influence on the system may generate signil;C&Dt impact 
through its indirect effects. In the following section, consideration is 
given to both direct and indirect effects, adjusted by their measures of 
dispersion as a mean of identifying key sectors. 

5. Kty sectors in the Egyptian economy 

The averages of the total input requirements for a unit increase in 
the final demand of the j'th sector is given by 

""j .. 1, ... ,. 
(20) 

Rasmussen (7) interprets (20) as an estimate of the direct and 
indirect increase in output to be supplied by an average industry in the 
economy if the final demand for the products of industry j increases by 
one unit. 

A similar interpretation has been suggested by Rasmussen regarding 
the set of averages 

1 • 1 -E c,. -c, 
,. /•l ,. 

"" ; • 1, •.. ,. (21) 

These sets in their present form are not suitable for making 
intersectoral comparisons, and for this purpose the set of averages are 
normali1.ed by the overall average defined as 

(22) 

Consider the following indices 

(23) 

and 

1 1 • u, • - c, I - I: c, 
II ,.i l•I 

(24) 
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Ui and U; were interpreted by Rasmussen as the •index of power of 
dispersion• and the •ind~x of sensitivity of dispersion•. Hazari [8) 
interpreted them as measures of Hirschman's [9) backward and forward 
linkages.• 

Since the average 

(25) 

it implies, for any sector i with U; > 1, that its output will have to increase 
more than others for a unit increase in the final demand of the whole 
system. Similarly, for any sector j with Ui > 1, it implies that sector j 
absorbs more than the average of the whole system of outputs of other 
sectors, and vice versa, if Ui < 1. 

Hazari justifiably notes that the average indices in (23) and (24) may 
be influenced by extreme values, and hence may give misleading results. 
Therefore, he devised two other indices to be used in conjunction with U; 
and U;. The first is: 

(26) 
for all jsl, .... n 

which is equivalent to the standard deviation of the ci divided by their 
average. This is known as the coefficient of variation index. Similarly, 

v, • --~---'-'-~~~~-
c, / n 

for all i•l, .... n (27) 

A high Vi may be interpreted as indicating that a particular industry 
draws heavily on one or a few sectors, and a low V1 as indicating that a 
sector draws evenly from other sectors. One can interpret the V, in a 
similar way. 

Following Hazari's criterion, a key sector is one that has: 

(a) Both U1 and U1 greater than U (i.e. U1 > 1 and U
1 
> 1); 

(b) Both V, and Vi low relative to their averages. 

•Detailed que11ion1 on lhc cx1c1 role of link•&e mc11ure11nd the idcn1ilic11ion of key 
scccora in development pl1nning uc considered in Mc:Oilv1ry (lOJ 1nd Hcwinp (11 J. 
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This definition can again be identified with Hirschman•s [9) 
definition of a key sector as one with high forward and backward links. 
Hirschman•s definition, however, does not impose any restriction on 
variability. 

Although the focus is on domestic output (input) and the key sectors 
as they relate to the domestic output, total output (input) which includes 
both domestic and foreign inputs has very important implications for the 
key sectors of the economy, especially if a significant portion of the 
inputs of those sectors is imported. Therefore, the analysis in this section 
will consider both domestic and total output (input). 

The c9 coefficients of the 1966/67 input-output tables represent total 
intermediate inputs and can be used directly to calculate the above 
mentioned indices for total output. To exclude the impact of imported 
inputs from the 1966/67 tables, the c, in (20) to (27) are repla..:ed by the 
d, coefficients of equation (8). For the 1983/84 input-output tables the 
c9 coefficients of domestic and foreign intermediate inputs are provided 
separate!y. Therefore, domestic c, are used directly in the calcul11tion of 
domestic indices, and the sum of domestic and foreign technical 
coefficients are used for the indices of total output. 

Tables 11 to 14 of annex II present both the two-way classification 
of u, and vi, and ui and vi and their respective distribution for domestic 
output and total output in 1966/67 and 1983/84. Obviously, the sectors 
that fall under high Ui and low Vi reveal a high absorption rate from a 
large :::iumber of sectors of the economy. Similarly, sectors with high U; 
and low Vi involve an above-average supply of direct and indirect output 
to a large number of other sectors. 

The sectors that possess (a) high U, and Ui and (b) low Vi and Vi are 
the key sectors. Other sectors may qualify, if the strict cond•tions (a) and 
(b) are relaxed. Potential key sectors are those that might have qualified 
as key sectors but did not because of slight violation of onf. of the 
conditions ia (a) and (b), while doing better than average on the rest. 

Table 7 lists the key and potential key sectors in 1966/67 and 
1983/84 when only domestic output (input) is considered. Surprisingly, 
only a small number of three key sectors in 1966/67 dropped to two in 
1983/84. While the number of potential key sectors was maintained at 
four, the food industry was the only sector that preserved its position as 
a key sector in the two periods. The key sector status of non-petroleum 
chemicals in 1966/67 declined to that of a potential key sector due to 
greater dependence on imported inputs. Except for these two cases, none 
of the key sectors or potential key sectors in 1966/67 was able to maintain 
a position in one of the two classifications in 1983/84. This supports the 
observation made in the previous section regarding the switching of 
industries among the various types of productive sectors. It could be the 
result of the radical change in policies in the early 1970s. 



Three industries in table 7 showed particularly interesting change:;: 
the iron, steel and basic metals industry; agriculture; and textiles. The 
iron, steel and metals industry moved from a non- key or potential- key 
sector in 1966/67 to a key sector in 1983/84. This supports the argument 
of the maturation process of this industry (following a significant amount 



of investment in the 1960s) as it became more integrated into the 
economy. This change also suggests that the iron, steel and basic metals 
industry became more dependent on domestic inputs and less dependent 
on imported inputs (a point to be discussed further below). Agriculture 
became a potential key sector in 1983/84, which suggests a change in its 
structure and pattern of production from being a traditional sector 
towards being more capital-intensive and more dependent on other sectors 
for intermediate inputs. Textiles (one of Egypt's important industries), 
however, lost its position as a key sector in 1983/84. This indicates, as 
suggested in the previous sections, that the textile industry is facing some 
structural difficulties and has lost its public support. An additional 
analysis, on the micro-economic level, is needed in order to determine the 
reasons for these difficulties. 

When total output (input) is considered by including the impact of 
foreign intermediate inputs, the situation becomes different. As shown 
in table 8, there was no change in any of the four key sectors of the 
economy between 1966/67 and 1983/84. Combining this result with the 
result presented in table 7 implies that both non-petroleum chemicals and 
machinery maintained their key sector status by increasing the:c 
dependence on imported inputs. This is especially true for non· petroleum 
chemicals, since it lost its key sector position in the case of domestic 
output (table 7) due to a below average rate of absorption of domestic 
inputs. On the other hand, the data in tables 7 and 8 implies that the iron, 
steel and basic metals industry maintained its key sector position in 
relation to total output due to increased dependence on domestic inputs 
and, probably, substitution of domestic inputs for foreign inputs in 
1983/84 (the backward index Ui in table 7 is higher than its counterpart 
in table 8). 

Table 8. Key, potential key and least promlaeat sectors In the total 
output (domestic and foreign) of Egypt, 1966167 and 1983/84 

Non-petroleum chemicals 
Iron, 1teel and metals 
Machinery 
food 

Pomrtiol M1 
Textiles 
Paper and printing 
Other quarrie11 and extraction 
Petroleum products 

u. 

1.147 
1.431 
1.198 
1.220 

1.122 
1.121 
o.~2 
0.959 

1.566 
2.525 
1.980 
1.518 

1.406 
1.287 
1.039 
1.814 

v 

2.989 
3.236 
3.238 
3.406 

3.585 
4.068 
2.940 
3.331 

2.166 
1.979 
1.979 
2.566 

2.795 
3.519 
2.850 
1.632 



~ dmlp-' ....... • lfGpa'mrof Eof!t 

U- U; y Y; 

Umlpca Ult 

Otber laYica 0.196 0.'113 3.462 3.9S3 
Traasp.irtatioll aad com•••icatiou 0.70I 0.546 3.171 5.040 
Piaaacial iutitatiou 0.592 0.536 4.721 5-"5 
Wllokaalc and Rtail trade 0..634 0.726 4.969 4.320 
luaraacc 0.533 0.549 5.228 5.0A 

.. Im/IC 
Kq 

Noa-petroleum cltemicall 1.345 2.051 3.466 2.405 
lroa, steel aad metals un 1.220 3.123 2.134 
Macbiaery un 1.451 3.613 3.071 
Pood 1.297 1.203 3.374 3.391 

l'oltltlial llq 

Paper and prilltiq 1.217 1.243 3.736 3.634 
CoaltractK>D 1.0l7 0.'780 2.705 3.665 

,...,, ptOHlilw 

Gl.1111 products 0.907 0.753 3.117 4.620 
Pctroleam aad aatural ps 0.656 0.717 4.396 3.971 
Traasponatioll aad coma11Bicatiou 0.59S 0.641 4.175 4.508 
Otber Krvica 0.569 0.625 5.042 4.579 
Iasuraacc 0.761 0.735 5.0ll 5.623 

Tables 7 and 8ako1how the least promiaent secton of the ecoaomy. 
These are the sector& that exhibit 1tructural and liakage weaknesses and 
possess both low U1 and Uj aad high V1 and Vj. It i1 worth noting that the 
number of leut promiaeat sector& iacrcased, in the case of dome1tic 
output (table 7), from five in 1966/67 to &ix ia 1983/84. The figure wu 
maiataiaed at five when total output includiag imported input& were 
considered (table 8). Another iotere&ting observation is the diuppearaacc 
of tbe fiaanciaj institution sector from the leut prominent secton li1t in 
1983/84 in both tables 7 aad 8, indicating the increased importance of 
that sector. 

6. Sectoral market tlependencies 

Structural and linkage weakae&&es may ako be the re1ult of the 
structure of trade in the economy. It i& therefore important to analyse the 
contribution of the different categories of final demand to the generation 
of a demand for each individual sector. This neccuitated the con1truction 
of a final demand matrix P whose typical clement f ~ represeall output of 



sector i destined to final demand category j. The percentage contributions 
of the different types of fiaal demud to tile generation of demand for 
each productive sector for the 1966/67 aad 1983/84 input-output tables 
are computed from the following systems: 

1966(7 = s - <tr• u-•-Ar1
, 

191314: s - <ir1 (I-Ar' F 

(28) 

(29) 

where ~ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the elements of 
the domestic gross output vector X. Equation (28) is used in the 
treatment or the 1966/67 input-output tables to exclude the impact of 
imported intermediate inputs from the A matrix, and equation (29) is 
applied to the 1983/84 tables where the A matrix in this case represents 
domestic intermediate inputs only. The typical element S. of matrix S 
represents the perct>ntage contribution of the final demand category j to 
the generation of demand for the output of sector i. For instance, in 
1966/67 (table 9) s11 shows that SS per cent of the output of agriculture is 
generated by private consumption, while Su shows that government 
consumption account~ for only 0.6 per cent of the output of this sector. 

Table 9 presents the percentage contribution (relative importance) of 
each final demand category to the output of each industry in 1966/67 and 
1983/84. The following discussion will concentrate on four groups of 
industries: the petroleum and natural gas extractive industry; agriculture 
and animal products; the group of heavy industries, including metal 
products, the iron, steel and basic metal industry, machinery, and 
transportation equipment; and the group of services sectors representing 
the last eight industries in table 9. 

The main change that the agriculture sector experienced between 
1966/67 and 1983/84 is the reduction in the percentage contribution of 
exports to agricultural gross output. This reflects the increasing pressure 
on the agriculture sector to meet the rising domestic needs associated with 
high population growth rates. The petroleum and natural gas extractive 
industry experienced a substantial shift from private consumption as the 
major contributor in 1966/67 to nports in 1983/84. Probably the most 
interesting and important changes are those observed in the heavy 
industries group and the services group. As seen earlier, the heavy 
iadustry group showed improvements between 1966/67 and 1983/84 with 
respect to almost all the indices presented in the paper. These 
improvements were 1ssociated with an increase in the percentage 
contribution of private and government consumption to the gross output 
of the industries, and a decline in the percentage contribution of 
investment. On the other hand, the change in the relative importance of 
thr final demand categories to the grou output of the services group was 
basically the result of a decline in the percentage contribution of private 



Table 9. Pen::ea ... depadellC,J of Ndonl outpat Oii YIU'lom ftaal ........ ca.,._, 1'66/67 and 1913/ ... 11 
Prw. Go\.wR. 

FiMd """"' c,..,,,."' Toltlll ctlplMI ...., 
~ ,,..,., fonrtodott ~ '°"""""" BJtpon.t I 

A. ltf6/'7 l 
Apnlture ucl aaimal psoduc:tl IU 0.6 o.a 1.1 1.9 13.1 

I. Peuoleua ud ut\11'11 .. 44.0 u 12.3 3.9 16.3 31.3 °""' quarriel ... extnctioa Zl.7 u 7S.9 ·17.1 SI.I 9.7 
Pood as.s 2.2 o.z 1.2 1.S 10.1 

f aew...- 99..S 0.0 o.o .().Z .0.2 0.7 

Toblcco 91.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Tutilel 39.0 0.4 o..s 6.S 7.0 .S3.6 ... 
OodUaa 116.S 17 o.o 10.7 10.7 0.2 f ~ ....... , 97.0 0.3 o.a 0.4 1.2 1.6 
SIKles 99.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 1.0 

Wood uc1 f\anlman JU 0.6 6.U .S.2 '7o.4 4J 
hperuclpriadaa 66.0 14.6 .S.7 .S.7 11.S 7.1 
Non-potlole11111 cbemkala 69.0 6.6 3.9 9.9 13.7 10.7 
r.trole11111 pcodutU 49.3 9.S 13.I 16 16.4 24.1 
Rubber ud plutics no 0.9 14.1 3.7 17.1 9.Z 

au.a ud pottery 1S.O o..s 73.1 0.1 73.9 0.6 
Glaa JllOdUCtl 17.6 2.2 Z.4 3.3 .S.7 4..S 
Metallic ucl odler psoducu 9.3 o.s 69.4 4..S 73.9 16.2 
hoa,stMlud.....i. JU 2.0 64..S 6.0 70..S SJ 
MKIUMry 17.7 1.0 69.0 7.2 76.2 .S.1 

eoa1tnued 
t:$ 
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-I IWwM Gown!· Fa.de4fllMI O..,,ln TOMI """"1 ...., 
"""' 

,,,,,,...,. ilwmloty /tJmllldt#r &poru 

1'rlll:lf MUitiall equipM•t 35.0 2.0 31.4 ·6.l 32.3 30.6 
OIMr ........... IDdllltria JU 9.7 2U 31.6 60.3 S.1 
llectriciCJ, water ud pl 61.1 9.3 11.3 17 14.0 15.6 
eo.an.cao. 10.6 0.6 •1 0.1 •2 0.6 
Whollale ud N'8il tnlde 97.9 0.1 0.6 0.2 O.I 1.2 

.................. 99.1 0.1 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.1 

~-..... 41.4 u 2.1 0.1 u 54.2 

~- 72.S 20..I 2.9 0.3 3.2 3.S 
ftuacWiMlit.adoal 97.1 0.6 1.1 0.2 1.3 1.0 ....... 15.6 1.1 14 0.1 4.2 9.1 

.......... 82.3 11.3 17 o.s 3.2 u 
OlMr ...... 51.4 31.6 s.s OA S.9 7.1 

L HD/M 

~ ... Milul pl'odUCtl 11.S 7.0 S.1 0.2 s.2 6.2 J r.tadna ............ 1.6 0.6 0.2 t.6 I.I 96.0 
Otllu .......... utftlc:dolt 27.6 IS.9 31.1 6.1 45.0 11.S l flood 77.6 17.2 0.6 u I.I 3.s ..,,...... 96.2 0.4 0.0 .0.3 .0.3 3.6 I Tobeoco 96.l 0.1 0.0 2.7 2.7 1.2 
Tudlel 60.2 17.2 OA 10.0 10.3 12.2 
Ooailtc 13.0 14.6 0.0 1.0 t.o l.4 J NOll-Uoelladllr 71.4 11.7 S.I .i,s 4A s.s ... 15.6 13.9 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.s 1:1 
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I ....__ pl'OllllCtl 41.5 19.7 5.1 l.9 7.9 JO.I 
bbberadplMdcl 70.6 4.4 5.3 113 17.6 7.4 

Clliu..apaae17 21.3 2.1 71.5 u 73.4 16 l a...,.... 32.S 14.3 l:J.9 17.1 51.0 " I Melallk: .... odlu pl'OllllCtl J6.1 22.9 37.3 117 so.o t.O 

"°' ........... lU 19J :u.s .J.O 30.S 11.2 
Mmtai11117 62.1 14 21.7 9.2 ll.O 16 

f .., 9.1 SS.7 ·1'.4 40.3 11.4 
31.1 10.0 0.6 ..S.3 -4.7 56.6 
Sl.S 22.7 7.3 2.0 9.2 9.6 

" s.s 11 IU 0.3 19.4 1.9 f S6.S lo.I 16.0 :J.9 19.9 12.7 

.................. 76.0 14 0.1 0.0 0.1 J0.6 
Newill ...... l2.2 4.3 5.4 0.1 6.2 57.3 

SS.9 19.4 10.1 1.4 11.S U.! 

'" 1.6 14.0 1.9 16.0 12.2 
14.2 S.4 6.6 I.I 1.4 52.0 

......... 61.4 11.S 6,S u 7.7 12.4 
Odler ...... 15.2 12.9 o.7 0.1 0.7 1.2 

la& 
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consumption balanced in part by u increase in tile sllares of govenameat 
consumption, investment and exports. Table 9 slaows that, with few 
exceptions, sectors in tile services group were tile only ones that 
experienced increases in tile coatribatioa of investaeat. 

It seems that the pattera of iavestmeat ia the late 1910s and early 
1980s was in favour of tlae services sectors over the commodity-producing 
sectors. The imporlallt qaestioa is the followiag: what if this pattena 
were to continue ia the future? This may create structural difficulties in 
tile commodity-producing sectors aad especially in the heavy industries 
group, which bad started to show signs of maturity after tllese industries 
were injected witll a substantial amouat of public iavestment in the 1960s 
aad early 1970s. 

Egypt bas experienced two contrasting economic regimes. In the 
1950s and 1960s the objective of the Government of Egypt was to build 
a dominant public sector within a maaa.ged economy framework. In the 
1970s and 1980s, however, the Govenament adopted the open-door policy, 
which put more empbasis on the role of tile private sector and private 
investment, either national or foreign. Under the new policy, the private 
sector was eager to invest in services but less inclined to invest in the 
commodity-producing industries. la the meantime, the share of the public 
sector in total investment declined. It seems that this situation resulted in 
structural difficulties in some of the commodity-producing industries, 
particularly those in which public investment was dominant (such as 
textiles and clothing). Sbortfalls in public investment in these activities 
were not adequately compensated for by increases in priv•te or foreign 
investment. 

The analysis shows that between 1966/67 and 1983/84 therc was very 
little improvement in the overall performance of the economy. The 
economy's overall weighted averages of the direct and indirect output 
effects, income multipliers and employment multipliers have all increased 
only marginally. This suggests that more than 10 years of the open-door 
policy was either not enough or not effective in bringing about any real 
improvements in the performance of the economy. 

Between 1966/67 .tnd 1983/84 the analysis of the types of productive 
sectors shows that industries did not move towards a specific type of 
sector and that there was almost no increase in the economy's overall ratio 
of intersectoral use to total prodl'Ction (tbe averages of + and 1). 
Furthermore, the number of industries in tbe final-manufacturing 
category (usually described as the more •mature" industries) -!ropped from 
11 ia 1966/67 to 7 in 1983/84. This may indicate tbat tbe economy was 
not able to regain tbe momentum lost as a resulr of the r.uddea and aot
well·coordiaated change in policy. 
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Tile aamber of key sectors (sectors witll laigh fonrud aad backward 
linkages aad low coefficieats of variatioa) dropped from Rl'ft in 1966/67 
to oaly two ia 1983/84, wlaea only tile doaestic iateraediate iapwts were 
considered. Wlaea tile aaalysis iadaded tlac foreip iapats as well, all of 
tile foar key sectors ia 1966/67 mainlaiat?d tlleir position ia 1983/84. 
Tllis implies tllat key sectors preserved tlacir positioa by iacreasing tlleir 
dependence on foreiga intermediate iapats. Oa tile otlter laud, tile 
resalts suggest tluit tile iroa, steel aad basic aetals iadastry ud 
agriculture sector were able to maintain aad improve tlaeir positions as 
key or potential key sectors by increasing tlleir dependeace on domestic 
inputs. 

Tiie ualysis of tile sectoral market dependeacies iadicates tllat the 
pattern of investment under the open-door policy was heavily in favour 
of services at the expense of the commodity·prodacing industries. 

Perllaps tile most relevant result of tlais study is the observation tlaat 
tile group of heavy industries, wbicll was mainly established in the 1960s, 
improved witla respect to alr..:.ost all the indices coasidered in this study. 
Tllis groap became more dependent on domestic intermediate inputs and 
more integrated into the economy. Industries in tlais group depend 
heavily on public investment, since the private sector is very reluctant to 
invest in them. It is crucial, therefore, to mainlaia an adequate level of 
investeent in these industries, for otherwise their progress could be 
r.-versed. This is a difficult proposition to sustain, given the prevailing 
ideological imperatives of structural adjustment policies. 

Alternatively, the po1ition of some of the historically important 
industries in Egypt (textiles and clothing) have deteriorated. Without a 
thorough micro-economic study, the authors are not in a position to 
determine precisely the specific reasons for this deterioration. They can 
only observe that public investment in tlaese sectors bas declined 
measurably. 

It is clear, however, that industrial development policy in Egypt II.as 
swung heavily to the opposite e"treme of planning. This swing has 
res.ailed in some dislocations suggesting tlaat a more baluced approach, 
ia which private and public investment are coordinated and harmonized, 
may be a pref erred course. 



Annex I 

RECONCILIATION OF THE INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES 

Tlae prescat study uses two sets of iapat-outpat tables for die 
Egyptian economy; relatiag to 1966/67 aad 1983/M-. la order to be able 
to ase them ia a coasiskat maaaer the two tables ha.cl to be recoaciled. 
Tlaere are two major differences between tile tables, DU1ely: dae 
dimeuion of tile tables; ud tile uture of intermediate iaputs ia eada 
table. 

With regard to tile first point, the 1966/67 ~blcs disaggregate tile 
ecoaomy iato 34 iadustries (34 s 34), wbile the 1983/84 tables rcpreseat 
a biglaer level of disaggrcgatioa (37 s 37). To allow for appropriate rccoa
ciliatioa, some of tile industries ia eada table were aggregated as slaowa 
ia table 10. The reconciled tables disaggregate tile economy iato 32 sectors 
(32 ][ 32). 

Apicwlt•rc alld aaitaal 
prodllCU 

Otlltcr qNrria aacl 
extnc:tiaa 

OtllCf traatroraatioa 
iaclutria 

Wood aad f•raiturc 

Apicalt•rc. r••a ... 
trappia1 

Caal aiaia1 
Metal ••• , ••'!! 

qNrryia& 
Noa·aetal aiDi•I 

Ota.er trauforaatioa 
illd91tria 

Woad aad furait•rc 

Otllu ICfVica 

Noa·aaimal •sriatlt•ral 
producu 

Aaiaal prodacu 

Ota.er qarria aad 
c1nrac1iall 

Couoa·p•ial aad 
·prcui•1 

Ota.er trauforaatioa 
iaclutria 

Noe·f•rait•rc woad 
illd .. try 

P•rait•rc illdutry 

Social Hcl eotamHitJ 
ICrYica 

C•lturc aad catcrtaiaaeat 
Pcnoaal 1ervica 

As for tile secoad dilfereace, the 1966/67 tables iaclude total 
(domestic aad foreip) intermediate inputs, while tbc 1983/84 system 
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provides two separate tables, one for domestic inputs and the other for 
foreign inputs. 

Tile aaalysis in the present study requires the ase of both domestic 
ud total intermediate inputs. la tile case where only tile domestic inputs 
are required for tile analysis, the impact of foreign inputs is excluded 
from tile 1966/67 tables via equations (4) to (8), and the technical 
coefficients of tile 1983/84 tables for domestic iaputs are used with no 
modification. On the other laand, when total intermediate inputs are 
aeeded, tile 1967 technical coefficients are ased as they are, and tile 
technical coefficients or tile 1983/84 tables for both domestic and foreign 
intermediate inputs are added together to obtain tile technical coefficients 
for total intermediate inputs in 1983/84. 
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Anna II 

BACKWARD AND FORWARD LINKAGES 

Table 11. Backw_. aa• ,..,,_. Uabses aad t•etr ceeffideats 
of TSladea: deaestlc Mtpal, 1'ff/ '7 

-- ,,,..,, ,,,. 
A. ............ ( ....... VJ• J.llf) 

.c..- ~ • '°"' "; ~ "; 1¥ ~. '°"' "; ~ "; 
Otllcr traDICormatioa Sbots 1.4539 2.959 

iadustriel 0.7045 3.451 Noa-slaoe lea Iller 1.5964 3.016 
Rubber aad plUtics 0.9CM6 3.519 Metallic aad other 
Other quarries aad producu 1.1479 3.309 

e11tractioa 0.9670 3.639 Clollaiag 1.4166 3.408 
Wo)Od and furniture 0.7992 3.171 Cllina aad pottery 1.172S 3.411 
Machinery 0.3420 3.116 Hotels and 
Other ICrYices 0.6931 3.977 rataurant1 1.2814 3.411 

Con1tructioa 1.2290 3.469 
Noa-petroleum 

r.bcmicall 1.0326 3.491 
Glau products 1.036S 3.52l 
Tobacco 1.4692 3.609 
Pood 1.1617 3.664 
Bcveraga 1.0741 3.801 
TClltilel 1.4715 3.946 

Low ~. ,.,,. "; H,,,. U; , lfigll J'; 
Iron, 1tccl aad metals 0.9091 3.991 Electricity, water 
Petroleum and natural pa 0.5955 4.213 andp1 1.0731 4.029 
Tran1p ortatioft equipment 0.4113 4.245 Petroleum produc11 1.0235 4.155 
Tran1portatioa 0.9048 4.660 Paper and printing 1.0139 4.531 
Moving and 11orap 0.8453 4.680 
Pinancial in1titution1 o.asoo S.061 
Real atate 0.8329 5.063 
Agriculture and animal 

products 0.9030 5.115 
Wllolelale and retail 

trade 0.9090 5.141 
ln1urancc 0.7140 S.363 

L , ........... ( ...... V,•4.m) 

Low u,. """ Yi u, v, HiJh U1, low 1'i u, Yi 
Machinery 0.5204 2.506 Agriculture and 
Petroleum and natural animal producll 3.3377 1.147 

p1 0.8969 2.950 Petroleum producll 1.8634 2.245 
Non·pctroleum 

chemical1 1.3427 2.689 



Low U;, lrigll V, u, v, HipU,,...,V, u, Y, 
Food l.S131 2.803 
lroa, 1aed aad metals 1.2603 2.917 
Textiles 1.1413 3.162 
O:llcr qArriu aad 

aad cKtnctioa 1.0693 3.369 
Electricity, water 

aadps 1.2071 3.466 
Rcalatatc 1.0917 3.830 
Mcmaa aad atoraac 1.0078 3.193 
Paper aad priatill& 1.17S3 3.19S 

Low U;, ,.,,. V, 

Otber IUYic:cl 0.6151 4.461 
Coastnactioa 0.9308 4.S7S 
Noa-1boc leatllcr 0.9156 4.613 
Tran1portatioa cquipmcat 0.3'724 4.616 
Metallic aad other 

products 0.8066 4.706 
Wood aad furniture 0.6442 4.801 
Wbolcsalc aad retail 

trade 0.9658 4.828 
Otber tranllormatioa 

industries 0.4637 4.962 
Tran1portatioa 0.8032 S.263 
Insurance 0.7164 S.27S 
Glass products 0.6910 S.290 
Rubber and plastics 0.5111 S.380 
financial inlfitutions 0.7961 S.413 
China aad pottery 0.7294 S.42S 
Bcveraacs 0.7311 S.493 
Tobacco 0.7549 S.60S 
Hotels and rcstauraats 0.7S12 S.619 
Cl.:>thing 0.76SO S.6Sl 
Shocl 0.7463 S.657 

Table 12. Backward ud forward ll•k•tt ud tlaelr coefficleau 
of .. rtatloa: total oatpat (do•ntlc ad fonl1a), 1966167 

lllllluPy /Ilda 

A. ........... <-.e VJ• JA1I) 

I.Aw u,, low 'I u, v, Hip "i· low 'I 
Other quarries and Shocl 

extraction 0.9820 2.940 Noa·~ leather 
"' 1.1.537 

1.3863 

'I 
2.477 
2.612 

COlltinucd 



,,,..,, 
Hotels aad ruta•raats 0.9121 3.019 Mctaltic aad otlllu 
llCYcraga 0.9276 3.066 prod11Cts 1.1125 2.614 
Clotbia1 0.9941 3.199 CoutfllCtioll l.Cll19 2.620 
Pctrolelam prod•cts 0.9593 3.331 Otlllu traufonaatioD 

ia~ilStria 1.3SU 2.639 
Cbiaa aad pottery 1.0531 2.678 
Glaaprod.cts 1.0409 2.749 
R•bbcr aad plastics 1.0219 2.9S4 
Noa-petroleum 

C'bcmicals 1.1465 2.989 
Wood aad f•mit•rc 1.1664 3.030 
lroa, steel aad 

metals 1.4310 3.236 
Macbiacry 1.1976 3.238 
food 1.2204 3.406 
Tobacco 1.1096 3.412 

I.- U;, hip "J HiP Uj, .,,. Y; 

Otber &ervic:cs 0.19SI 3.462 TraasponatioD 
Electricity, water aad au 0.1131 3.491 cquipmcat 1.2291 3.447 
Petroleum aad aataral Te1uilcs 1.1224 3.SIS 

ps 0.8993 3.SlS Paper aad priatin1 1.1213 4.068 
Mcwia1 and 1toraac 0.7S93 3.721 
Traa1portatioll 0.7079 3.878 
Real estate 0.6010 4.S66 
Piaaacial iastitutioas O.S91S 4.728 
AJriculturc aad animal 

products 0.7624 4.869 
Wholesale and retail 

trade 0.6342 4.969 
lasuraacc O.S330 5.221 

a. ,. .............. ( ..... V1•J.M) 

I.- u, , low Yj u, Y, HipU1,lowY, u, Yj 

Electricily, water aad Petroleum productl 1.8136 1.632 
ps 0.980S 2.767 Aanculturc aad 

Real estate 0.8537 3.113 animal productl 3.2120 1.637 
Mcwia1 and 1toraac 0.8510 3.2S4 Macbiacry 1.9796 1.908 

Iron, 1tccl and 
metals 2.S247 1.979 

Noa-petroleum 
cbcmicals 1.S6S7 2.166 

Petroleum aad 
natural p1 1.3148 2.395 

Pood I.Slit 2.S66 
Tt1tllcl 1.4064 2.795 



Other quarries and 
extraction 1.0385 2.BSO 

Paper and printing 1.2870 3.519 

1- U;' Np V, 
Other services 0.7826 3.953 
Construction 0.6686 4.150 
Wbolelale and retail trade 0.7259 4.320 
Wood ;.ad furniture 0.7817 4.416 
Transportation equipment 0.9350 4.442 
Metallic and other 

products 0.6456 4.462 
Other transformation 

industries 0.6428 4.490 
Noa·1hoe leather 0.6074 4.S96 
Rubber and plastics 0.6243 4.758 
Transportation 0 . .5460 S.040 
Insurance 0.5492 S.068 
Glass products 0..SS6S S.120 
financial iastitu tioa1 0.5357 S.23S 
Cbiaa and pottery 0.5089 S.401 
Beverage1 O.SOS6 S.492 
Hotels and re1tauraat1 0.4922 S.5!6 
Tobacco 0.4918 S.604 
Clothing 0.498S S.649 
Shou 0.4862 S.6S7 

Table 13. Backward and forward linkages and their coefficients 
or variation: domestic oatpat, 1983184 

lndustty Inda lndlulry ln4a 

1-f'1. low~ 

°' 
"i High f'1• low ~ f'1 ~ 

Con1truction 0.9738 3.800 Rubber and pla1tic1 1.2994 3.017 
China and pottery 0.9377 3.991 Textilel 1.4612 3.136 
Noa-petroleum chemicals 0.9743 4.017 Shou 1.2624 3.188 
Bcveraga 0.9304 4.020 Other cranlformation 
Elcc:trir.ity, water and indu1tricl 1.4863 3.315 

gas 0.9200 4.088 Hotels 1nd 
Transportation restaurant1 1.1234 3.32S 

equipment 0.9676 4.130 Clothin1 1.0691 3 . .548 
Moving and 11orage 0.9255 4.157 Machinery 1.0410 3.714 
financial institutlon1 0.8988 4.194 Metallic and other 

products 1.0907 3.809 
Non·1hoc leather 1.2679 3.910 

continued 



"""'--1 ...., --
Pood 1.0409 4.012 
ll'Oll, steel aad 

metals 1.3351 4.119 

Low U;.,.,. Jj Hip U;' Ai&A Y; 
Paper and printia& 0.9146 4.274 Tobacco 1.1091 4.590 
Petroleum products 0.1629 4.416 A&ftaaltare and 
Glass products O.IS19 4.456 animal products 1.0279 4.156 
Wlaoleale aad retail 

trade 0.7899 4.714 
Wood and faraitare 0.8261 4.750 
Real estate 0.7716 5.072 
Transportation 0.7434 5.092 
Otlacr quarries and 

extraction 0.7116 5.151 
Inn ranee 0.9785 5.159 
Otlacr services 0.7041 S.211 
Petroleum and natural 

pl 0.6951 5.319 

.. ,. .............. <-. v,. 4.372) 

Low U;, low V, u, v, K,,,, U1 , low V; u, v, 
Financial institutions 0.9931 3.727 Wholesale aad retail 
Machinery 0.9951 3.807 trade 1.7885 2.023 
Petroleum products 0.9916 3.833 Real estate 1.7003 2.247 
Paper and printin& 0.9668 4.020 Apicultare and 
Construction 0.9163 4.031 animal products 2.3697 2.543 
Blcctririty, water and Other quarries and , .. 0.9054 4.133 extraction 1.lOSO 3.190 
Other transformation Noa·pctrolcum 

indastria 0.8742 4.324 clacmicall 1.2412 3.273 
Mcwin& and storap 1.0112 3.7762 
Pood 1.0Sl4 3.948 
Iron, steel aad 

metals 1.3303 4.176 

Low u,, """ v, K,,,. U; • lrifh V, 
Transportation cqui.,.nent 0.8161 4.S03 Noa·sboc leather 1.1310 4.509 
Tcxtilcl 0.9SSO 4.60S 
Wood and furniture 0.8463 4.635 
Transportation 0.8092 4.665 
Other scrvicu 0.7772 4.776 
Petroleum and natural 

ps 0.7S64 4.881 
Metallic and other 

produCIS 0.7967 5.117 
Rubber and plastics 0.7293 S.142 
Ola• products 0.7324 S.208 
Insurance 0.9460 S.336 
Beverap1 0.6912 S.429 



Claioa amd potlerJ 
Tobacc:o 
Hotels amd rataaraau 
Clotlill& 
Sllocs 

0.6704 
0.91111 
0.6576 
0.6106 
0.6166 

S.Sll 
S.607 
S.621 
S.641 
S.6S7 

Ta•le 14. Baekw_. •• , ....... Habces aad Deir eeeffideats 
of nrlatiea: telal •1'91 ( .. •estlc aad ferelga), 1913/14 

,,,.., ,.. ,,,.., ,.. 
A. ............. (-.p VJ• J.'JU) 

Low~. low Y; ':J.. 
I Y; Hip~. low Y; ~ Vi 

Clotbia1 0.9290 3.137 Rabbcr aad plastics 1.3697 2..506 
Bcftrap 0.9217 3.113 Conllnictioa 1.0169 2.70S 
Electricity, water aad pa 0.1176 3.216 Textiles 1.3126 2.71S 
MoviD1 aad 11orase 0..1147 3.354 Sbocl 1.1414 2.112 
Metallic aad other Hotels aad 

products 0.9121 3.S37 ratauraats 1.0127 2.111 
Chiaa aad pottery 0.7143 3.641 Tobacco l.76Sl 2.974 

Macbiaery 1.1723 3.123 
Otber traalformatioa 

iadastries 1.2313 3.144 
Noa·sboe leather 1.2333 3.308 
Food 1.2969 3.374 
Noa-petroleum 

cbemicals 1.34S3 3.466 
lroa, steel aad 

metals 1.171S 3.683 

Low ~.Np Y; Kif/I !f; ' ,,,,,. Ji 
Petroleum product• 0.7914 3.737 Paper aad priatia1 1.2170 3.736 
Ola11 producll 0.9071 3.117 Transportatioa 
Fiaaacial iastitutioas 0.8290 3.905 equipmeat 1.4081 3.866 
Petroleum aad aatural Wood aad 

p1 0.6564 4.396 furniture 1.0328 4.273 
Wholaalc aad retail trade 0.6312 4.5S3 
Asriculture aad aaimal 

products 0.8721 4.574 
Real eatate 0.6217 4.828 
Tran1portation 0.59"7 4.87S 
Other quarriet and 

extraction 0.5710 4.~69 

Other aervicu 0 . .5693 5.042 
Jnaur1nce 0.7614 S.Oll 

continued 



....,.~ '» m;No.lJ 

....., 
............... c-.v, • 1"') 

Z-U;.lowY, U; v. HpU1,lowY, U; Y, 

htraba prodllCU 0.9610 3.070 Wllolaakaad 
P-maacial iutit•tiou 0.9444 3.3SS Rtai trade 1..6144 1.664 
Moria& ... storaac 0..1617 3.351 Realatatc 1.621S 1.107 
Cautnictim 0.779S 3..66.5 Apiaalt•R aad 3.0Sl3 1.m 
Electricity, water aad ps 0.7696 3.721 aaiaal prodKU 3.0Sl3 1.m 

Noa-pctrocllcaical 
dlcmicall 2.0506 2.40S 

Oilier qurria aad 
utrac:tioa 1.1171 2.637 

Macbillcry l.119S 2.137 
boa. steel aad 

meta II 1.4505 3.071 
Pood 1.2032 3.391 
Paper aad prilltill& 1.2430 3.634 

Z.-U1,~Y1 ,,.,. u,. ,.,,, V; 

htroleum aad aatural Traaportatioa ... 0.7170 3.971 equipment 1.3380 4.0SI 
Otller tramfonnatioa Wood aad furaituR 1.0277 4.296 

industries 0.7093 4.111 
Tusila 0.1496 4.210 
Metallic aad otber 

producU 0.7271 4.39S 
Noa-slloe lcatber 0.942S 4.429 
Rubber aad plastics 0.649S 4.473 
Traasportatioa 0.6413 4..508 
Otber KrYica 0.6247 4.5'19 
Gius products 0.7S34 U20 
Jasuraacc 0.73Sl S.263 
Beftraps 0.5302 5.421 
Cbiaa aad pottery 0.5171 5.477 
Tobacco 0.6913 5.607 
Hotels aad rutaur1at1 0.5045 5.625 
Clotbia& 0.5143 5.647 
Slloa 0.5461 5.6S7 
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Formulating industrial strategies and policies 
in the eo11text of restructuring economies: • 

some preliminary thoughts 

Philippe R. Scholtes• 

The starting-point, or reference model, is the competitive 
equilibrium paradigm which features a large number of producers and 
consumers behaving individually as mere price-takers, sharing complete 
information and exchanging purely substitutable goods in the Arrow
Debreu sense. Under fairly weak assumptions on preferences and 
production sets, the theory establishes the existence of a Pareto-optimal 
equilibrium .. and the resulting efficient allocation of resources in the 
economy. 

The emerging price system automatically reveals the economic and 
social value of goods and services, and international trade reflects the 
global distribution of endowments in a broad sense, that is, encompassing 
natural resources availability, relative abundance of factors and 
technological capabilities.••• 

In such a scenario, developing countries will export raw materials, 
labour and labour-intensive goods, and import in return more elaborate 
products, until the country accumulates capital and know-how and moves 
into a broader range of manufactures (reservations on the dynamics and 
long-run effects notwithstanding - see box 1). Economic gains under this 
model will stem from spontaneous specialization based on comparative 
advantages and a more efficient utilization of endowments. 

In the real world, however, the existence of externalities, increasing 
returns to scale, imperfect information etc. shatters the very foundations 
of the competitive paradigm, and the market forces actually lose their 
appealing property of optimally allocating scarce resources through the 
economy. 

•UNJoo, Industrial StrateJicl and PoliciCI Brancb, Department of Industrial 
Operations . 

.. Witb all tbe limilltions actually embedded in tbi1concept,1ucb Ha 10mewb1t 111tic 
vision of the IOCicty. If, for in111nce, a low· income consumer ii bound to an nclu1ive choice 
between education and food, he will m01t rea10nably opt for the latter in his utility 
maximization. Profit maximization by tbe employer will in turn confine bim to low·payin1 
jobs, thu1 leavin1 no acope for an enlaraement of lli1 budaet 1et and oflerin1 alloaether no 
way out of the dilemma. 

•••Tbe1e lbree elemen11 are aenerally acknowledaed 10 be the major de1erminant1 of 
trade patterns. See H. Forstner and Ballance. R., Comp«ing in a Global Ee°"""" (London, 
Unwin Hyman, 1990). 
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On the production side, business strategics arc designed to cf f cctivcly 
respond to speci fie market f ailurcs: for iDstHce, increasing returns to 
scale in most industries trigger the creation of ever-larger capacities, ud 
their huge capital requirements are probably a major impetus in the 
expansion of stock markets worldwide. This ia turn acts as u eatry 
deterrent into that particular iadastry, increases market coaccatration, 
ud weakens the stimulating effect of competition. The resulting prices 
no longer reflect the true economic value of goods, ud necessarily entail 
iadficieacies. 

In tLis example, a moderator in the form of the public authority is 
of ten called for to oppose the emergence of trusts ud ensure to the extent 
possible a fair observance of the competition rules.• 

Perhaps more f undamcntal is the role of the public sector as purveyor 
of public goods such as infrastructure, marked by significant consumption 
externalities. In the real world, a second-best setting, a minimum of 
iOverament intervention is thus required to support economic growth by 
compensating market deficiencies. 

The ideal form and magnitude of government intervention remains 
to be specified, and is currently the topic of elaborate discussions between 
economists. This paper sketches the outline of an analytical framework 
for such intervention in the industrial sector, coasistent with the 
prevailing background o( a second-best market eCGnomy. 

Bos 1 

la lbe lon&·nia, acute specializarioa ia lnde aad maaufacturia& (•Ion& wirb 
productivity improvemears ia &lobal rraasporutioa systcias) is lillcly to cballca&e 
well·utablisbed issues ia dcvo:lopmcat ccoaomia, sucb u tccbaolo&y traalfen. Tiie 
effective mastery of appropriate tccbaoJoaicl will lolrc ill sipificaa" ia csplaiaia& 
indu1nrial pcrformaaca: a llcy factvr of sucCCll will iacrcuia&ly rely oa tbc 
man11emeal skills acccuary 10 orpaize, ia a timely and dfw:icat maaacr, 
maaufacluria& proccssu around worldwide suppliers of iapurs. Tiie automotive 
industry in Europe is a &ood illustralioa of tbc case. 

•Another widespread form of Government iatcrve111ioa in tbat caa of aoa·coavcs 
1echno1c>&ic1 con•ill& of merely 1ubltitutin& a public lllOllOpOly for a potential private oae (ace 
lhe example of railway1, national airlines, electricity producrioa and dillribulioa etc.). 
U1ually characrerizcd by aocial·mindcd pricin& policies, public uliliticl do nor, however, 
escape lhc economic 1horrcominp 111ributcd lo monopolies in acncral. 



Addressing industrial developmeat issaes at dae particular level of 
sabsectors is not a neutral clloice, aad deserves tllerefore convincing 
justification. First, dais level offers a conveaieat compromise between 
precision aad practicability: as ecoaomic bellaviour is usually defiaed at 
dae margin by infinitesimal displacements, the aaalysis should ideally 
proc"d at dae level of individuals for a better aaderstaadiag and more 
accurate inferences.• 

Although today's computers could haadle dae large amounts of data 
involved, a bottleneck is likely to be felt at the upstream stage of data 
collection. On the other haad, aggregates at sectoral level may conceal, 
behind average values, wide disparities across industries. la dais respect, 
subsectoral statistics (usually at the daree-digit level of the International 
Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC)) offer 
a workable compromise. 

Second, most developing countries are characterized by :Ow volumes 
of inter-industry trade, while business relations, when existing, are found 
within given indnstries. Thus dae subsector represents a coherent cluster 
of individuals and a relevant subset for economic analysis. 

Typically, developing countries exhibit a limited range of industrial 
subsectors, •• reflecting dae earlier bias towards basic needs and import
substitution strategies. Each one of them absorbs resources and yields in 
return value added, employment, foreign exchange etc., in different 
proportions. When resources are severely constrained, as it is in 
developing countries, it is essential to allocate them lo those areas where 
they are expected to leverage the best possible return. 

Several econometric tools are available to provide a quantitative 
support to the selection of priority subsectc.rs, prominent among which 
are input-output analysis and applied general equilibrium models. Both 
approaches differ in their respective data requirements, the string of 
assumptions they are based upon (and thus their limits), and the type of 
simulation they allow for. 

•sampliEI proccduru arc oltea applied u alternative to natioaal accounts stariarin, 
ror instance in tile rorm of busiaea IUrYeJI tO llllOdel inveatmCDI beltaviour, Of IUrYCJI of 
ltouscltold expendiruru 10 draw demaad pattcraa. 

••And thus a relarively hip dell" ol {maaurac1urin1) specialization (sec /lldlutly QN/ 

,,,.,.,_,,,: Global Rqon /IJ9lj'J2) (UNIDO public:atioa, Sala No. E.91.111.E.19). In Ille 
absence ol 1ipifican1 exrcrnal rrade, tlail ii, laowever, no iadic:ation ol an eff«live srrucrural 
adjustment bHcd on compa,.tive advantapa at Jlobal lcvel. 



Multi-criteria analysis thus leads to a specific ranking of the 
industrial subsectors and ultimately to the selection of those among them 
to be regarded as •priority industries•• henceforth to be focused on. 

BOJ: 2 

la Malaysia, UNIIX> cleftloped a fuD-flcclp, 11-scctor, dJ11amic iaput
oatput model with special emphasis OD aaaufacturills. to aaalya tbc cbaa&ia& 
historical pattcnas aad to project futun: scctoral dCYdopmeall. Tbc 11 scctors 
iacludc 12 iadustrial subsecton, bcloe&ia& to citbcr tbe rao.rcc-bued (7) « tllc 
aoa-rcmurcc-bascd (S) catcpy. Tiie dyaamic dimcuioa ol tbc model stems from 
a feedback drcct obtaiacd by ndogeaiziag such variables u iaYCStmcat or import 
n:q11in:mcats, OD a subsectoral basis. Grotrtb prmpects few eacb oae ol tllc 
12 subsectors wen: first estimated by ordiaary-least-squan:s (OLS) aaalysis ol time 
series, ia a partial cq11ilibrium frame. Tiie n:sults wen: tbca fed iato tllc iaput
output model, aad cbcclr. sim11latioas wen: rua to ascenaia consistency •itb overall 
macroeconomic tariets.. Tbc fiae-t11aia1 ol tbc model haYiag bcea completed, tbc 
latter caa be limulated to ngest, for ia1taacc, that dae to balaacc-ol-paymcats 
conliclcratioas, • .. .Jlolapia ill * 1990s sltollld /lfl'JW 1111 apon-ariorMI 111111 rr:sowu
bawd ~ lllir.t a""""" sltijt IO*~ basal indluftll ....,,,_, 
as site tlf1fl'OOCha * '1"1' ~ /tlal.aysia~ bllilNIJ """'°""' ill d«OtJnics 111111 tl«afcal 

sa:w, rOlila """ appanl JKW, """ ~ ~ cMmicol S«tar Mid 
sp«IT1rttldd -tactJll'illg ,,,.,,,,, apon incmm and ~ ,_,,,,.,,. ill * ltur 
d«ade-.st ~ fu/lJ """'*'1 ill*"°' ... "' llUlllinfizl ia /•-rwlClrilff..,, '6«a - * mt of IM """"""1---· (see Y. Alla aad o:bers, "Dynamic iaput·output 
analysis aad sectoral projcctioa1 ol tile maaufacturia& sector 1990-2000" 
(DP /MAL/90/003), a n:port prepared for tbc Goverameat ol MalaJlia by UNIDO 
acting as CJICCutia& a1ency for tile United NatioH Development Prosramme). 

B. Aneumeat of competitlYeaeu aad ldeatlllcatloa 
of k.eJ explaaatorJ variables 

The worldwide impetus towards increased trade liberalization and 
market economics bestows a decisive importance on the notion of 
competitiveness, previously irrelevant in most inward-bound developing 

•Thi1 actually calll for 1wo comments. First, it is clearly a "picking-1he·win11cr• 
11ra1e1y. inasmuch 11 lhe priorily 1ubsector1, 1ha1 i1, lhote which will be gran1ed per1icular 
supporl, are probably lhote enjoyin& already lhe 11rongcs1 inilial endowmen1s, while lhc leu 
ror1un11e industries will be hopclculy left aside. Thi1wayol1cceler1cing 1 natural sclcc1ion 
proccu as against Che approach aimed l)n the conuary 11 ;Jling indu11rics i1, however, more 
consistent with 1 nco·elauical backsround. A second remark points 10 lhe risk or miuin& 
real, if 11 yet une11ploi1ed, opportunities. 



couatries and their strongly protected domestic market~• a par"Jculu 
good will be sold, and thus assume ecoaomic sigaificuce, only if it 
proves competitive•• vis-a-vis existing substitales on givea markets. 

The next step consists, therefore, ia measariag lite actual 
competitiveness of specific manufactures withia the priority subsectors. 
Roughly speaking, the uaderlying cost structure leads to a price p that ltas 
to be compared to the price p., observed in interaatioaal markets for 
substitutable goods. The aaalysis may include social concerns such as 
employment generation, poverty alleviatioa, rural development or 
environmental hazards in the form of cofllmeuurate shadow prices.••• 

A vector-valued mapping is thu ootained: 

where x,, i=I to a, are the • components of the cost pattern, such as raw 
materials, import duties, capital, labour, handling charges, trusportation, 
storage, marketing and advertising, value-added taxes, cost of access to 
foreign exchange and other financial transaction charges. 

It is important to note at this stage that in a mised ecoilomy, some of 
the cost components are under the control of private-sector agents while 
others depend on government macr~wnomic and sectoral policy. 

A strategic plan for the development of the subsector results from 
the optimization programme: 

constrained by 

•in rac1, dic·bard, if dil&uilcd, protcctiooill rcOexes arc rrcqucally cncoua1crcd ia 
developing counlrica, 11 revealed by ID obleuive rdcreau 10 lbc actual cxi11cacc or markc11. 
To be rcalialic:, ou1pu1 volumes rrom any parlicular dcvclopina country arc very low iadccd 
by in1ern.1ional 11andard1, and therefore canno11ipific:aally affec1, even lcu 111ur11c, 1lobal 
markcll. Thul, provided it i• compc1itivc, the oulpuc ii ualikcly 10 be con11raincd by markcl 
size. 

..In a pcrlccrly compctilive economy, thiscn1ai111ha1 lhc price or 1ha1 parlicular &ood 
be lower lhan, or equal lo, comparable prices or 1ubltitu1es on international markcll. In lhe 
real world, however, I wide ranae or qualily specific:ationl &ives way 10 product differcntialioo 
strate1ics, where the compelition i1 no lottaer in terms al prices but in terms al olbcr 
auributu such 11 quality, cxclusivencss and tied· in scrvicca. 

•••11 appears indeed more rrui1ru110 addrcss such bro11d i11ucs not in isolalion 11ol1ca 
su11es1cd, bul rather in relation 10 the relevant economic 1«tor1. 



which represents the resource mobilization capacity of the country (see 
box 3). Output levels must obviously be preserved, otherwise a trivial 
solution would exist at output level 0. • 

Typically, suengthening competitiveness will call for upgrading 
manufacturing plants, enhancing the skills of the workforce, revamping 
or creating infrastructure etc., all activities likely to absorb resources 
prior to creating value. 

Yet the cost suucture f is most probably non-linear in its arguments. 
Therefore, the solution of the minimization programme is not 
straightforward, and the topology off acquires a particular significance. 

Formally, the Lagrangean associated with the optimization 
programme is written: 

and the first-order condition~ become: 

where de/ dx is the cost attached to achieving a unit competitiveness 
enhancement (that is, a unit price reduction). 

Obviously, a marginal •investment• in improving competitiveness will 
leverage a higher or lesser impact on the final price, depending on which 
of the cost components is targeted. Likewise, a given improvement in 
competitiveness will require more or less resources depending on which 
strategic factors are made to play an in~trumental role. 

To be rigorous, the following must be checked: the concavity off 
at p=p• through the second-order conditions; and pis a global extremum 
and not a local one due to singularities of f. 

In practice, however, improving competitiveness will rather proceed 
through a sequence of steps (totonnemtnt); from an initial situation p', a 
cone in a• delineates competitiveness-improving directions. Some of 
these strategic moves have greater impact on enhancing competitiveness 
than others for a given injection of resources. For instance, investing one 
dollar in upgrading the road network may bring about a sharper decrease 
in the price of a specific manufacture as compared to spending that dollar 
in offering management training courses to the staff. 

Thus, following the direction that shows the greatest impact on 
improving competitiveness leads to a second step p1

, and so on, until 

•11 m•y well turn ou1 tll•t ,• > , .. in which case either the concerned mHuracture 
nnnot be con1idered •priority ror Ille counuy, or it orrer1 tound imprcwe;nent pro1pec11 ror 
Ille ru1ure, ud may therefore be panted temporary 11idin1aublidiu1 • p•. p,, 



theoretically p• is reached.• A real-world application of this sequential 
process requires only basic algebra without calling for elaborate 
computing techniques. 

Bos: 3 

The notion or ruource mobilization c:apac:ity (RMC) deserves further 
attention. Remember that RMC constrains the optimization programme and 
ultimately tbe competitive advantage a country may ac:bieve for specific: 
manufactures. It encompaSICS, bowever, a series or variables under eitber public:- or 
private-sector control. Similarly, the objective function inc:ludes botb public- and 
private-sector related variables. It would be, however, a strong assumption to 
consider 1he objection function as strictly additive -and sepanblc- in its public: and 
private components. In other words, tbe widespread idea oCseparating Government 
and business roles and responsibilities in the development proc:css, as transparent 
in the motto "the Government is responsible for setting an enabling environment 
within whic:b business may prosper and ~· will reac:b suboptimal results. 

C. Market failures, organizational deficiencies and 
strate1lc manqement 

The approach known as strategic management of industrial 
development was initially introduced in the context of severely 
disorganized economies painstakingly attempting to exit decades of 
government- led, inward- bound policies to enter an open economic space. 

Its core argument is that, due to prevailing uncertainty and 
disorganization, ambitious restructuring programmes are thwarted from 
the start by the actual inability of their target beneficiaries to clearly 
understand the costs and benefits and to formulate and implement 
appropriate strategies. In particular, such programmes are designed on 
the basis of macroeconomic aggregates and with medium-term time 
horizons, while, on the other band, businesses clearly lack essential human 
and fincancial resources, and are reduced, in an uncertain environment, to 
an extremely short-sighted vision of growth management and strategic 
planning. 

•When the objective function or the op1imiia1ion proaramme docs not lend itself 10 
analysis, which is commonly the c:ase when racing non-linearities, the solutions mull be 
cx1rac:1cd by numerical methods. Available alaori1hm1 arc often based on generalized 
gradienll applications, an approach very c:lolC indeed 10 the one proposed here (sec, for 
inatance, P.H. Clarke, OptimlzlJlion and Non-SmoothAno/ylls (New York, John Wiley, 1983)). 



An efficient restructuring process in this context calls for a profound 
change in the way Government and business operate and formulate 
particular industrial strategics and policies. The concerns raised in box 3 
underscore the need for an effective dialogue to be engaged and pursutd 
between policy makers and the business community. To be productive, 
the dialogue must result in exchanging reliable (sec !>ox 4) strategic 
information on industrial performance and underlying competitiveness. 
The quantitative approach outlined earlier in this paper may well provide 
an adequate and systematic framework for such an exchange of 
information. 

Box 4 

Buildin& oa commonly 1bar~ iafotmation. tbf: members of a group start by 
asscuing tbe 1trengtbs aad wcakacsles of their rapcctiYc activities, aad proceed 
witb the idcntif'"ication of opportunities towards the formulation of group llrate&ies
Yet each individual actin& as a rational, profit-scckiag «OOOlllic agent will always 
compare lbc outcome of bis or her 1taad-aloae 1tra1CIJ versus wbat would actually 
be gained Crom joiniag tbc group. A.a iadividual wiU ncatually joia tbc group if 
the pay-o« ii bigber ia tbc latter tbaa ia tbc former cue. A pcrvcne behaviour may 
emerge, where tlae members of a lfOUP will reveal voluntarily distorted pmereaccr 
in aa attempt to trigger higber pcnoaal pia1. Typically ia 1ucb iastaaccs, priYatc
scctor operators iavariably claim that tbey would aauredly become competitive, 
should the Oovcramcnt case tbc prevailing burdca of taxation aad rcgulatioo1. It 
ii indeed easier ror a firm to bria& dowa the price of its product by lobbying for tax 
cuts rather tbaa working caraatly on improvia& ill owa production function. Tbc 
cfl'cctivene11oftbc1lratqic-maaa1emeat-of-indu1trial-dcvelopmeatapproacbmay 
be seriously jcopar~iud in tbc absence of iaccative·compatiblc mechanisms for 
revealing preferences. 

D. Support to restnu:tarl•1 proceues tlaroa1la 
teclanlcal aulllance 

Among developing countries, some enjoy a strong tradition of close 
interaction and cooperation between State and private operators. These 
display a well-organized private sector, whose interests are taken Ui> to 
the policy-making authorities either directly by private lobbies or through 
powerful institutions. 

Meanwhile, others struggle to come to terms with the new challenges 
raised by an increasing reliance oo market economics, and especially the 
emergence and strengthening of a self-sustaining private sector capable 
of creating value and thus contributing to the development of the country. 

Obviously, the support provided through technical assistance must be 
adjusted to the precise needs of the recipient country. Jo particular, the 
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nature of advisory services expected in countries belonging to the first 
category above is likely to take the shape of quantitative support to 
economic analysis and decision-making (as in the industrial mast'!r plan 
of Malaysia described in box 2) in the field of industrial strategies and 
policies. 

On the other hand, assistance to countries that trail behind in terms 
of internal organization must first concentrate on developing business 
relations within the country and densif ying the economic environment by 
initiating appropriate consultative mechanisms, possibly through strategic 
management of industrial development. 

Whichever form of technical support is eventually deployed in the 
formulation of industrial strategies and policies, it is worth stressing that 
its ultimate impact on economic development crucially depends on the 
ability of the recipient country to implement its recommendations. As far 
as technical assistance is concerned, this calls for effective, downstream 
integration with existing investment promotion and resource mobilization 
facilities, within or ou!side UNIDO. 



Development strategy for sub-Saharan countries 

Takao Fukuchi• 

In the 1980s, the manufacturing sectors in many sub-Saharan 
countries suffered from low demand and shortage of imported capital 
goods and intermediate materials. Outputs declined and the share in gross 
domestic product (GDP) also decreased. The decrease of per capita 
manufacturing output for domestic use was even more pronounced due to 
the high population growth. On the other hand, the severely limited 
supply of manufactured goods became a big bottleneck for the economy. 
Thus in the 1990s a rehabilitation strategy is badly needed to reverse these 
declining trends and restore once again the vital contribution of the 
manufacturing sector. For this purpose, three sub-Saharan countries 
(Ethiopia, Sierra Leone and United Republic of Tanzania) were selected 
and quantitativ~ studies were conducted using data of the 1980s to analyse 
current tendencies and main bottlenecks of the manufacturing sector, and 
to assess the impact of some important strategies. The present paper 
summarizes the results of this work. First the current situation of the 
three countries is surveyed, and then the main f ea tu res of the models used 
are discussed. Finally, the results of the simulation experiments of these 
models are compiled to suggest the long-term effects of the strategies 
suggested. 

A. Features of the three sub-Saharan countries: Ethiopia, 
Sierra Leone and United Republic of Tanzania 

According to Nissan and Caveny (1), the ranking of the three 
countries was as reflected in table 1. Welfare distance was defined by the 
distance from the ideal country in the three-dimensional space of the 
physical-quality-of-life index (life expectancy, infant mortality and 
literacy). Out of 125 countries, table 1 shows the ranking of countries 
where the necessary statistics were available. 

Based upon welfare distance and per capita GDP, the three countries 
are in a similar ranking or stage of development. Sierra Leone and 
Ethiopia were in the lowest quintile group in the ranking by welfare 
distance index and also by per capita GDP. The United Republic of 
Tanzania belongs to the lowest quintile in terms of per capita GDP, and 
to the fourth quintile in terms of welfare distance. This can be confirmed 
from other points of view. For example, it has been calculated that the 
Gini coefficients of income distribution were 0.44 and 0.42 for Sierra 

•former Director, Industrial Policy and Perspectives Division, UNIDO. 
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Leone and the United Republic of Tanzania, respectively. It can also be 
inferred that Sierra Leone and Ethiopia suffer very seriously from 
internal and external structural difficulties and the resulting economic 
difficulties (like balance-of-payments problems; shortage of imported 
fuel, parts and capital goods; low utilization rate and deterioration of 
productive facilities as well as infrastructure etc.). All three countries 
need structural reforms, but based upon these findings, the situation in 
the United Republic of Tanzania is relatively favourable for furthering 
economic development. 

Table 1. Country ranking based on welfllft distance 
and per capita GDP 

Wf!(tB flillGl ea. ,llllila {LQf 

Counay 1960 191/0 1960 1980 

A. One ..... CGlllllries 

Afghanistan I23 122 100 106 
Bangladesh 98 106 121 119 
Bhutan 120 122 
Burkina Paso 122 119 102 111 
Cbad 117 117 I07 I20 
Democratic Yemen 112 I04 I22 87 
Guinea 120 I20 9I 94 
Lao People's Democratic Republic 89 110 119 I2I 
Senegal 110 118 71 83 
Somalia 119 116 90 I02 
Yemen 118 llS I06 BS 

B. S.rft)'.., 

Ethiopia I06 IOB 118 118 
Sierra Leone 12I I2I 98 IOI 
United Republic of Tanzania 93 7S I04 103 

c. e....-.. CGlllllries 

Denmark 4 8 7 6 
Germany, Federal Republic or IS 21 6 4 
Japan I7 3 23 IS 
Kuwait 48 47 I 2 
Netherland• 1 s 9 10 
New Zealand s IB IS 21 
Norway 3 4 8 7 
Sweden 2 2 4 s 
Switzerland 7 I 3 3 
United Arab Emir11es 73 SS 2 I 
United Stales or America 10 9 s 11 

To11I number 123 I22 122 122 



B. lapact ef ferela• capital lanow oa •••atic saYiag 

The foreign capital inflow will have the direct impact of easing the 
balance-of-payments deficit by the same amount, thus facilitating 
additional imports and contributing to the rehabilitation of the economy. 
One of the important effects is also its impact on domestic savings. By 
definition, investment (I) is the sum of domestic savings, which is GDP 
(Y) minus consumption (C), and foreign capital inflow (Fl), which equals 
imports (IM) minus exports (X). 

l=Y - C+FI=Y - C+IM - X (1) 

One of the many empirical studies (Kharas and Levinsohn (12), 
p. 783) may be used to clarify the impact of FI on consumption. In that 
study, consumption was regressed on GDP and FI for time-series data of 
26 countries (11 African) for the 1960s and 1970s. Of the three countries 
considered in the present paper, only Sierra Leone was included. The 
estimated coefficients (CO, CY, CFI) for six African countries are 
presented in table 2. For these countries, the T ratio for the FI 
coefficient was bigger than 1.60. 

Table 2. Coefncleats of total co•••ptloa la selected 
Afrlcu coaatrles 

Consrant y 

c""""' Olld period (CO) (CY) 

Botswana (1962-1911) 0.020 O.S21 
(4.10) (11.80) 

Nigeria (1962-1912) 0.4SS 0.683 
(3.7S) (14.70) 

Sierra Leoae (1963-1911) -0.043 1.23 
(-1.29) (4.46) 

Sudan (1961-1912) -0.006 1.011 
(-1.22) (9.87) 

T<>s<> (1963-1912) -5.00 1.030 
(·5.00) (5.47) 

Zambia (1963-1912) 0.021 0.518 
(1.58) (4.70) 

Inserting the result io equation (1), yields: 

I • Y - ( CO+ CY( Y ) + CFI( Fl ) ) +Fl 
• - CO+ ( 1-CY )( Y ) + ( 1 - CFI )( Pl ) 

Fl 
(CFI) 

0.233 
(1.73) 
O.S72 

(S.77) 

1.36 
(3.13) 

1.190 
(4.S3) 

0.363 
(2.9S) 
0.354 

(1.65) 

(2) 
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The possible cases can be classified into three categories based upon 
the size of coefficient. 

Case 1 is the normal case, where CY < 1 and CFI < 1. In this case, 
the investment increases with GDP. The Fl increase results in a less
than-parallel increase of investment. Botswana, Nigeria and Zambia 
belong to this group. 

Case 2 is the excess consumption case, where CY > 1 and CFI < 1. In 
this case, the consumption increase is more than that of income. The Fl 
increase results in less-than-parallel increase of investment. Togo belongs 
to this group. 

Case 3 is the ultra-excess-consumption (abnormal) case, where CY 
> 1 and CFI > 1. In this case, the increase of GDP and of Fl induces a 
more than parallel increase of consumption and decrease of investment. 
Sudan and Sierra Leone belong to this group. In this case, the additional 
injection of internal or external resources will induce a big increase of 
consumption demand that cannot be directed into production activities. 
The main reason would be the tremendous accumulation of potential 
demand that was pent-up in the past by the shortage of effective supplies. 

An attempt was made to estimate the common investment function 
for the three countries. The variable was specified in per capita terms to 
assess the influence of population (N). Investment was regressed to 
previous GDP, FI and supply of capital goods and parts (expressed either 
by imported manufactured goods (IMMA) or by domestic use of 
manufactured goods (EDMA)). GDP and capital goods supply were 
successfully introduced into the equation, but the positive contribution of 
Fl could be confirmed only for the United Republic of Tanzania. The 
results are presented below. The dummy variables are conveniently 
neglected. The period covered was 1981-1989. 

United Republic of Tanzania: 

(I)/(N)=-153.07-+-0.4416(Y)- l/(N)-+-0.6950(FI)/(N}+l.140(IMMA/N)- l 
(-2.50)(3.71) (1.90) (2.28) 

R = 0.9437 

Sierra Leone: 

(l)/(N)-· 3.217-+-0.0938l(Y)· ~. /(N)+-0.1963(EDMA)/(N) 
(-0.30) (2.87) (3.67) 

R = 0.8911 

Ethiopia: 

(l)/(N)--1.043-+-0.1158(Y)· 1/(N)-+-0.05048(EDMA)/(N) 
(-0.26) (3.48) (1.52) 

R • 0.9138 
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From the above it follows that a positive contribution of Fl to 
investment for Ethiopia and Sierra Leone cannot be expected where the 
pent-up d~mand is ready to explode and where it hinders the productive 
use of additional resources for investment. Based upon this judgement, 
it was decided that these equations should be used in the comparative 
study. Thus, the foreign capital inflow has a positive direct impact on 
investment only in the United Republic of Tanzania, while the indirect 
positive impact through increasing import exists for all three countries. 
The different specifications of investment are the main cause of the 
difference in total effects of Fl. 

There may exist a two-way impact between aid and saving for some 
countries. Bowles (3) tested the causality based upon Granger's test for 
20 countries including the United Republic of Tanzania for 1960-1981. 
He concluded that for 10 countries there were no clear causalities, and 
one-way causality from aid to saving was confirmed for five countries 
including the United Republic of Tanzania. Following this result, the 
one-way causality from aid to saving was specified. This point is 
naturally subject to further study in the future. 

The investment equation omits the interest rate. Khatkhate [4) 
pointed out that the real interest rate is very often negative in developing 
countries, that the average is -5.13 per cent, and that there is no clear 
evidence of interest rates af feeling macroeconomic variables between 
higher- and lower-interest countries. His analysis, reflected in table 3, 
included Sierra Leone and the United Republic of Tanzania in a group 
with severely negative interest rates. 

Avcra1c 

Avcr11c 

Table 3. Analysis or tile Impact or Interest rates ID 
selected countries 

Rmlal/ 
R(GDP) RFA S/Y f/Y MRCA /COR -, 

5.42 4.98 16.28 22.SJ 11.78 24.03 13.73 

S.33 S.87 16.SO 23.18 12.60 22.77 0.32 

continued 



Table 3 (cOlfliNM:d) 

Sierra Lcoae 
United Republic 

al Tanzania 

Average 

R(GDP) 

2.39 

4.48 

4.00 

Rotol/ 
REA S/Y l/Y MRCA ICOR -. 

2.41 4.72 12.88 7.49 16.SO 0.27 

4.90 10.83 18..s.4 13.41 30.80 o.os 

S.61 16.86 21.95 11.47 19.SO 1.90 

Soula: Nccaa R. Khatkhate, • Allesiia& tbe impact o( iatcrut rates in less developed 
countries", World~. vol. 16, No. S (1918), pp. Sll·Sl2. 

ICOR 
l/Y 
MRCA 
RFA 
R(GDP) 
S/Y 

'"' incn:mcntal capital-output ratio 
,. investmcnt-to·iacomc ratio 
= marginal rate ol n:turn to capital 
= rate ol growtb ol flllancial astcll 
• growtb rate ol GDP 
• Savinp-to-;11come ratio 

I. Interest rote 

A repressed financial market is commonly observed in developing 
countries, and the McKinnon-Shaw proposition of positive interest rate 
responsiveness raised a lot of debate. Gonzalez Arrieta (SJ surveyed 
15 empirical studies between 1978 and 1984 and concluded that the debate 
is currently far from settled. In the present paper the interest rate was not 
explicitly introduced into investment or savings (consumption) functions, 
partly because the debate is not settled, and mainly from lack of adequate 
data. 

2. Size of countries 

The size of population of the three countries in 1981 was 3,353,000 
in Sierra Leone, 19,171,000 in the United Republic of Tanzania and 
39,443,000 i1.1. Ethiopia. Looney (6) analysed the impact of size and 
claimed that the Government in small countries with a population of less 
than S million is inclined to increase its role and expand expenditure, 
producing a negative impact on the macroeconomy. 

3. Population pressure 

The possibly adveue effects of increasing population on saving or 
investment is usually clauified as age-dependency effect, capital
reducing effect and investment diversion effect. "However, empirical 
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research has not sustained these hypotheses, individually or collectively• 
(Kelly (7)). Rossi (8) analysed the linking of the rate of growth of 
consumption to the expected change in the dependency rate for 
49 developing countries (including 17 African countries), but a clear 
relationship was not found. Nyang'oro (9) stressed the corporatist factor 
in African states which might result in a big investment diversion effect 
in some countries. Thus no positive or negative effect was assumed for 
population, which was introduced into several equations partly in order 
to sec the direction of its effects, and partly to define the variables on a 
per capita basis and facilitate intercountry comparisons of parameters. 

c. lmportuce or tile .... ractarlag sector 

The usual input-output relation into manufacturing (MA) and other 
(NMA) sectors will now be decomposed. The corresponding technical 
coefficients submatrices are All, Al2, A21 and A22. The final domestic 
demand vector is decomposed into YMA for manufacturing and YOT for 
the other sector, and exports and imports are divided into EXMA and 
IMMA for the manufacturing sector, and EXOT and IMOT for the non
manufacturing sector. Thus: 

XMA = All(XM) + A12(XNMA) + YMA + EXMA - IMMA 
XNMA = A2l(XM) + A22(XNMA) + YOT + EXOT - IMOT 

Now based upon the severe shortage in the supply of MG, the level 
of domestic final demand (or domestic use, YMA) is limited from the 
supply side. MG exports and imports are supposed to be predetermined. 
To simplify the discussion, Al2 is assumed to be zero. 

YMA = (I - All )(XMA) + IMMA - EXMA 

The net output (or value added) of the manufacturing sector (MA V) 
is estimated in the present model. MA V is interpreted as (I-Al t)•(XM). 
The relation above can then be expressed as: 

YMA "' MA V + IMMA - EXMA 

When the supply of MG for domestic use is restricted in this way, 
bow is the level of final demand decided? Two cases are defined. Ia 
general, the relation between the level of final demand (C, consumption; 
I, investment; X, exports) can be expressed as follows (for convenience, 
YNA, YNMA, C, I and X are interpreted as scalars): 

YMA = bl(C) + b2(1) + b3(X) 
YNMA = cl(C) + c2(1) + c3(X) 
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In case l, the coefficients (cl,c2,c3,bl,b2,b3) are fixed. If a set of 
values of (C,l,X) satisfies the former equation, YNMA is decided from 
the latter equation. In the United Republic of Tanzania, the former 
relation (between MAV, C, I and X) fitted the data well; the 
determination coefficient was 0.9998 in regression without a constant 
term. This case was thus adopted for the 'Jnited Republic of Tanzania 
and consumption was calculated as follows (I and X are predetermined): 

(C) = ( YMA - b2(1) - b3(X)) I bl 

In case 2, final demand for MG can be partly substituted by non
MG. When the level of YMA is compressed, bl, b2 and b3 can be smaller 
than normal values. Thus, the former equation cannot be used. In this 
case, YMA is introduced into the equations to explain different types of 
final demand (like C and I). The sum of YMA in these equations is 
expected to exceed unity. This treatment was adopted for Ethiopia and 
Sierra Leone. 

In both cases, GDP can be defined by (C+l+X) minus imports. The 
non-manufacturing value added is decided by GDP minus MAV. Thus, 
in the present model, the manufacturing output (value added) is decided 
from the supply side, i.nd non-manufacturing output (value added) is 
decided from the demand side. Some two-sector models for developing 
countries treat one sector as supply-determined and the other as demand
determined. For example, Rattso (10] specified agriculture as supply
determined and non-agriculture as demand-determined for India, 
interpreting agriculture in India as still the dominant production sector, 
and capacity utilization in the manufacturing sector as low and variable. 

Manufacturing output may be recognized as being severely restrained 
by limits on imported inputs, but the limited supply of manufactured 
goods for domestic use severely restrains the level of final demand. In 
this sense, the specification above fits well the current situation of the 
three countries. This relates to the import compression of exports 
referred to by Khan and Knight (11], who pointed out that export 
performance depends on the supply of imported inputs, and that imports 
are constrained by export earnings. They used data for 34 countries 
(including seven African countries), and empirically verified the relation. 
This mechanism is embedded in the present model: MG imports stipulate 
the production and export of MG. 

D. Model or aa ecoaomy wltb a maaafactarl•1 sector 
depreued by forel1a currency coa1tralat1 

An econometric model with 12 equations was constructed for 
Ethiopia, Sierra Leone and the United Republic of Tanzania (see Fukuchi (12) 
and (13)). This model was estimated separately for the three countrie1 
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based upon the time-series data of the 1980s at 1980 prices, and explains 
five manufacturing variables and seven macroeconomic variables as 
follows: 

Endogenous variables 

c 
EDMA 
EMA NU 
EXR 
GDP 
I 
IMMA 
K 
MAV 
MG 
NMAGDP 
PCON 
XMA 

Consumption 
Domestic use of MG 
Employment in MG sector 
Exchange rate 
Gross domestic product 
Investment 
Import of MG 
Capital stock 
Net output of MG 
Manufactured goods 
nDP of non -MG sector 
Consumer price index 
Export of MG 

Exogenous vaTiables 

EXS 
IMOT 
N 
TIME 
XOT 
YW 

External saving 
Non-MG import 
Population 
Time trend 
Non-MG export 
World income 

Basic specifications are as follows: 

XMA = F ( (YW)-1, (MAV)-1, (EXR)-1/(PCON)-1, (TIME)) 
IMMA'""' (XMA)+(XOT)-(IMOT)+(EXS) 
MAV ... F ( (K)·l, (IMMA)·l) 
EDMA 2 (MVA)+(IMMA)-(XMA) 
EMANU = F ( (N), (MAV)·l, (EMANU)·l) 
I = F ( (N), (EDMA), (GDP)· 1, (EXS), (IMMA)· l ) 
K = F ((K)·l, I) 
C • F ( (N), (EDMA), (GDP)· 1, (C)· 1, (IMOT), (I), (XMA)+(XOT)) 
GDP• (C)+(l)+(XMA)t(XOT)·(IMMA)·(IMOT) 
NMAGDP = (GDP)·(MAV) 
PCON = F ( (N)/(N)· 1, (PCON)· 1, (C)/(EDMA),(GDP)/(N),(TIME) ) 
EXR • F ( (PCON), (IMMA)+(IMOT)·(XMA)·(XOT)) 



As capital stock is defined for the whole economy, the coefficient in 
the MG production function expresses the product of the MG share and 
productivity, assuming that a constant share of investment was directed 
to the MG sector. As mentioned above, the specifications of investment 
and consumption functions differ by countries. 

As specified, MG exports depend upon MG output, world growth 
and the exchange rate. Lall and others (14) checked the importance 
of capital intensity, the role of large firms, the concentrati»n ratio and the 
skill level (measured by average wage) as the determinants of MG exports 
based upon MG subsectoral cross-section data from Kenya (147 sectors) 
and the United Republic of Tanzania (98 sectors). For the United 
Republic of Tanzania the results were inconclusive, except that skill 
negatively influences the revealed comparative advantage. But it is not 
clear to what extent the average wage reflects skills content. This exercise 
suggests that estimating the subsectoral export function is much more 
difficult. Thus the function was estimated on aggregate terms. 

la the MG export function, the income elasticity of world demand 
was specified as unity for Ethiopia and Sierra Leone, while it was 
estimated as 0.82 in the United Republic of Tanzania. The price 
elasticities vary among the three countries. Marquez and 
McNeilly (15) calculated the import elasticities of developed countries 
for 1974-1984; long-run income elasticity for non-oil imports was 
1.87 (Canada), 1.99 (Germany), -0.17 (Japan), 0.81 (United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland) and 2.15 (United States). The price 
elasticities vary also. Because of the wide variety, the specification can 
be more or less supported. Rittenberg (16) estimated the elasticities of 
41 developing countries using 1960-1980 data. The elasticity of world 
income was 1.096, which is near the specification of unity in the present 
paper. 

The agricultural sector was treated as exogenous due to limited time, 
without denying the importance of this sector. State policy, drought and 
internal conflict arc factors that have combined to produce a long 
deterioration of the agricultural sector in Ethiopia. Combining the MG 
and agricultural sectors and discussing development strategies are 
important tasks for the future. 

E. Comparison of tbe effects of nteraal Impacts: population 
Increase aad forel1a capital lanow 

The effects of external shocks based upon the in-sample simulations 
(1981-1990) arc assessed by means of the models discussed as reflected in 
table 4, which shows the initial values (part A) the result of a population 
increase of 1 million after 1980 (part B), and the result of increasing 
external savings by 30 million United States dollars (USS) after 1981. 
Each elasticity was calculated by the ratio of two changing rates. 



TaWe 4. l•pact el lacreued ,.,.1at1oa, poa .. •estlc ,....ct 
u• extenal saYlqs 

Population 
Per capita GDP 
GDP 
Estcrnal SaYin& 

Cllansc 
R (population) 
GDP cban&e 
R (GDP) 
Elasticity (GDP) 
GDPcban&e 
R (GDP) 
Elasricity (GDP) 

Cban&e 
R (cllternal savin&) 
GDPcban&e 
R (GDP) 
Elasticity (GDP) 
GDP cban&e 
R (GDP) 
Elasricity (GDP) 
Estcraal savin& 

(1981-1919) 
R (cxternal savin&, 

(1981-1989) 
Elascicity (GDP) 
Elascicity (GDP) 

lhrit Edliopio 

A. DIJ-..S 

Millioa 39.44 
USS 110.0 
MiUioa USS 4 339.0 
Millioa USS 241.2 

B. Pp htiM...._ 

Millioa 1.0 
Pcrcenta&e 0.0253 
Perccnta&c -2.2 
Pcn:cata&e -0.0200 
Pcrccatasc -0.793 
Millioll USS -10.4 
Perccnta&e -0.0024 
Pcrccausc -0.09S 

c.~--.---

Millioa USS 30.0 
Pcrccata&e 0.1243 
Perccntasc 2.3 
Perccatasc 0.0209 
Perccntasc 0.168 
Millioa USS 113.1 
Percent•~ 0.0260 
Perccntasc 0.2097 

Millioa USS 622.6 

Pcrccnta&c 0.04817 
Pcrccnta&e 0.433 
Pcrc:cn tasc O.S41 

Ufliltd 

Simla R4'f'blic of 
I..- Ta.mitia 

3.3S 19.17 
390.9 265.0 

1 311.0 s 080.3 
133.4 431.3 

1.0 1.0 
0.2982 O.OS21 

-20.2 -22.3 
-O.OSll -0.0841 
-0.171 -1.61S 

171.1 -404.1 
-0.130S -0.079S 
0.437 -1.S26 

30.0 30.0 
0.2247 0.069S 

18.2 13.1 
0.046S 0.0494 
0.207 0.710 

73.4 337.5 
0.0559 0.0664 
0.2491 0.9SS1 

18.2 7S9.7 

0.03948 
1.2Sl 
1.682 

A population increase or 1 million after 1980 resulted in a decrease 
in per capita GDP or 1.61, 0.79 aad 0.17 per cent in 1990 in the United 
Republic or Tanzania, Ethiopia and Sierra Leone, respectively. In the 
United Republic or Tanzania and Ethiopia, the investment diversion 
errect was big, and GDP greatly decreased. In Sierra Leone, th'! negative 
errect was rather minor. The abwlute value or GDP increased in Sierra 
Leone, but naturally the main part or this increase was absorbed by the 
growth or non-MG sector. 



MG values are shown in table S. Because of the increase in external 
savings by USS 30 million, the share of manufactured goods in total 
imports was as follows in 1981: 0.8861 (Sierra Leone), 0.7945 (United 
Republic of Tanzania) and 0.7730 (Ethiopia). 

Table 5. Estlaated MG Yalaes for 1981 

Total AIAV /JINA. EDMA DIA 

A. Mllellile dmmp ill USJ 

United Republic ol Tanzania ss.s 31.0 24.6 S4.8 0.7 
Sierra 1.eoae 36.3 8.9 27.4 3S.9 0.8 
Ethiopia 31.9 9.0 22.8 32.2 -0.3 

B.Peacc··~ 

United Republic ol Tanzania 2.2 1.2 1.0 2.1 o.o 
Sierra 1.coDe 9.0 2.2 6.8 8.7 0.2 
Ethiopia 0.6 0.2 o.s 0.7 -0.0 

As expected, the effects of increasing external savings was biggest 
in the United Republic of Tanzania, less in Ethiopia, and smallest in 
Sierra Leone. Pines (17] claimed that in Africa as a whole, imports 
were near the critical level requir'!d to secure the downward trend of the 
debt-export ratio (or to secure solvency), based upon the parameter values 
of the 1980s. This means that additional imports had to be financed by 
a new injection of resources. The results of the present study suggest that 
the effects differ from country to country, and that effective use of aid 
presupposes internal stability (and effective internal management). 

F. Impacts of total factor productlYlty growth (TFPG) 

The technological advance represented by TFPG is one of the 
important sources of economic growth from the supply side. An attempt 
was made to clarify the direct and indirect effects of TFPG by comparing 
the results of projections until the year 2000 with and without TFPG. 
Three projections were calculated with TFPG of 1, 2 and 3 per cent. The 
assumed growth rates of other exogenous variables differ by country as 
indicated below in table 6, part A. The effects of TFPG were assessed by 
differences between projections, hence this procedure is not expected to 
result in a big error of measurement. Since external savings, which equal 
imports minus exports, were negative for Sierra Leone in 1989, 
USS 20.81 million were annually added after that year (see Fukucbi (13)). 



Table 6. Projectio• differnces ud lapact of 
TFPG of 1, 2 or 3 per ceat 

Population 
World income 
Other CJ[ports 

Otbcr import• 
External uYia& 

2.9 
3.0 
3.0 
2.S 
3.2 

2.S 
3.0 
3.0 
2.S 
.. J/ 

L Pnjedell-... fir• ..... na R (X) llr JJD.2111) 

R (ODP); TPPO • 1, 2 or 3 per cent 

(1) 2.13 4.64 
(2) 2.62 S.08 
(3) 3.13 S.33 

R (ODP/N) 

(1) ·0.74 2.09 
(2) -0.26 2.Sl 
(3) 0.23 2.76 

(ODP/N) (USS) 

(1) 91.78 333.52 
(2) 96.37 341.20 
(3) 101.47 3S6.97 

R {MAV) 

(1) 1.4S S.S3 
(2) 2.S9 7.90 
(3) 3.7S 9.12 

(MAV)/(ODP) (Pcrcca11sc) 

(1) 11.89 7.09 
(2) 12.79 8.66 
(3) 13.73 9.S4 

Per capita MO ror domestic 
USC (EDMAN, USS) 

(1) 32.71 78.27 
(2) 34.12 84.76 
(3) 3S.72 88.69 

c. u.n. flf TnG ,.,.... ., (J)-(2) ... (2)-(1)) 

R (GDP) o.so 0.36 
R (MAV) 1.IS 1.80 
Increase or (ODP/N) 4.84 11.72 
Increase or EDMAN (USS) I.SO S.21 

1/ See text. 

3.2 
4.2 
4.S 
3.2 
4.S 

4.26 
4.77 
S.33 

1.03 
1.52 
2.06 

271.68 
286.10 
302.12 

2.83 
4.17 
s.ss 

S.S8 
6.10 
6.64 

S7.69 
S9.97 
62.62 

O.S4 
1.36 

IS.57 
2.46 



Macroecooometric models are usually specified according to 
Keynesian theory, which stresses that the overall activity level is 
determined by the demand side, and this feature is in contrast to the 
computable· general· equilibrium (CGE) model, which stresses the demand 
and supply balance by the price mechanism. Thus TFPG results in a 
decrease in production and an increase in unemployment according to the 
microecooometric model while production increases in the CGE model 
(see, for example, Capros and others [18)). Market pull versus 
technology push is an old question, and they complement each other. Io 
the model used in the present study, net output of manufacturing (MAV) 
is determined from the supply side and thus accelerated by the increase 
of TFPG. The increase of MAV further stimulates the increase of GDP. 
Therefore in the model used the increase of TFPG favourably influences 
overall economic growth. 

It follows that the increase of TFPG by 1 per cent will result in: 

(a) An incre"lse in the MV A growth rate by 1.80 per cent (Sierra 
Leone), 1.36 per cent (United Republic of Tanzania) and 1.15 per cent 
(Ethiopia). The average increase in the growth rate in the three countries 
is 1.44 per cent, of which 1 per cent is the direct effect and 0.44 per cent 
is the indirect effect, based upon the repercussions in the manufacturing 
sector (through increasing output, investment etc.) and in the overall 
economy (through increasing GDP etc.); 

(b) An increase in the GDP growth rate by 0.53 per cent (United 
Republic of Tanzania), 0.49 per cent (Ethiopia) and 0.30 per cent (Sierra 
Leone). The average increase in the GDP growth rate in the three 
countries is 0.47 per cent; 

(c) An average increase in per capita GDP and per capita 
manufactured goods for domestic use by USS 10.7 and USS 3.1, 
respectively. 

It also follows that the future level of per capita GDP: 

(a) Would be USS 318 and USS 86 without TFPG in Sierra Leone 
and Ethiopia, respectively, in the year 2000, and USS 356 and USS 101 
with TFPG of 3 per cent. The past highest level was USS 404 in Sierra 
Leone (1982) and USS 110 in Ethiopia (1983). With TFPG of 3 per cent, 
per capita GDP incr1::ci1sed by USS 38 (or 11.9 per cent of USS 318) and 
USS 15 (or 17.4 per cent of USS 86). But as a result of high population 
growth rates and for other reasons, Sierra Leone and Ethiopia could not 
recover the past highest levels, even with 3 per cent of TFPG and 3 per 
cent of world growth; 

(b) Would be USS 256 without TFPG, and USS 286 and USS 302 
with TFPG of 2 per cent and 3 per cent, in the United Republic of 
Tanzania (2000). The past highest level was USS 276 (1981). Favourable 



world growth of 4.2 per cent was assumed; thus per capita GDP by 2000 
would exceed the past highest level with TFPG of 2 per cent or more in 
the United Republic of Tanzania. 

As mentioned above, TFPG of 1 per cent results in an average 
increase of growth rates of manufacturing output by 1.44 per cent and of 
GDP by 0.47 per cent, and is an important policy instrument for 
furthering growth. Many factors can contribute to TFPG. Kwon (19) 
pointed out that TFPG was 2.95 per cent in the manufacturing sector of 
the Republic of Korea in 1961-1980, and shifts of cost function, scale 
economies and increased capital utilizat~on contributed to TFPG by 44.6, 
38.1 and 17.3 per cent, respectively. Geroski [20) used data of the 
United Kingdom, and pointed out that aomestic entry and innovation 
positively affect productivity growth. Rebitzer (21) pointed out that 
a loosening of labour markets exerts a significant and positive effect on 
productivity growth, and, on the basis of United States data, immobile 
labour will diminish this eff eel. Jaffe (22) stressed technological 
opportunity, market dP-mand and the spillover effect of research and 
development as important to productivity growth, on the basis of United 
States data. The mechanism of enhancing TFPG differs from country to 
country, but these institutional and economic factors could accelerate 
TFPG. 

G. Summary and conclusions 

The long-run effects of external shocks such as population growth 
and increased external savings (aid) and TFPG were assessed in order to 
clarify structural restraints and growth possibilities in three sub-Saharan 
countries (Ethiopia, Sierra Leone and United Repuhlic of Tanzania). An 
econometric model of 12 equations was applied using data from 1980-
1990. The results clarified the big burden of population pressure and the 
usefulness of external savings and TFPG as external and internal 
development tools. The experiments suggested that TFPG efforts 
accompanied by a favourable world environment are the necessary 
conditions for further successful industrialization and economic 
development of the three countries concerned. Those countries face a 
wide range of political, social and economic reforms in the 1990s. The 
combined use of the econometric model and other models of wider scope 
may be an interesting area of future work. One possibility is the CGE 
model, and another is a comprehensive socio-economic model like that 
suggested by Scholing and Zimmermann (23). 
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Manufacturing Industry In Indonesia: 
dualism and production linkages 

Tu/us Tambunan• 

There has been an emphasis on industrialization in Indonesia since 
the introduction in 1969 of the country's first five-year plan, Repelita I. 
Until the end of the 1970s, however, the Government paid little attention 
lo small-scale industries (SSls). Most of the available resources were 
allocated to medium- to large-scale modern industries and were con
centrated in and around urban areas. This had led to a growing dualism 
in the structure of the manufacturing sector in Indonesia, with, on the one 
hand, development of a small number of medium- to large-scale 
industries (MLSis) using modern technology and highly skilled workers 
and organizing their activity formally, and, on the other, development of 
a large number of small industries using old machineries, primitive tools 
and equipment and unpaid workers and organizing their activities 
informally. The major focus of the present paper is on the contrasting 
industrial performance of SSis and Ml.Sis. First, some figures on growth 
patterns of SSls and MI.sis in terms of number of establishments, 
employment and value added are presented and analysed. Secondly, 
differences in productivity between SSls and MLSis at the two-digit-level 
of industrial classification are examined. Thirdly, production linkages of 
both size groups of industry, especially of SSls, are assessed. Finally, 
some conclusions and suggestions for further reSf'arch are drawn. 

A. Some data aad aaalysls 

In Indonesia, SSls are a significant and frequently dominant 
component of the manufacturing sector in terms of the number of 
establishments as well as employment. Based on the official classification 
made by the Central Bureau of Statistics of Indonesia, the source of most 
of the data used in this study, SSls are units of production 
(establishments) using 1 to 19 workers. This can be divided further into 
cottage and household industries (CHls), using 1 to 5 workers (mostly 
non-paid family members), and small factories, using 6 to 19 paid as well 
as non· paid workers. Units using 20 and more workers are classified as 
MLSls. 

In tables 1, 2 and 3, some aggregated Central Bureau of Statistics data 
by size group of industry on employment, number of establishments and 

•ccnrre for Dcvclopmcn1 Pl1nnin1, Erasmu1 Univcr1i1y, Ro11crdam. 
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value added are presented. From the tables it can be seen that CHis are 
dominantly present in the manufacturing sector in terms of employment 
and the number of establishments, but the tables also show that their 
shares have declined over time. In 1974, CHis accounted for about 80 ~r 
cent of total manufacturing employment, but by 1986 this figure went 
down to around 53 per cent. In contrast, me shares of MLSis in total 
manufacturing employment have increased from 13 per cent in 1974 to 
around 33 per cent in 1986. The small factories also strengthened their 
position in the manufacturing sector in terms of employment, although 
their role is still very small when compared to the CHls and especially to 
the MLSls. 

Table 1. Employaeat la •aHfaclllri•I by size VoDP of industry 
1974175, 1979 ud 1916 

1)pe' of ilrdMslly IV14/1S 1V1'9 19«6 

MLSls 661 704 (13.49) 870 019 (19.37) l 691 726 (32.60) 

Small factories 343 208 (7.00) 827 OIS (18.41) 769 923 (14.84) 

Cotta&e and bousebold 
industries 3 899 ass (79.Sl) 2 794 833 (62.22) 2 727 2SO (S2.S6) 

Total 4 904 768 4 491 867 s 188 889 

S-Ce: Central Buruu of Statistics, Caumoflndlutry, 1V14/7S. Nalional Industry Statistics, 
1967, and HMM lndusoy Sratistics,191M (Jakarta, 1974/7S, 1986 and 1987). 

Nou: figures in parcntbcxs show tbe percentage distribution. 

Table 2. Nami:ter of establlsbmeats by size aroap of industry, 
1974/75, 1979 and 1916 

1)pe' of illduslry JV14/7S 

MLSJs 7 091 (O.SS) 

Small factories 48 183 (3.74) 

Cotta&e and household 
industries 1 234 Slt (9S.71) 

Total 1 289 78S 

JV1'9 

7 960 (0.S2) 

113 020 (7.3S) 

l 417 802 (92.14) 

1 S38 782 

Nott: Pi1ures in puenthetes show the percentap distribution. 

19«6 

12 76S (0.83) 

94 S09 (6.18) 

1 422 S93 (92.99) 

1S29867 



Table 3. Mu•fadlll'lq nhle ad•a •1 size pwp ef lamstrJ 
la cmnat prices, 1975 ud 198' 

(Billion Indonesian rupiahs) 

J)prof......, 1m 1986 

MI.Sis 631.1 (77.8) 10 197.3 (80.6) 

Small factories 97.4 (12.0) 899.4 (7.1) 

Cottqc aad llouellOld illdutries 82.6 (10.2) 1 SSS.7 (12.3) 

Total 811.8 12 652.4 

Sotou: Sec tatle 1. 

Nor: Pi&ura ill pareatbexs lllow tbc pcrccotaae distribatioll. 

7J 

In terms of number of establishments, it can be seen that the shares 
of CHis have slightly declined from about 96 per cent in 1974 to 93 per 
cent in 1986, whereas the shares of both MLSis and small factories have 
increased between 1974175 and 1986. 

During this period, employment in MLSis was greater than in small 
factories, although much lower than total employment in CHls. In 
comparison with small factories, there was a significant increase in the 
number of persons engaged in MLSls. While the number of these 
relatively modern and well-established industries increased by about 
80 per cent from 1974 to 1986 (or S per cent annually), there was a 
156 per cent increase in the number of employed people (or 8 per cent 
annually). The increase in the number of workers in MLSis at a faster 
rate than in small factories indicates that the former units of production 
are playing an increasingly important role in labour absorption, although 
they are still relatively more capital-intensive than small factories and 
CHis. 

Employment in MLSis has been created, to a significant extent, 
through the establishment of new enterprises, especially in the 1980s. 
Massive foreign investments and a wide range of economic reforms, 
which provided relatively more facilities to large well-established 
businesses than to small relatively poor units, are suggested by some 
analysts as the major impulses to the growth of MLSis in the 1980s (Poot, 
Kuyvenhoven and Jansen (1) and Kuyvenhoven and Poot [2]). It 
should also be borne in mind that over time, many small factories must 
have grown into medium-scale industries, causing a reduction in the 
number of small factories and adding to the number of MLSis. 

Thus, as Anderson points out, bued on the results of his study on 
SSls in a number of developiaa countries, the recorded growth of output 
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and employment in MLSls can be divided into: the growth of once small 
firms through the size structure; and the expansion of already large 
domestic and foreign concerns ({3], p. 914). 

From the tables above it can be concluded that the figures do appear 
to offer evidence for the notion of dualistic development patterns in the 
industry of Indonesia, with the growing MLSis and SSis engaging in the 
same activities but with different characteristics and performances. The 
evidence, however, does not seem to support Anderson's proposition that 
CHis tend to decline in favour of large and more efficient industrial units 
in the course of an industrialization process (3). Even though their share 
in total manufacturing employment has declined, the CHis still have a 
significant number of establishments and level of employment in absolute 
terms. 

Indonesia is industrializing, but the overall spatial development and 
economic patterns of the country do not, as yet, suggest that an industrial 
transformation is occurring. Still, many CHis, even in a modern city like 
Jakarta, are not giving way to modern firms because they are still 
enjoying what is called "natural" protection. Most CHis sell their products 
only to local markets that are unserved by large firms or isolated from 
imported goods, and they still have their own traditional clients that come 
mostly from low-income groups. There is also a tendency for CHls and 
small factories in Indonesia to survive and even grow, although the 
country is in the process of modernization of its economy. SSls in 
developing c.ountries are very important for the poor section of the 
population. Thus, as long as income distribution in Indonesia is still 
uneven, with the majority of the population in the country claiming only 
a small part of the country's national income, then many people from 
low-income groups will still need SSls, either to meet their need for 
inexpensive consumer goods or as an important source of income. 

It is very possible that the picture of growth and decline for CHls (in 
terms of the number of establishments and employment), shown in 
tables 1, 2 and 3, is caused, to a large extent, by differences in time 
reference periods of different surveys. The 1986 figures are point 
estimates for the month of January, whereas the 1974175 figures represent 
the avenge annual number of establishments and persons employed. 
These differences in time reference period are important, because the 
activities of CHls are highest during the agricultural slack season (from 
August to October), and a considerable number of people who are 
normally engaged in agriculture work in CHls. During the agricultural 
peak season (December and January), production in CHls is at its lowest 
and seasonal workers and small farmers return to agriculture (White (4) 
and Hart (5)). However, revised figures indicate that the seasonality 
adjustment to some extent weakens the trend towards a deterioration of 
the position of CHls, but by no means does it revene it (Philipsen (6)). 

In value added it can be seen that the share of SSls in total 
manufacturing value added (MV A) is much less significant when 



compared to their share in employment, reflecting their relatively low 
productivity. In 1986, the share of CHls in total MVA was greater than 
that of small factories, whereas in 197.S it was lower. The share of CHls 
in 1974 was about 10 per cent, while that of small factories was 12 per 
cent. In 1986, the share of CHls was 12.4 per cent, as compared lo 7 per 
cent for small factories. One interesting finding from table 3 is that the 
nominal growth of value added was higher for CHls (1. 783 per cent) than 
for MLSis (1,514 per cent) and for small factories (823 per cent). 

However. for a number of reasons there is some doubt about whether 
this truly reflects the actual development of the industries in terms of 
productivity or potential earnings. They include the fact that the price 
structure might be different among the size groups, and annual 
production values and costs (and hence nominal value added) of an 
industry may be affected not only by annual rates of national inflation, 
but also the different rates of inflation between rural and urban areas, 
depending on the structures of the economy. This would lead to variable 
production values among different industries, or even within industries 
of the same size in different locations. In addition, the value added 
figures in table 3 have not at all dealt with the problem of extensive 
underreporting of value added and output, especially in SSls. 
Entrepreneurs in small factories and CHls often do not have records of 
their income and expenses. Data relating to capital, value added, output 
and sales arc often based on guesswork. Assuming that underreporting of 
value added is greater in the case of the CHls than small factories (and 
MLSls), than the value added growth figure for the CHls in table 3 should 
only b\.: seen as an indicator that their value added has grown rapidly as 
compared to that of small factories and MLSfa (Philipsen [6}}. 

By adjusting the figures with the wholesale price index for each 
particular year, the real growth of value added (average per annum) can 
be estimated for MLSls, small factories and CHis, that is 15.1 per cent, 
9.4 per cent and 16.7 per cent, respectively (Poot (7)). These results 
show that even in real terms, the growth of value added has been 
considerable in all three size groups, and the CHls still perform better 
than the other two size groups. 

B. Dilfereaces in productiYit7 and e1r11ln1s: 1 sectoral aa1l71i1 

The above analysis has only concerned aggregated figures. In this 
section some data on employment, value added and the number of 
establishments at the: two-digit level of industrial classification are 
presented. 

From table 4 it can be seen that in almost all industries except wood 
products, MLSls accounted for a significant part of total MVA in 
1974/7.S. It can be expected that in all industries they have consolidated 
or strengthened their position in 1986. 
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Table 4. MVA b7 size l""IP u• la.a.sb"J, 1974/75 aad 198' 
(Percentage share in industry total) 

Smail 
btdlaay y_. JILSls focDia Ciiis Tollll 

Food, bncragcs and 
tobacco 1974/7S 71.3 I.I 12.9 100.0 

Textiles, wearing apparel and 
lcatllel' 1974/7S 84.4 7.3 B.3 100.0 

Wood, wood producu and 
rumiturc 1974/7S 30.2 16.9 S2.9 100.0 

Paper, paper products, 
printing and publislling 1974/7S 93.3 s.o 1.7 100.0 

Cllcmicals, rubber aad 
plastic products 1974/7S 93.3 s.o 1.7 100.0 

Noa-metallic mineral 
product1 1974/7S S4.2 14.7 31.1 100.0 

fabricated meta 
products and macbinery 1974/7S 19.B S.B 4.4 100.0 

Otber 1974/7S 79.1.4 lS.S 100.0 

Total 1974/75 77.9 B.7 13.4 100.0 
1986 80.0 6.7 13.3 100.0 

Sowrr. Sec table 1. 

N«r. Individual industry data not available for 1916. 

Table S shows employment in manufacturing by size group and 
industry. Tables Sand 6 have the limitation that a large number or CHls 
have been classified as •other industries• in 1986. Care should therefore 
be exercised in drawing firm conclusions from these tables. 

Table S shows that only in the category of •other• industries and in 
paper, paper products, printing and publishing have MLSls lost some 
ground to CHls in terms or employment. In other words, the contribution 
or the CHls bas declined in industries where MLSls have gained 
importance. Small factories showed a mixed picture in 1986, as they 
experienced a lower share in certain industries, while they were able to 
increase their share in others. 
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Table 5. Maaafactllriq emplo7•e•t by size &rHP ud i•dastrJ, 
1974175 ud 1916 

(Percentage share in industry total) 

Small 
1"""slly y_. llLSls {acll1ria Olis Total 

Food, beverages and 1974/75 18.2 10.3 71.S 100.0 
tobacco 1986 2S.9 IS.9 S8.3 100.0 

Textiles, wearing apparel aad 1974/7S 40.8 13.0 46.2 100.0 
leather 1986 SU 17.4 31.S 100.0 

Wood, wood products aad 1974/7S 2.4 16.9 S2.9 100.0 
furaitun: 1986 16.6 9.7 73.7 100.0 

Paper, paper products, 1974/7S 62.8 23.0 14.2 100.0 
priatiag and publishing 1986 62.1 21.3 16.6 100.0 

Chemicals, rubber aad 1974/7S 79.S 11.8 8.7 100.0 
plastic products 1986 86.2 8.7 S.2 100.0 

Noa·metallic mi:ieral 1974/7S 9.0 17.1 73.9 100.0 
products 1986 lS.4 20.2 64.4 100.0 

Fabricated metal 1974/7S 47.6 18.9 33.S 100.0 
products aad machinery 1986 S8.7 12.8 28.S 100.0 

Other 1974/7S 14.S 9.S 76.0 100.0 
1986 2.9 4.4 92.7 100.0 

Total 1974/7S 19.3 10.0 70.7 100.0 
1986 30.4 13.8 SS.8 100.0 

Source: See table 1. 

Howt'ver, based on this evidence, it is still difficult to affirm that in 
the future all CHis in those industries will be wholly outcompeted by 
MLSis (or small factories), because, as was noted, many CHis in certain 
regions or locations are still being naturally protected. 

The establishment figures in table 6 give an almost identical picture. 
In terms of the number of establishments, CHis have gained importance 
in only three industries. While the MLSis have lost some importance in 
the category of other industries and in paper, paper products, printing 
and publishin,, the small factories have lost importanre in those industries 
where CHis have made progreu. 

The figures suggest that CHis and to a le11er extent the small 
factories are losing ground in some manufacturing subsectors, and to some 



extent displacement by MLSls has taken place during the period under 
review. There is also some indication that within the small industry 
segment a sectoral transformation has occurred in terms of both 
employment and value added. However, it is difficult to draw firm 
conclusions from these figures because the data are still too aggregated. 

Table 6. N••ber of •aa•factariag establisluaeats by 
size grot1p ud i• .. stry, 1'174/75 and 1916 

(Percentage share in industry total) 

Small 
lndlmry Yirar Ml.Sis faaoria CHls Touzl 

Food. beverages and 1974175 o.s S.3 94.2 100.0 
tobacco 1986 0.7 7.4 91.9 100.0 

Textile$, wearing apparel and 1974/7S 1.4 3.9 94.7 100.0 
leather 1986 1.S 8.0 90.S 100.0 

Wood, wood products and 1974175 0.1 1.0 98.9 100.0 
furniture 1986 0.2 2.8 97.0 100.0 

Paper, paper produc11, 1974/7S 7.6 22.9 69.S 100.0 
printing and publishing 1986 S.3 20.S 74.2 100.0 

Chemicals, rubber and 1974/7S 11.8 18.2 70.7 100.0 
plastic: produc:11 1986 12.S 20.S 67.0 100.0 

Non-metallic mineral 1974/7S o.s 7.7 91.8 100.0 
products 1986 0.8 9.1 90.1 100.0 

Fabricated metal 1974/7S 2.6 lS.7 81.7 100.0 
products and machinery 1986 3.1 12.3 84.6 100.0 

Other 1974/7S 0.33.1 96.6 100.0 
1986 0.1 1.2 98.7 100.0 

To11I 1974175 0.6 3.7 9S.1 100.0 
1986 0.8 S.1 93.S 100.0 

Sourc~: See t1blc 1. 

Table 7 shows a great variation in productivity and capital intensity 
between SSis and MLSls within industries as well as between SSls in 
different industries. Labour productivity value added per 
worker (VA/ L) - of MLSl5 is higher than that of SSls in all indui;tries. 
This can be explained by the fact that the former group of industries use 



relatively more capital-intensive production techniques as compared to 
the latter group. As also expected, CHis (for which unfortunately no data 
are available) have the lowest labour productivity reflecting their high 
share in employment and their low share in MV A. 

Table 7. Valae added per worker (VA/L), value added per anit 
or capital (VA/C) ud capital per worker (C/L) 

by size groap ud iadnstry, 19861/ 
(Million Indonesian rupiahs) 

E:'-dlZ. V.dL{'.aL "1. l!.t. 

Industry SS/s MLS/s SSls MLS/s SS/s MLSls 

Food, bcveragu 
and tobacco 0.90 S.31 0.73 1.00 1.22 S.30 

Textiles, wearing apparel 
and leather 0.99 3.44 2.29 1.33 0.43 2.58 

Wood, wood products 
and furniture I.OS S.28 1.29 1.27 0.82 4.17 

Paper, paper products, 
printing and publishing 2.25 4.91 1.63 O.S4 1.38 9.16 

Chemicals, rubber and 
plutit products 2.08 S.63 2.84 0.86 0.73 6.Sll 

Non-metallic mineral 
products 0.68 5.96 2.26 0.55 0.30 10.84 

Buie metal industries 46.S8 1.44 32.36 

Fabricated metal 
products and machinery J.28 7.10 1.61 3.08 0.80 2.31 

Other 1.00 2.95 3.48 0.20 0.29 14.99 

Total 1.00 S.53 1.19 1.07 0.84 S.17 

~~: See table J. 

!I No data available: for 1974/75, and no data specified for CHls and small fac1ories. 
}?/ Per unit o( horsepower. 

However, many have criticized the use of VA/ L as a measure for 
labour productivity in small industries (especially in CHls). Accoiding to 
Islam (8), value added per man-day would be a more appropriate 
measure of labour productivity, but reliable information on this issue is 
not available. It may be expected that, by using the measure suggested by 
Islam (if the data are available), the difference in labour productivity 
between different size groupa of industries is somewhat smaller than that 
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shown in table 7, but nevertheless it remains still significant 
(Pbilipsen (6)). 

The substantial differences in productivity levels exist largely 
because of the differences in the degree of mechanization, the 
opportunity in gaining economies of scale favouring MLSis, and the 
irregularity and part-time nature of work in SSis, especially in the very 
traditional ems. Furthermore, the underreporting by entrepreneurs in 
SSls, especially in CHis that do not keep systematic records, different 
price structures in rural and urban areas, and the fact that some 
proportion of output, especially in CHis, may be for self-consumption, 
and is therefore not included in the reported value of output and value 
added, may cause productivity in SSis to be understated (World 
Bank (9)). It could also be that most workers in SSls bad been working 
below their potential because of their low skills, especially in CHls. 

With respect to capital productivity, it is expected that V A/C or 
energy used would be higher in SSls than in MI.sis, as shown in table 7 
(with the exception of food industries and fabricated metal products, 
machinery and equipment). This may be explained by the fact that SSls 
use less capital per worker than do MLSls. 

From the above ratios, the last column in table 7 shows the calculated 
capital intensities of SSis and MLSis. This capital- labour ratio shows that, 
as expected, SSls are very labour-intensive production units, with capital 
intensities in every industry lower than tho~ of MLSls. 

Finally, table 8 shows average earnings per worker by size groups of 
industries. SSls are seen as an important income generator, either as 
primary or secondary sources, or as permanent or temporary sources, for 
thousands of people, especially in rural areas, in Indonesia. This is the 
most important reason why the Government of Indonesia should support 
the development of SSls in the country. 

Not only the figures in table 8 but also a number of case-studies 
indicate that wages and incomes vary between SSls and MLSls, between 
small factories and CHls, and from one activity to another within 
particular size groups of industry. For example, in developing countries, 
food preparation, bamboo-weaving, and mattress-making are traditional 
activities with low remuneration. Such activities are usually carried out 
in household-based units (CHls) employing only family labour. Their 
average weekly incomes range from 5,000 Indonesian rupiahs (Rp) to 
Rp 6,500, depending on the market size they serve. Most producers are 
not able to meet increased demand because of, for example, lack of 
capilal. They can therefore hardly increase their incomes, even when 
large demand exists. In such a market situation, they will first respond 
by increasing their prices if it is possible without losing their consumers; 
but after that they have nothing left to sell, and the extra income from the 
increased prices is for the most part not enough to provide the capital 
needed to coJtinue their activity (Smyth (10)). 
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Table 8. Average earnings per worker ia maaafactariag industries 
by size group, 1974175 ud 1979 

(Market prices in thousands of Indonesian rupiahs) 

Siu l'DflPS of iluhtstty 

Small A'~ 
lnduslria YftlT MLS/s factaria CJlls (all siza) 

Food, beverages 1974/7S 110.41 38.37 2.BS 21.66 
and tobacco 1979 271.81 61.80 11.82 SS.76 

Textiles, garments 1974/7S 116.44 31.66 1.66 34.2S 
and leatber 1979 269.93 82.4S 8.0S 66.96 

Wood and wood products 1974/7S 171.67 83.10 1.36 S.S6 
(including fnmiture) 1979 3n.9s ~12.61 9.43 4S.6i 

Paper, paper pro;Sucts, 1974/7S 176.64 S2.31 12.4S 111.90 
printing and publisbing 1979 494.24 ISl.87 396.54 

Cbemicals, coal, petroleum, 1974/7S 17S.69 42.67 11.79 132.29 
rubber and plastic products 1979 S63.21 131.26 SOI.44 

Non-metallic minerals 1974/7S 183.52 S9.77 6.66 27.10 
(excluding petroleum and 1979 4S6.21 90.17 13.77 87.27 
coal products) 

Basic metal products 1974/7S 264.08 264.08 
1979 1 000.61 1 000.61 

Fabricated metal products, 1974/7S 231.03 62.23 11.33 111.Sl 
macbinery and equipment 1979 SS0.04 119.47 70.S9 296.84 

Otber 1974/7S 3S2.64 34.90 4.6S 41.38 
1979 273.25 94.40 38.14 S4.26 

Average 1974/7S 140.99 47.49 2.S7 24.39 
1979 368.82 84.72 13.S9 9S.68 

Source: Central Bureau or Stati11ic1 or Indonesia, Ntllional lndustly Statistics, 1986 
(Jakarca, 1986). 

But CHls are also found in industries with reasonable earnings and 
even with growth potential (and hence higher incomes), such as wood and 
metal products. These have relatively low economies of scale but high 
earnings and growth potential (and hence higher incomes), as in textiles, 
leather and non-metallic mineral products, in which about 20.1 per cent 
of CHI employment is found, with lower, but not dismally low, average 
earnings. 

Incomes also vary among dif 1.:rent size groups of industry within the 
same branch. Small factories and MLSis, being more developed than 
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CHis, earn more in all manufacturing industries for a number of reasons, 
among them skills and investment (Van Dijk (11)). 

A case-study in Aceh using a sample of 110 CHis and 71 small 
factories reveals that yearly family incomes (defined as revenue of the 
units minus cost of hired workers, material and operations) are much 
higher in small factories than in CHls, whereas the imputed profit rate 
(calculated by deducing from the owner's iocome an equivalent labour 
income based on the average wage of hired workers in the sample as a 
whole) in CHis is higher than in the small factories (Arian, Cohen and 
Dongelmans (12)). The existence of significant differences in yearly 
incomes and profit rates indicates a high degree of segmentation in SSis 
in terms of employment, assets and value added. 

The case-study also found that the average income per man-day 
worked by the owner, permanent labour and temporary labour in SSis 
varies from one industry to another. The average owner's income per 
man-day worked is relatively high in food and beverages and low in salt
making. This low value, according to the investigators, reflects the low 
value added per man-day in the salt-making sector, which is quite 
labour-intensive (Arian and Dongelmans (13)). It is also found that 
permanent labour is paid relatively much better in textiles and garments 
than in salt-making and wood products (such as furniture). The average 
income per man-day in the latter subsectors is low because many CHls 
fall within them (for instance, bamboo products). 

Finally, the results of the case-study show that in SSis the income per 
day of temporary labour does not differ significantly from the av~rage 
pay of permanent labour. In industries such as wood products and non
metal products, the income of temporary workers is higher than that of 
permanent labour. 

From table 8 it can be seen that the a~'erage earnings per worker in 
MLSls were Rp 141,000 in 1974; they increased to Rp 1,377 million by 
1986. In small factories, on the other hand, they were Rp 47,500 in 1974; 
they rose to Rp 298,500 by 1986. Corresponding data for CHls are only 
available for 1974/75 and 1979. In 1974175 the average earnings per 
worker were Rp 2,600, and in 1979 they were Rp 13,600. One important 
reason for the average earnings in CHls being the lowest is because their 
productivity is very low, reflecting the fact that in CHls skills of workers 
(mostly the wife and children) are very low, and they use hardly any 
modern technology or new machines. 

However, as discussed above, it is questionable whether the evidence 
shown in table 8 reflects the actual developments of the industry in terms 
of potential earnings. Especially in the case of CHls, it is difficult to 
collect data on profit or net earnings. The owners of these small family 
industries may not distinguish clearly between business and non-business 
accounts. Moreover, entrepreneurs in CHls often do not have records of 
their income and expenses. Data relating to income and expenses are 
ofh " based on guesswork (Philipsen [6]). 
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C. Production linkages: aa iapat-oatpat approach 

Many studies show that in developing countr:.es an important source 
of demand for goods of SSis stems from their forward production liokages 
with other industries in the domestic economy. Whereas an important 
source of inputs for production in SSis comes from their backward 
production linkages with other industries. The studies found that two 
sectors that have existing or potentially strong production linkages with 
SSls are agriculture and MLSls.• A number of input·output studies in 
developing countries incorporating SSis show that these production 
linkages between SSis and agriculture are quite significant.•• Johnston 
and Kilby (14) and Mellor [15) argue that production linkages between 
SSls and agriculture are an essential ingredient in a "rural-led strategy of 
growth", and certainly it is important as a supply factor for the growth of 
many SSis, especially in rural areas, in developing countries. 

Forward production linkages of SSis to agriculture in developing 
countries consist mostly of simple traditional tools, machines and 
equipment for agriculture and of many other farming inputs reflecting 
intermediate technology, such as improved implements, irrigation pumps 
and motors, and power ti!lers. These so-called rural input linkages 
between SSis and agriculture are likely to be high~r in Asia than in 
Africa, where irrigation (with its requirements for pumps and 
construction inputs) and the use of intermediaLe farm equipments are 
much less extensive.••• 

Back\Vard production iinkages from SSis to agricuiture (forward 
production linkages from agriculture to SSls) reflect further processing 
from agricultural crops to final agricultural products such as food (for 
instance, small food-proces5iug industries). Such production linkages are 
frequently quite significant in a number of developh.g countries, and 
there is evidence (for example, from Thailand) that value added generated 
in these agricultural-output-oriented SSis is significantly larger than value 
added generated in SSis providing agricultural inputs (World Bank [23)). 
A study of Falcon (24]-••• shows that in West Pakistan crop flows 
from agriculture to small processing industries are much larger than the 
flows to large-scale !'rocessors. Yet many other empirical studies, such as 
that of Miller [25) on production linkages between agriculture and small
scale palm-oil-processing in eastern Nigeria and those of Timmer [26) 

"Sec, for exa..,ole, Johnston and Kilby (14), Mellor (IS) .nd Liedholm and Mead (16). 
••See three important 11udie1 on this subject: Byerlee (17); Mellor and Mudahar (18) 

and Krishna (19!. 
•••for empirico.I studies, see Cartiller (20), Child and Kan~a (21), Johnston and 

Kilby (14) and Kilby and Liedholm (22). 
••••unfortunately, there are not many recent studies (for example, from the 19801) on 

this i11ue in developing countries. That i1 why the studies presented here date from the 1960s 
and 19701. 



and Spencer and Byerlee (27) on small rural rice mills anJ production 
in Indonesia and Sierra Leone, respectively, show the same evidence. All 
these findings indicate that not only local (rural) SSis are more important 
than MLSis for agriculture, but agriculture itself is also a crucial growth 
impulse for the rural SSls. The sector seems to be more important than 
MLSis for the rural SSis in developing countries. The extension of 
production linkages between agriculture and rural SSis, as also argued by 
Mellor (15) and others, is very important as a base for the rural 
industrialization process in developing countries. 

The second important sector that has strong existing and potential 
production linkages with SSls, especially those located in or near urban 
areas, comes from MLSis (interindustry relationships). Most available 
studies discuss forward production linkages from SSis to MLSis in terms 
of subcontracting (or vertical disintegration) and, to a lesser extent, other 
kinds of arrangements such as franchising and ancillarization 
(Spath (28)). Limited evidence inr · cates that the subcontracting of 
SSis with MLSis is quite prevalent in Asia, especially in Japan, Republic 
of Korea and Taiwan Province, and also, to a lesser extent, in countries 
like India, Indonesia and Thailand,• whereas it is rare in Africa, 
probably due to the smaller markets as well as to the tendency of foreign
owned import substitution firms to import a large share of their input 
from abroad instead of using domestic or local inputs (Page and Steel 
(35)). 

MLSis, especially the large ones, are in many developing countries 
bdng increasing!y hera!d~d :t!I; being the necessary supporters for SSis, 
transferring various resources, such as working capital, technical know
how, equipment and material, and providing access to domestic, and to a 
certain extent, to export markets through such production linkages. Such 
relations may provide benefits to SSis in terms of growth, not only 
through their demand side but als<> through their supply side 
(Mead (36)). Many governments in developing countries have 
therefore launched special incentives to encourage the production 
linkages, either through official cooperation such as those mentioned 
above, or through market transactions in the products, between both size 
groups of industries (Cawthorne (37)). But such arrangements also 
have some negative aspects. The affiliation between MLSls and SSls bears 
the danger of control on one side and dependence on the other. Such 
asymmetric exchange relations controlled by the parent firms (MLSls) or 
the use of SSls for buffering costs and risks inhibit viable development 
for SSis (Cawthorne (37) and Spath (28)). 

•for 11udie1 in 1pccific branchea of activity, au Vepa (29), Watanabe (30), Lall (31), 
Mead ((32), (33)) and Smyth (34). 



D. latenectoral llab&e aaalysls: backward aad forward 

Within the framework of an input-output model, production by a 
particular sector has two kinds of economic effects on other sectors in the 
economy. If sector j increases its output, this means there will be 
increased demand from sector j for intermediate or capital goods 
produced by other sectors in the economy. This is the direction of 
causation in the usual demand-side model, termed backward production 
linkage. Thus, the basic idea of the backward production linkage can be 
formulated as follows: it is to trace output increases which occur in 
"supplying" sectors when there is a change in the sector using their outputs 
as inputs. On the other hand, increased output in sector j also means 
additional amounts of product j that are available to be used as inputs t<> 
other sectors for their own production. That is, there will be increased 
supplies from sector j (as a seller) for the sectors which use good j in their 
production. This is the direction of causation in the usual supply-side 
model, termed forward-production linkage, as shown in the figure. 

Backward and forward production linkages 

Bay from 
;lPl. nf Se~lnr i 

Sell to Sell to 
FPL or Sector i (d) FPL or Sector j (b) 

Buy from Buy from 

BPL of Sector j (a) BPL of Sector k (c) 

Sell to 
fPLofSector k (c) 

St111re•: T. T1mbua111, 0 A produclioa liakap 1aaly1i1: Ille caac of 
1mall·scale iada11rie1 ia JadOHSia", Oecoaomic Paper No. 2, OtcO#tOffllc 
Bull•titt (Rollcrdam, Erumas Uaivcnity, 1991). 

BPL • backward production linkaac 
PPL • forward production linkaac 



In this simple description of an economic system with only three 
sectors, it can be seen that, for instance, the forward production linkage 
of sector j (which sells goods to sector k) is the backward production 
linkage of sector k (which pays for the goods in money; thus b=c). It is 
also the same for the connections between i and j. For sector j, its 
forward production linkage (b) plus the forward production linkage of 
sector k (e) gives its total output (direct plus indirect) effects. 

I. Backward prot!uction linkages 

In its simplest form, a measure of the strength of the backward 
production linkages of sector j (that is the amount by which production 
in sector j depends on inputs from other sectors) is given by the sum of 
the elements in the jth column (in an input-output or a matrix table) of 
the direct-input coefficients matrix (or technical coefficient matrix A), 
namely l: a,. Sini:e the coefficients in A are measures of direct effects 
only, this is usually known as the direct backward production linkages: 

n 
DBj = }: a, 

i=l 

In most cases, however, both the direct and indirect (or total) effects 
of an impuise are oi greater interest. The elements of the so called 
Leontief inverse matrix incorporates both direct and indirect connections 
between sectors. Therefore, a more useful and comprehensive measure 
of the backward production linkage of sector j would be given by the sum 
of the elements in the jth column of the direct and indirect coefficients 
matrix or input inverse, (l-A)·1, where the elements can be noh:d as il;i· 
Thus, the total backward production linkage for sector j is: 

n 
DBj = }:aij 

i=l 

These are fhe output multipliers for each sector. They measure the total 
impact on gross output when final demand for the jth sector changes by 
unit and all other final demands are set to zero. 

2. Forward production linkages 

When examining forward production linkages, the crucial 
relationship is that hetwecn output of sector, for example i, and its uses 
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by other sectors. If this relationship is fixed so that each sector 
distributes its output in fixed proportions to other sectors, then a direct 
output coefficient matrix (B) is created by dividing the inrermediate 
deliveries by their respective row total. The sum of the elements in th' 
ith row of this direct-output coefficient is given by DFi = 1: b9• Thus, 
the direct forward production linkage is: 

n 
DFi =}: b, 

i=l 

Similarly, a measure of the direct and indirect effects (that is total 
forward production linkages) of sector i is .ziven by the sum of the 
elements in the ith row of the output inverse matrix, (1-B)\ whose 
elements can be denoted as b9 •. Thus, the total forward production 
linkage is: 

When value added in the ith sector increases by unity, this will 
induce forward impulses throughout the economy as using sectors respond 
to the stimulus. 

3. Empirical findings 

In order to examine the production linkages of SSls with other sectors 
in the economy of Indonesia, use is made of an Indonesian input-output 
table of 1985 (at producers' prices), with 13 aggregation sectors, in which 
the manufacturing sector is divided into, on the one band, SSls and, on 
the other, MLSis. 

In table 9, the input structures of both SSls and MLSis are shown. 
It can be seen from this table that the majority of SSls in Indonesia are 
basically agro-processing activities, as 78 per cent of their total 
intermediate inputs come from the agricultural sector. Manufactured 
inputs of tbe SSis delivered by the MLSls amount to almost 10 per cent 
of their total intermediate inputs. Only 19 per cent of their total 
manufactured inputs are delivered within the SSls. Table 9 also shows 
that the MLSls are the second important sector after the agricultural 
sector, followed by the commerce sector, for the direct backward 
production linkages of the SSis. 



Table 9. lapat m-amare of SSls ud MLSls la ludoaesla, 1915 
(Percentage) 

~ilfpllts 

Agricuhu~ 

Mining 
Manufacturing 

SSl1 
MLSI1 

Oil-refining 
Liquefied natural ps 
Electricity 
Construction 
Commerce 
Transport 
Public administration 
Otber services 

Total intermediate input1, A 

Gnm vable °"'*" 
Wages 
Operating surplus 
Depreciation 
Subsidies 
Indirect taxes 

Ol'Oll value added, B 

Total, A and B 

SSls 

66.11 
0.23 

1.97 
8.36 
0.80 

0.23 
0.08 
4.41 
1.42 

0.17 

84.5S 

4.4S 
8.31 
2.09 

0.60 

1S.4S 

100.00 

MLSis 

16.56 
2.31 

1.60 
30.46 

1.79 

0.78 
0.23 
7.74 
2.81 

0.72 

66.44 

7.97 
21.79 

3.40 
-3.08 
3.48 

33.56 

100.00 

6.1 
30.98 

46.66 
12.67 

0.17 
0.33 

19.26 

20.75 

Sowu: Central Bu~u ol Statiltica, /""'1naimr Input-Output Table 1985 (Jakarta, 1989). 

In table 10, the output structures of both SSls and MLSis are shown. 
In regard to intermediate demand, it can be seen that the majority of SSis 
are activities oriented towards construction (intermediate) goods. The 
second important market, after the construction sector, for SSI goods in 
Indonesia is the commerce sector, followed by MLSis. la contrast with 
experiences in many other developing countries, the agricultural sector is 
not so important as a client for SSI goods. From total intermediate 
demand for SSI goods, only about 7 per cent goes to the agricultural 
sector. This share is very small indeed as compared with 27 per cent and 
21 per cent for the construction sector and MLSis, respectively. Io terms 
of market location, table 10 shows that SSis are more domestic- or local
market-oriented than MLSis. 



Table 10. 0.tpat stnctvc or SSls ud MLSls ia ladoaesla, 1985 
(Percentage) 

Agriculture 
Miaiag 
Maaufacturiag 

SSls 
MLSls 

Oil-refiaiag 
Liquef"ied natural gas 
Electricity 
Coast ruction 
Commerce 
Transport 
Public administration 
Other services 

Total intermediate demaad 

Total fiaal demand 

Total output 

SS/s 

1.2S 
0.22 

2.00 
3.80 
0.03 
0.01 
0.06 
S.00 
4.00 
0.30 

1.40 

18.27 

81.73 

100.00 

6.20 S.43 
o.as SB.SO 

3.SO 2.90 
30.SO 12.10 
0.30 12.90 
0.11 lOS.SO 
0.33 

18.11 
3.00 6.90 
0.92 9.00 

6.10 0.40 

70.44 

29.66 !/ 

100.00 

Sowu: Central Bureau ol Statistics, /lldonaian l"l""-Orupul Tabk 1985 (Jakarta, 1989). 

!/ Net final demand (tbat is, minus imports). 

E. Conclusions and suggestions ror further research 

This study based on aggregate data and a small number of case
studies bas shown the obvious dualism in the manufacturing industry of 
Indonesia. The number of SSls are still significant, despite heavy 
competition and other pressures from MLSls and imported goods as a 
result of industrialization and the modernization process, and they provide 
the bulk of employment in the manufacturing sector of the country. 
However, within SSls there has been a decline over time in the share of 
CHis in employment and the number of establishments. In that 
connection, it would be interesting to know whether the decline was an 
inevitable consequence of industrialization or of a macroeconomic policy 
biased against CHis and in favour of MLSls and to a small extent, small 
factories. There is a need, therefore, for further research to explore the 
extent to which macroeconomic and micro-economic policies may have 
contributed to such a decline. 



The analysis in this paper shows that disaggregated figures (though 
data presented here are still rather aggregated and limited) can reveal 
more than highly aggregated ones. It shows that there were differences 
in labour and capital productivity, factor intensity, and in average 
earnings per worker between small factories, CHis, and MLSis, indicating 
differences in the ef ficieot use of re!.ources between the size groups. 
However, there is still a need for further study at a more disaggregated 
level, in cases where, for example, the performance of CHis in terms of 
productivity is relatively high in some branches of industry while 
relatively low in others, or higher or lower than small factories in the 
same branches, to determine the extent to which such differences can be 
explained directly by current sector-specific policies, or indirectly by 
current macroeconomic policies. Such policies are expected to have a 
strong influence on the markets for inputs as well as for outputs of SSis. 

A sectoral study is also required as a tool to understand differences 
in the performance of SSis in different industries, because the develop
ment and growth of SSis in an industry depends, to an important extent, 
on the development and growth of the industry itself. The study gives a 
rather clear picture showing agriculture as the most important sector in 
supplying inputs to SSis (such as food- pruce~ing industries) in Indonesia. 
This evidence indicates that the growth of SSis depends strongly on 
growth in agriculture. The policy implications of this are that 
government incentive measures supporting the agricultural sector can be 
as effective as (or even more effective than) specific SSI-oriented policies 
(such as extending credits to small entrepreneurs at very low interest 
rates) for the development and growth of SSls. But unfortunately, in 
terms of the output structure of SSis, the agricultural sector shows a very 
disappointing result, indicating the possibility that the ongoing green 
revolution in Indonesia generates greater demand for (intermediate and 
capital) goods produced by MLSis and, to a certain extent, for imports. 
Hence, there is a need for further research, inciuding surveys of rural SSls 
to find out why the direct forward production linkages from SSls to the 
agricultural sector are so small. What policies are responsible for this, and 
what are the experiences of entrepreneurs in rural SSis having production 
linkages with the agricultural sector? 

From this linkage analysis it can be concluded that SSls still have 
(potentially) significant effects on the economy as a whole. The agricul
tural sector plays an important role for the total backward production 
linkages of SSls and the construction sector for the total forward produc
tion linkages of the industries. However, this evidence is based on data 
collected at one period. What the policy makers in Indonesia need is an 
analysis of the dynamic process of establishing production linkages 
between SSls and the other sectors. To obtain this kind of information, 
field surveys plus periodic input-oufput data collection arc required. It 
is important to know what policy as well as non-policy factori; may have 
strong influences, negatively or ro11itively, on the creation and the 
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continuity of production linkages between SSis and other sectors of the 
economy. 

Intersectoral linkages play an important role in the new 
industrialization strategies being introduced in developing countries. 
Through production linkages, SSis can contribute more effectively to 
meeting the urgent needs of developing countries, including the creation 
of more productive employment, improved income distribution, more 
efficient industrial processes, increased exports of manufacturing goods, 
and rural industrialization. Table 11 summarizes the pattern of 
production linkages in Indonesia in 1985. 

Table 11. Total backward production llakqes (TB), total 
forward production linkages (TF), and total productioa 

linkages (TP) in Indonesia, 1985 

S«UJr TB Rllnkg/ TF ~ TP 

Agriculture 1.37 11 1.93 4 3.30 
Mining 1.20 12 1.1!7 5 3.07 
Manufacturing 

SSJs 2.21 4 1.29 10 3.50 
MLSls 2.23 3 2.24 1 4.47 

Oil· refining 1.90 5 2.14 3 4.04 
Liquefied natural gas 1.45 9 1.00 J!/ 12 2.45 
Electricity 2.54 1 2.20 2 4.64 
Construction 2.30 2 1.13 11 3.43 
Commerce 1.47 8 1.61 8 3.08 
Transport 1.87 6 1.62 7 3.49 
Finance 1.38 10 1.83 6 3.21 
Public adminiltration 1.00 £/ 13 1.00 J!/ 12 2.00 
Other services 1.75 7 1.45 9 3.20 

Rllnk 

7 
11 

4 
2 
3 

12 
1 
6 

10 
s 
8 

13 
9 

SouTce: Central Bureau of Stati1tic1, 1985 lnput-Oulput tabk of Indonesia (Jakarta, 1985). 

1/ Sector with the hi&Jlest production linkages is ranked first. 
J!/ Has no forward production linkages with other sectors. 
£/ Has no backward production linkages with other sectors. 
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Methodological complexities in relating firm 
or plant size to economic efficiency 

Albert Berry• 

The confrontation between the long-standing belief that economies 
of scale are widespread and important and the more recent variants of the 
•small-is-beautifur theme has led a number of analysts to attempt to 
throw empirical light on the character of the cost curves relating size to 
costs and productivity, and hence on the potential contribution which may 
be expected of smaller firms (1). As specialists in the industrial orga
uizatioo of developed countries have long been aware, such evidence can 
be bard to interpret and hence potentially misleading (2). The compli
cations impeding straight- forward interpretation are probably even 
greater in developing countries. 

Some of the more serious of those complications are reviewed here. 
Three themes are emphasized: the need for accurate data on hard-to
measure variables, the need to interpret statistical observations in the light 
of an adequate understanding of the simultaneous determination of size 
structure and of efficiency (including possible size-related determinants 
of efficiency), and the need for different types of statistical evidence 
depending on exactly what policy (or other) question is being asked. 
While the difficulty in meeting all these conditions naturally weakens the 
policy conclusions that can be drawn from available studies, it does not 
render them irrelevant. It is important, however, that the next round of 
research in this area go beyond what has been achieved thus far, with a 
view to providing clearer conclusions and guidelines for policy makers 
and implementers. 

The main contending ideas, which have helped to fuel the debates 
around the relative merits of units of various sizes, are: that economies 
of -cale are quantitatively significant in many industries and that larger 
firms contribute more to growth through a greater tendency to save and 
a greater capacity to improve their technology; that small units, although 
they may be less efficient than larger ones, create more jobs and hence 
more income for people towards the bottom of the income distribution 
scale; and that small units are in fact often more efficient, for example, 
because Lhe prices or labour and capital to which they respond more 
closely reflect the scarcity or those factors .. than is the case with large 
firms. Many participants in the discussion or size think of smallness as 

•Profcuor of Economica, Univer&ity of Toronto. 
••That ii, the coat of labour 10 them (often their own labour) i1 low while that of 

capital i1 u1ually hi&h. 
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a proxy for labour-intensity, so that at heart the debate involves the 
relative merits of more labour and more cap:.tal-intensive technologies. 
Others have concluded from this that is misleading to frame so much of 
the broader discussion in terms of size. In this paper. however. the 
importance of understanding how size is related to the economic charac
teristics of firms is taken as incontestable. It is clear that many economic 
policies inherently favour certain sizes over others. From a positive 
perspective, it is evident that different approaches or institutions are 
often needed to interface effectively with different size groups. Size is 
a much more manageable way to categorize firms for separate targeting 
by different credit or technical assistance institutions than, for example, 
a less easily measurable criterion like labour-intensity. 

Analysis and debate on the relationship between size, efficiency, and 
employment has mainly involved the agricultural and the manufacturing 
sectors. Since the manufacturing results are more controversial, that 
sector is used as the basis for this discussion. Too little attention has been 
paid thus far to services. 

Many studies of how factor intensities and productivities vary by size 
of firm are undertaken at the level of the industrial branch, some at the 
level of manufacturing as a whole, and few if any for the economy as a 
whole. The issue involved can be illustrated by asking whether it is more 
enlightening to know how factor intensity and factor productivity vary 
with size among automobile producers only or among all producers of 
means of transportation, including bicycles.• The answer depends partly 
on the structure of demand; if there is considerable flexibility so that 
many people treat the alternative forms of transportation as viable 
substitutes for each other, then comparisons within the wider category are 
likely to be meaningful; otherwise this is less so. Rigidity in factor supply 
may also preclude the shifting of output composition in response to 
relative price changes and diminish the interest of size-efficiency com
parisons among firms producing a fairly heterogeneous range of goods. 
Normally, however, such shifting is possible to at least some degree 
(partly through international trade); hence size-related differences in 
efficiency or factor intensity which showed up at the aggregate level (for 
example, for the manufacturing sector as a whole) but not (or less) within 
the narrower group (such as textiles) remain more relevant the greater the 
flexibility of production composition. 

Whatever the breadth of the sectoral categories within which they are 
made, efficiency comparisons among firms involve attaching prices to the 
inputs and outputs used by each. Use ot the actual market price:; paid by 
each firm may lead to quite diff ereat results from the use of, for 

•A dilemma arises when product ca1e1oriu are defined in such a way H 10 reflect 
similarity ol materials more than similarity ol producl use. fl is 1hen necessary 10 re1roup 
produc11 by po1en1i1l 1ub11i1u1abili1y in use !or an 1n1ly1i1 such 11 lhe prescnl. 



instance, some estimate of social opportunity cost of inputs. Such pricing 
issues are complicated, as will be seen below. 

The following discussion focuses on the inevitable limitations of 
e:r post cost and profit data as indicators of the economic performance of 
firms. The inadequacy of such data suggests the merits, both for the 
researcher and for the field worker, of complementing it with what can 
be learned from the so-called •survivor technique• of assessing 
efficiency• (the idea that it is the economically fittest which survive), 
and from e:r ante engineering evidence. Combining insights from dif
ferent approaches is likely to provide a much more solid basis for policy 
than relying on any one alone. 

A. Tlae simplest comparlsoas ud tl1e limited •elp tl1ey proYide 

The simplest conceptualization of why efficiercy may vary with size 
(and the oldest clement in economists' discussions of industrial organ -
ization and of optimal firm size) involves economics and discconomies of 
scale. However, size-efficiency correlations could also result from factor 
or product price differentials, externalities, growth, discquilibria and a 
whole host of other possibly relevant factors. la trying to measure 
economies of scale with e:r post data, the hope is to perform a sort of 
engineering experiment in which all firms producing a given good are 
basically identical except in size, so that any relationship between size and 
productivity is d:ie exclusively to size. In such an experiment the 
resulting observations (one for each firm) would all lie on and therefore 
trace out the long-run average cost curve (AC of the figure), making it 
possible to directly deduce the impact of size on costs. The presence of 
other determinants or costs (location, for example, or capacity or the 
enterprise) does not greatly complicate this interpretation as long as those 
other determinants are uncorrelated with size, since they would then 
simply create a range of cost figures for the firms in any given size 
category. Instead of tracing out a curve like the solid line AC, they would 
define the sausage shaped from around the solid line, and that form would 
still indicate cleally enough asy tendency for average costs to rise or fall 
with increasing size. 

Unfortunately for any hopes of such a •clean and simple• inter
pretation of e:r post data for lhe firms in a given industry, the processes 
of competition and growth complicate matters. The observed size 
structure reflects a complicated cauul process which has implications for 
the interpretation of any statistical association between size and cost and 

•for en euly diac:uuion, KC J. R. Savin&. 0 Ea1im11ct of op1imum size of pl1nt by the 
1urvivot technique·, Qrlatmty Joumal of &OMJmia, YOI. 75, No. 4 (November 1961), 
pp 569·607. 
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efficiency. One important determinant of size structure is the character 
of market competition. If a given m;ukct were perfectly competitive, 
firms would not be ex~cted anywhere but at the bottom of the AC curve, 
except for short periods, since the firms that were there would drive out 
the ones that were not. Where some product market imperfections 
facilitate the continued existence of above-minimum-cost firms, by 
preventing the competitive process from culling them out, the AC curve 
estimated from observations like those of the figure would provide a good 
deal of technical in formation on economies of scale. An intermediate case 
would arise if market forces screened out some but not all of the highest
cost firms (for example, those with average costs above the line pp' 
representing the price of the goods). A regression line fitted to the 
observations below pp', the only ones that would survive for any length 
of time, would be flatter. Similarly high-cost firms (whether towards the 
bottom or the top of the size range) were culled out (like AC•). This 
result would be accentuated if firms with costs just below the level P (and 
hence profits just barely enough to make the enterprise worthwhile) tried 
harder, thereby bringing their costs below what they wouM otherwise be. 

Before considering in greater detail how size and cost structures are 
determined, and the complexities these processes create for the 
interpretation of statistical cost data, it is useful to distinguish the 
different issues on which sta:istical information might throw light. Many 
analyses focus on the question of which sizes achieve the lowest overall 
cost (highest total factor productivity• in economic terminology). This 
question is pertinent to the decision ou which size categories should 
receive any additional resources whose allocation to the sector or industry 
in question can be controlled by public policy (for example, through the 
credit system). Thus if the data make it clear that medium-size firms are 
systematically able to achieve lower costs than others, policy should be 
designed to encourage the creation of that sort of firm. Two other 
distinct policy contexts where the information on bow costs are related to 
si1.e would be helpful should be noted. First, if a fairly wide range of 
profit levels persists in the industry (for example, all the firms under the 
line pp' survive), the shape of the AC curve may also be useful in the 
decision as to which firms should be helped or serviced and how. If the 
evidence suggests that for any sp~cific firm there exists a relationship 
between size and average cost taking the same shape as AC (but lying a 
constant distance above or below AC depending on whether the existing 
observation for that firm is above or below AC), and that size can be 
changed (perhaps at some costs), the firms most benefiting from an 
infu~ion of resources would be those at size ranges where the AC is most 
steeply downward sloping or, more precisely, where the corresponding 

•To11I factor productivity IS rlle inverse of avcr1p coat when the price of each factor 
reflects ill true 10Cial ac11rcity. 
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marginal cost curve - not shown here - is lowest. New resources would 
allow firm A to lower costs (moving to A'), whereas if firm B grew to B' 
it would become less efficient. It is, in other words, the marginal rather 
than the average productivity of additional resources which should 
determine the allocation of those resources. Finally, if the causes of the 
gap between a firm's costs and those of the most efficient firms of its size 
(those lying on the curve labelled "frontier") can be influenced by credit, 
technical assistance <lr other types of public policy, resources should be 
directed to those firms suffering such inefficiency according to where 
such inputs are judged to be most productive. If the nature of the likely 
improvements involves less efficient firms imitating best practice, 
resources would be concentrated on them rather than on the more 
efficient firms. Needless to say this would not always be the case. 

It is important that the three different types of policy issue alluded 
to be carefully distinguished from each other, since the cost data most 
relevant for one are not equally relevant to the others. 

8. Determinants of size stnlct•rr. tbe 1rowtb process 

The fact that the size distribution of firms is not determined by a 
random process has, as noted above, val"ious complicating implications for 
the interpretation of size-specific data. At least three processes are worth 
noting. First, when growth depends on efficiency there are two 
compf'ting interpretations of any observed difference in costs across size 
categories. If there were no technically and organizationally based 
economies of scale (involving, for example, minimum size efficiency 
because of indivisibilities of the equipment used), but low-cost firms 
(those closest to the frontier in the figure) were able to grow faster than 
others, a positive relationship between size and efficiency would be 
observed in any statistical analysis, but its source would be efficiency 
leading to size rather than larger size being the source of greater 
efficiency. Where there are also true economies of scale, the fac•or just 
cited will make the data exaggerate them, and if the true cost curve is 
U-shaped, it is likely both to steepen and lo extend the downward sloping 
portion and to decrease the slope of the upward sloping portion. 

What are the policy implications of a situation where large size is 
associated with efficiency because the efficiency permits growth to a 
larger size? Since the larger firms do tend to be more efficient, even 
though it is not because of their size per se, an anti-large·si1.e policy 
would obviously be inappropriate. Nor should policy be overly concerned 
with firm growth, since efficiency is an dfective source of growth. Tbe 
important thing is that the efficient firms not be lor.t from the game 
because they happen to start small; an effective "policy" would involve 
identifying the firms currently suffering (for example, from poor access 
to inputs) due to small size, at1d helping them to prosper and grow. 
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The tendency of firms to grow (or shrink, but most grow) not only 
complicates size-efficiency comparisons, but in one sense reduces their 
significance. Firms that are small now will not necessarily remain so. In 
that case, efficiency comparisons of firms curr~ntly differing in size 
should focus on average efficiency differences over time to see who 
comes out best.• Although the limited available knowledge of firm 
dynamics makes such an exercise difficult, when duly complemented by 
sensitivity analysis it is worthwhile. 

C. Problems with prices 

Development economics literature has from the beginning 
emphasized that factor market imperfections could create differences 
between the market price of factors (what the firm employing them pays 
for their use) and their social opportunity cost (SOC) - what the economy 
pays in terms of lost productivity somewhere else when they are employed 
in their present use. The normally greater labour-intensity of small firms 
has been widely linked to the belief that the actual (private) wage they 
face is lower than for larger firms, while the SOC of labour is presumed 
to be the same for both groups, perhaps equal to the wage faced by the 
small firms and certainly lower than that of the larger firms. Though this 
distinction between private and social prices is an important one, it may 
be equally important to recognize differences in the SOC of a given factor 
across firms or groups of firms. Such differences are certainly present, 
but it ll'lay be extremely difficult to measure accurately in the presence of 
the market imperfections that create them.•• 

The true SOC of putting a resource into any particular use depends 
on all the ramifications, both direct and indirect, of its use there. When 
there is a range of observed (market) prices for a given factor (such as 
un5killed labour), it is likely that some units of the factor (some workers) 
have a different SOC from others, in which case the opportunity cost of 
unskilled labour in a given use depends on where it (the labour) comes 
from, that is, which workers get the new jobs. Thus, the SOC of the sort 
of immobile female labour that might be drawn into subcontracting 
activities carried out in the house might, because of the limited 
alternatives of such labour, be much lower than the SOC of women with 
the same skills but able to work outside the home. The more detailed is 

•for 1 funhcr d11euuion. sec Corlcs, Berry ind bh1q, pp. 168-169 (IJ. 
""In 1hc absence of such impcrfcc1ion1, priv11c and social co111 would be lhc 11mc in 

the first place, hence lhcrc would be no intcrcsl in the qucllion of resource mi11lloc1tion nor 
any need for no11-firm comparisons of costs. factor produclivitic1 or o!hcr 1urh me11urc1 of 
economic performance. Sole lhc parallel to lhc empirical c11im11ion of the 1h1pc of cost 
curvca; the efficiency imphc11ion1 of economics of 1e1le arc clearest when resourcca arc 
perfectly mobile 1mon1 firms, bul rhc economics arc not emparinlly obscrV1blc in 1h11 use. 
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the understanding of labour and capital market functioning, the more 
precisely can the true (social) costs of any given type of production be. 
From a practical perspective it is important to assess the likely merits of 
SOC pricing in project analysis, and this is especially true in the context 
of small enterprises because the factors they use tend not to be part of the 
more organized or formal labour and capital markets, making it less clear 
what their SOC is likely to be. In general, because small firms often 
appear to use "immobile" factors (labour that bas to work in the home, 
capital that cannot be easily transferred to alternative uses), the SOC of 
their inputs may be very low. It would understate their true efficiency 
or contribution to the economy if in the evaluation of their performance, 
factors are costed either al some SOC estimated for the economy dS a 
whole, or at average observed market prices. The ideal is always to use 
firm • specific SOC. but since it would normally be implausible to esti· 
mate these, the best practical option may be to simply rely on the (dif
fering) prices actually paid by the various types of firms. 

In short, in an economy characterized by serious enough 
imperfections that doubts exist about the validity of costing factors at 
markets prices, there may be no simple alternative to the use of those 
.narket prices, and this for at least two broad reasons. To begin with, 
although the first· best factor prices that would exist in the absence of the 
imperfections in question may be a matter of some interest and may even 
be calculable, they generally do not 1.onstitute the relevant SOC of those 
factors unless the whole economy can be moved to that first· best alloca· 
tion of resources.• Second, as noted above, the SOC of any factor varies 
across firms for both natural and policy-induced reasons. 

Often the actual price of a factor probably reflects SOC rather well. 
One source of economic efficiency is to be able to draw on socially cheap 

•suppose lhc:rc arc certain quan1um measures of quan1i1ics of ou1pu1, labour, capilal 
and Olher inputs. As jus1 nolcd, 1he .1pplica1ion of market prices 10 chose quan1i1ics 10 
calculacc economic efficiency has lilllc meaning. since 10 be a measure of social efficiency as 
well as of profilabilily ii require' lhe assumplion of perfect markc:ll for lhese inpull and 
oulpulS. Bui wilh perfecl markell. inefficienl firms would nol be cspected 10 survive. so 
there would be no need 10 check for efficiency in the fir11 place. II is I rue, however, lhal dala 
on profi11 would be of in1crcS1 10 d111inz.uish bclwccn chose firms only covering currcnl c0611 
and likely 10 fold in fu1ure and those covering all c061•. Efficiency measures 1hus owe 1hcir 
in1ercs1 10 the prcsump1ion 1ha1 nol all markets arc perfccl. But when lhc same price is 
applied 10 all uni11 of a factor, rcgardlus of trhich type of firms is using them (for cumplc, 
the SOC cosl in some average sens.e), then the queSlion being asked is: "Whal would be the 
relative efficiency of lhc observed firms if lhe shadow price applied were a I rue measure cl the 
social oppor1uni1y cost for all ol 1ha1 factor?" 11 must be remembered that the rcsulring 
ran .. ing o( firms by efficiency would nol generally be lhe same as 1ha1 which would result if 
lhc firms actually faced lhocc social prices, and 1ha1 lhe social prices 1h11 would ob1ain in Ille 
absence o( imperfections would generally dillcr from those now oblaining. lhc la11er being a 
function of lhe imperfecli<lns themselves. In short. I here is lilllc or no meaning 10 applying 
lhe same SOC across the boud, when the imperfer1ions are o( surh a rharac1er 1ha1 
dillcrcnccs •ill remain for lhe foreseeable folure. 
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resources. Thus the firm whose entrepreneur is a genius at buying cheap 
second-hand machinery may not look efficient when capital is measured 
at new replacement cost or even al the average cost of used machinery of 
that type, but the entrepreneur may be efficient.• The same argument 
holds for the small rural industrialist who takes advantage of lower-cost 
labour than that available in urban areas. A firm cannot be adjudged 
economically less efficient than another solely because it has an inferior 
ratio of physical outputs lo physical inputs, if the two firms operate in 
partially isolated factor markets. There is no question that many small 
producers owe their economic survival and e£ficiency to lower factor 
prices that rer.ect lower SOCs. Many such firms would not be efficient 
if factor markets were perfect. But until significant changes arc made to 
factor or product markets, they are efficient. Any measurement 
technique which labels them as "inefficient" is thus misleading. 

It is with the factor entrepreneurship, whose heterogeneity across 
individuals is universally recognized, that the difficulty of assigning 
proper (and differing) SOC to different firms is most acute, with the 
result that attempts to cost it in efficiency calculations are very rare.•• 
Accordingly, firms that would he adjudged economically efficient based 
on high profits and high output-to-input ratios may not be so, because 
their high-quality entrepreneurial inputs have not been properly 
evaluated. The opposite no doubt holds for many apparently inefficient 
firms. Where a firm has a strong profit performance only because of 
superior entrepreneurship, policy should not be geared to basically 
supporting that firm or type of firm, but to supporting that entrepreneur 
in applying his or her skills to full advantage. 

Because efficiency is such a subtle concept under serious factor 
market imperfections, the survivorship test takes on particular value. 
More generally, the complications reviewed above underline the impor
tance of simultaneous consideration of firm efficiency measured by 
output-to-unput ratios, firm survival (or existence), firm profits and 
market imperfections. If a firm is surviving, then evidence (for example, 
on total factor productivity) purporting to show that it is socially 
inefficient must, to be convincing, be accompanied either by evidence 
that it has negative profits (and is thus in a transition phase towards exit), 
or that market imperfections are creating a cost-lowering bias in its 
favour. If neither is the case, it would be reasonable to presume that the 
firm is indeed efficient due to use of lower SOC factors than other firms. 
In a world of very imperfect information, two consistent pieces of data 

•t:nlcs1 the entrepreneur's cheap purch11e1 simply rcOcct 1hc rac1 that lhe situation 
is one in which the entrepreneur, had he not made the purchase llOflleone c:lse would have 
done so and put the machine 10 the 11me use. 

••corrcs. Berry and lshaq. chapter 3 (1). 11611ned an SOC based on lhe earninp 
pred1c1ed ror eac:h individual by an earninp runc1ion takin1 account or their education and 
experience. Bui this 11vcs II bell • very rouah appro1imal10n or entrepreneurial upacily. 
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are a reasonable requirement before the efficiency of any existing firm 
or group of firms is called seriously into question. 

An important implication of the above discussion is that frequently 
outlays (payments) of different firms on a given factor (such as labour) 
may be a better indicator of how the SOC of that factor varies across the 
firms than the relative quantities, since differentials in prices paid may 
fairly accurately reflect differentials in SOC. In the case of output, its 
heterogeneity across firms producing the "same" item (but often with 
quality differences) leads most analysts to accept value (whether value 
added or value of production) as a better measure of output than number 
of units produced, and thus implicity to accept the assumption that where 
product price varies across firms the true or social value of the product 
varies in the same way. In short, the fact that the existence of market 
imperfections makes it desirable in principle to measure firm efficiency 
using factor (and perhaps product) prices different from those of the 
market does not necessarily imply that a better estimate of SOC prices 
than the market prices can in practice be found. It might, for example, 
be counterproductive to apply a common shadow price of labour across 
all firms instead of using actual wage bills as a measure of SOC if the 
wage bills, although they are generally not the same as the SOC of labour 
(the usual assumption being that they overstate it), contain much valid 
information on how the SOC of labour varies across firms. 

D. Complemeatarities aacl substitutabilities 
across croups of firms 

Comparisons of economic efficiency across relevant economic units 
have meaning only if the units or categories being compared arc 
substitutes - both on the demand side and on the factor use side. Where, 
tog" to the other extreme, two categories of firms arc perfectly comple
mentary on the production side, there is meaning neither to efficiency 
comparisons between the two nor to comparisons between either of them 
alone and any other categories. For comparison with other categories, the 
two must be lumped together as one category.• Thus where small 
labour- intensive producers are tenable only when they subcontract to 
large capital· intensive ones, it is the combined factor productivity (or, if 
the focus is on employment and income distribution, it is the combined 
average capital intensity) of the two which is relevant, not that of either 
the small or the large alone. Considerable information on the iaput
output structure of the economy is thus necessary before the policy 

•eomplementuity 1mon11roup1 o( firms m1y 1lso be pre1en1 1hrou1h n1ern11itic1, 
11 distinct from the m1rke1·b11ed ties cited here. 
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implications of economic diffe,ences across firm sizes can be seriously 
assessed. 

A similar issue arises with respect lo public sector expenditures that 
support or are complementary to the economic activity of various groups 
of firms. Expenditures lhal affect the productivity of most groups of 
firms in similar wa1s are not pertinent to this discussion. Those which 
assist some firms much more than others are relevant; such resource costs 
should be lumped together ..vith private costs of the supported firms in 
cross-group comparisons of efficiency and factors intensities. 

E. Relevance of bow size is measured 

To the various conceptual difficulties already discussed in the 
assessment of the relation~hip between firm size and economic efficiency 
musl be added the more prosaic bul nonetheless important question of 
how size should be measured in the first place. The most common 
indicator, because it is the most widely available, is number of workers.• 
On the other hand, government programmes often distinguish firms 
according to levels of capital stock. Given that the labour-capital ratio 
(L/K) is a major concern of si7.e-related programmes and policies, and 
that though it is significantly correlated with size it still varies 
considerably within any size category, the ranking of firms can be rather 
different according lo which of these measures is chosen, and the 
observed relationship between capital-intensity (K/L) and size can vary 
strikingly.•• Use of employment to measure size lends to downplay the 
increase in K/L with size, since firms with high Lare classified as large 
even if in other respects they are less so, and firms so capital-intensive 
lhal output and K are high although employment is low are classified as 
small. Though it is for the variable K/L lhal the relationship to size is 
most sensitive to which of these two alternatives is used to measure size, 
factor productivities are also relatively sensitive. 

Two other definitions of si7.e are of interest, one occasionally 
employed and the other not. Level of output is a less biasing measure 
than either Lor K, and is sometimes used. The best measure from a con
ceptual poinl of view is "total inputs" (which might or might not be 
measured to include purchased inputs as well as Land K). Its advantage 
over output lies in the fact that since output can be viewed as the 
combined result of total inputs and the level of technical efficiency 
(x-efficicncy), large firms as measured by output will tend to be efficient 

•11 could be aigu(d that, c:vc:n ir ii i1 prerc:rrc:d 10 measure: only labour inputs, the: 
numbc:r or workc:n would nol M as good an indicator H 10111 lahour COlll, which would 
wei1h1 workc:r1 or dirrc:rc:nt 1kill1 hy their dirrc:rc:n1 wagc:a. 

••Sc:c: the: c:umplc:a provided in Corio, Rerry and llhaq, pp. 118 and 26~ [JI. 
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ones, in part by definition, since their efficiency raises their output. Use 
of total inputs allows the question to be asked whether size per se is 
associated with high levels of efficiency. 

F. Summary aad practical impllcatioas 

It is evident from the above discussion that finding and interpreting 
useful evidence on relative economic efficiency is a subtle matter. 
Compariso~s of total factor productivity, as it is usually measured, across 
groups differing in size, sector or other respects do not by any means 
settle the issue of who is more efficient than whom. 

First, even when the focus is on a single characteristic like size, it is 
nevertheless essential to take account of other determinants of economic 
performance (such as location, juridical form and access to certain inputs) 
in order to separate the causal effects of size from the effects of those 
other determinants. More detailed information on firms bas permitted 
some advance in this direction in recent studies. In those seen by the 
author of the present article, size has generally not emerged as an 
important direct explanatory factor,• but indirect effects have not yet 
been adequately probed. The practitioner who must assess the merits of 
a given type of support activity for small firms will have some of those 
factors in mind; others may be suggested by the literature. 

Second, since the SOC of a given factor can vary considerably across 
firms or groups of firms, a firm is not necessarily inefficient even if the 
ratio of its output quantum to input quantum is low. Most comparisons 
of efficiency involve applying the same SOC of a given factor to all units 
across all the firms, for want of detailed information. Thus a firm which 
is technically ineUicient (in the sense of having poor output-to-input 
ratios) will be given a negative assessment even if it bas achieved 
economic efficiency by specializing in the employment of atypically low 
cost units of the factors it requires. The methodological challenge posed 
by the variation of the SOC of a factor across firms is daunting. The 
situation necessitates the simultaneous use of other types of information 
to determine questions of relative efficiency. The survivor technique is 
useful, and a direct attempt to understand the nature of market 
imperfections is important in order tc provide independent evidence of 
how, for example, the SOC of a factor may vary from firm to firm. 

Third, the complementarities and substitutabilitics that link groups 
of firms are ke~ to whether differences in size efficiency really matter 

•Thu1 Li11lc, Mazmudar and Pa&e. p. 201 (I). report that with the pre~nce or 1uch 
other correlates or firm technical efficiency u employee experience, capacity utilization, 
literacy of entrepreneur and extent of labour turnover, the firm size variable e11'er1cs potilive 
ind •i&nificant for only one indu11ry (machine-tool m1nuf1cturing) of the five they ttudied. 



(when groups being compared produce substitutes) or do not (when they 
produce complements). Although understanding of the character of these 
relationships is seriously incomplete at present, only a good understanding 
of them will permit persuasive conclusions to be reached on the 
advantages of assisting certain groups through policy. 

The roadblocks posed by each of these three categories of problems 
make it unlikely that micru-economic evidence and analysis alone will 
provide strong conclusions on how firm &ize structure affects important 
economic outcomes Ii' growth and income distribution. Attempts to 
relate economic perfc. .ance lo observed differences in size structure 
from country to c.Juotry or over time are needed to complement such 
micro-economic work. The ceteris paribus problem, where the 
assumption that factors are like may be invalid, is obviously severe, but 
whether more severe than the problems involved in the more micro
economic work is unclear. 

Although the above discussion emphasizes that many efficiency 
calculaticns may understate the true performance of small firms, it must 
also be stressed that in some industries at some stages of development such 
firms may ncave little real potential, and programmes to support them 
without regard to the context which determines that potential are doomed 
to waste scarce public resources. Programme designers need to be able to 
dra~ more heavily than at present on better research on what the 
promising contexts arc. Programme implementers need continually to ask 
themselves what it is that provides reason to believe that small firms can 
be competitive, and to play on those advantages. Researchers, in their 
turn, need more direct feedback on institutional determinants of success 
in p Jf tmmes designed to support smaller firms. 
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The re-emphasis on small enterprises: 
a review article 

S. Nanjundan• 

The oil crisis of the second half of the 1970s has had profound long
term effects on both developed and developing countries. In the former, 
a process of restructuring of economies has taken place over the last 
decade and a half based on optimizing factor use (energy, material, capital 
and labour), reducing costs and improving productivity and efficiency, 
leading to growth and higher incomes in the 1980s. The technological 
revolution engendered by the microcomputer and miniaturization has 
aided the restructuring process by underlining the advantages of flexible 
manufacturing methods vis-a-vis mass production. Furthermore, 
globalization of financial markets and internationalization of 
manufacturing - assisted by computer-integrated but decentralized 
management technology - have enhanced the importance of the services 
sector. 

In the developing countries (except for the newly industrializing 
countries (NICs), on the other hand, the oil crisis has - among other 
factors - led to a cumulative chain of balance of payments crisis, 
production crisis, lowering of efficiency and productivity, lower incomes 
and enhanced poverty. Structural adjustment programmes assisted by the 
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank have sought to improve 
the situation through more appropriate macroeconomic, fiscal, trade, 
industrial and agriculti;ral policies, oriented to the market mechanism, the 
private sector and the entrepreneur. 

Through restructuring processes, both developed and developing 
countries have been experiencing a resurgence of the role of small-scale 
enterprises though by different routes. The books reviewed below discuss 
recent experiences in several countries with a view to providing guidance 
for policies and their practical application to developing country 
situations. 

A. Book review• 

Small and Medium E11terpri1ts: Technology Policies and Options, 
edited by A. S. Bhalla (London, Intermediate Technology Publications, 
1992), is based on an international seminar on the subject organized at 
Guangzhou, China, in November 1987, by the Centre for Science and 
Technology for Development of the United Nations Secretariat. In 

•former Deputy Director of UNIDO. 
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addition to the seminar report and an introduction, the volume is divided 
into the following three parts: •Favourable policies and programmes•; 
•Building technological capabilities·; and "Institutions and Infrastructure•. 
or the 18 chapters in the volume, 8 relate to developed countries 

(Canada, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway and 
United States of America), and the 10 remaining to China, India, Kenya, 
Malaysia, Mali, Nigeria, Philippines, Republic of Korea and Rwanda. 
China, the host country, contributes four chapters relating respectively to 
technological transformation of small- and medium-scale enterprises 
(SMEs), experiences in Zhejiang Province, changes in Guangdong 
Province, and cooperation between research institutes and educational 
institutions. 

The paper on the former Federal Republic of Germany relates to 
information technology and the institutional mechanism for its transmis
sion to SMEs, with a useful review of the successful emergence of an 
interlinked structure of large-, medium- and small-scale enterprises in 
the State of Baden-Wurttemberg. The technological and quality standards 
achieved by SMEs is due to a self-supporting SME structure; regional 
and local integration of training, advisory and technology transfer 
(unctions; and appropriate mental attitudes to work (diligence, business 
ethics, quality consciousness). 

The Italian experience of innovation in uaditional industries through 
clustering of enterprises in an industrial district, provision or techno
logical and commercial services to them, and realization of the advantages 
of collective agglomeration are critically examined in the context of 
increasing internationalization of production. It is stated that the 
rejuvenation of traditional industries is a concrete possibility, requiring 
the application of new technologies, in order •to develop a new unique 
specialization, carving new market niches for higher-quality products•. 
Interrelated innovative policies are outlined under the headings •National 
macroeconomic policy•, •Policy for industrial sectors•, •industrial policy 
for small 111d medium firms•, •Regional policies•, and •Policy for 
industrial districts•. 

United States experience in the development of ·business incubators• 
to nurture innovative technology in micro-enterprises is commended for 
adaption by developing countries, since •they reduce the working capital 
requirements of new businesses by providing tenants with centralized 
support services, access to seed capital, and accounting, marketing and 
consultancy services on pa1ment of costs .. :, and •they general1y estab· 
lished entrance requirements ... and exit stipulations .. :. 

Another paper examines the risk· financing investments of the 
Government of Finland and its contribution to the growth of technolo· 
gical capabilities of SMEs. High-risk loans are preferred to equity 
investments, since the former bring forth complementary investments by 
banks and private inveators. 
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Bhalla makes a special contribution to the subject by analysing the 
innovation potential and technology requirements of small rural and urban 
producers io Bangladesh, Ecuador, India, Kenya, Mali, Rwanda and 
Sierra Leone. One conclusion is that the flexibility enjoyed by small 
enterprises could be exploited to advantage through the use of 
information technologies. The potential of small enterprises to innovate 
could be utilized in an appropriate policy environment. 

An examination and comparison of national policies in Canada, 
France, Netherlands and United States indicates that tax and wage 
subsidies arc offered for innovation stimulation and research and devel
opment. In China, a set of guidelines has been introduced to promote 
technological modernization, relating to equipment replacement, product 
development, energy saving, waste reduction and recycling. Measures 
adopted specifically for SMEs in China relate to collaboration between 
research institutions, universities and SMEs. 

This volume rightly distinguishes between three types of 
technological capabilities required at the firm level, namely production 
capability, investment capability and innovation capability. Government 
agencies, development consultants and non-governmental organizations 
interested in SME development will find numerous relevant analyses on 
technology policies and options. However, in the light oi subsequent 
writings on flexjblc manufacturing systems versus mass production by, 
among others, Bhalla himself, the present reviewer missed a critical 
examination of the recent paradigm in this volume. 

The second volume under review, Small-scale Production: 
Strategies for Industrial Restructuring, edited by Henk Thomas, Francisco 
Uribe-Echevarria and Henry Romijn (London, Intermediate Technology 
Publications, 1991), is c:omplcmcntary to the first volume in many ways. 
It considers the flexible specialization paradigm. Besides including 
country reviews or case-studies of SME development in Colombia, Ghana, 
Hungary, India, Indonesia and Yugoslavia, the thrust of the book is 
"towards a theory of policy interventions", including issues relating to 
regional development, rural development, appropriate technology, labour 
standards and the non-governmental development organizations. It is 
contended that recent developments in policy as well as technological 
conditions arc setting the stage for an increased role for small-scale 
production. Thus, the area of small-scale enterprise constitutes in itself 
a valid policy subject (as against the conventional approach focused on 
scale analysis), and the subject is considered in its wider and developmen
tal setting. A small-si;alc industry strategy should be integrated within 
the framework of the economy as a whole, ensuring compatibility 
between macroeconomic or mesocconomic interventions and micro
economic interventions. "In order to reap the full benefits of a more 
favourable macropolicy environment, it is essential to stimulate 
instruments and institutions that are able to overcome sr.ale disadvantages 
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in input and output transactions, redirect patterns of technological 
progress, and influence skills development.• 

The quality of employment gecerated in the small-scale sector, that 
is, labour conditions and welfare, warrants consideration. Since the 
small-scale sector is far from homogeneous, a disaggregated analysis 
(down from the micro-economic to the mesoeconomic level) is needed. 
The difference in behaviour between different subsectors (small, micro
economic, informal etc.) have implications for policy· making. 

Finally, long· term structural changes in production markets, together 
with the new information technology, have profound implications for 
production organization. -Yhere are signs of increasing segmentation of 
markets, shifts towards flexible production systems and increased 
externalization of subprocesses, all of which are fundamentally altering 
relative importation of internal and external economies of scale, thus 
significantly enlarging the role of small-scale producers in the overall 
production sysrems .. :; •major innovative analytical approaches arc 
needed .. :; and •the efficiency question needs lo be extended beyond ... 
individual small-scale units, towards a broader analysis of agglomeration 
and scope economics that clustered small firms may enjoy as 
collectivities: It is recognized in the book, however, that success( ul 
experiences of flexible specialization have taken place only in some 
developed countries aad some NICs, and that •the capacity to create and 
develop small and medium production networks independently of large· 
scale nucleii in LDCs is still unclear and little is known about the 
conditions to make them viable•. 

Nevertheless, the implications of flexibl~ SIJ'ldalization are analysed 
with reference to developing countries. Flexible specialization typically 
involves cooperation between diffc:rent firms that makes them effective 
on a collective level rather than individually. For collective efficiency to 
be an engine of growth in developing countries, a structural market 
approach or development of subcontracting would be required. In a 
labour surplus economy, however, there is the danger of •sweat labour• 
arising from cut-throat competition. 

The two main findings of counuy case-studies presented in this 
volume are that: macroeconomic and mesoeconomic policy £ramework is 
significant in defining the qnality and quaacity (employment and growth) 
of small enterprise development; and the heterogeneity of the small-scale 
range calls for well-defined aad appropriate differentiation in policies 
and measures, and for goverameal non-involvement in this field. 

The third and fourth volumes under review are practically focused 
and deal with questions of •bow do· and not so much with •what do• and 
·why do•. 

Opening tht Marlett place to Small Enterpri1e: Where Magic End1 and 
Development Begins, by Ton de Wilde and Stijntje Schrem&, with tbe 
collaboration of Arleen Richman (London, Intermediate Technology 
Publications, 1991), recogniu:s that the magic or the market-place does 
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not v.-ork for those who cannot enter it, namely the rural poor in 
developing countries. Concrete actions are required to enable them to 
take the initial steps to help themselves. Six such actions involving the 
intervention of local organizations are described in case-studies. 
Appropriate Technology International (Washisgton, D.C.) and its local 
chapters had direct involvement in these cases. The underlying theme is 
that people who do not now have a place in the market could enter it in 
a sustainable manner through the provision of innovative technical, 
institutional and financial assistance. New markets are created by 
creating demand pull, thus making rural production self -sustainable. 
There are three broad categories of innovative assistance: financing 
potential buyers; enhancing the quality of the product; and providing 
access to markets and inputs. The cases relate to Cameroon, Colombia. 
Dominican Republic, Indonesia, Kenya and United Republic of Tanzania. 
New directions lie in mobilizing the economic might of the informal 
sector through creating a new ethos, or new value system, that balances 
the material and social aspects of life, combining poverty alleviation with 
income generation, sharing both worldly goods and spiritual resources. 
The prescriptions are thus reminiscent of E. F. Schumacb, and combine 
economic with non-economic goals of devdopment. 

In Their Own Idea: Lessons from Workers' Cooperatives, by Malcolm 
Harper (London. Intermediate Technology Publications, 1992), Malcolm 
Harper bas collecled and cogently and succinctly written up case-studies 
on workers' cooperatives. They relate to Kibbutzim in Israel, Mondrag6n 
in norlhera Spain. lhree failures in the United Kingdon of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland, four cases in India, lwo in Zimbabwe and one each 
in Botswana. Dominica, Fiji, Ghana, Jamaica, Nigeria and United 
Republic of Tanzania. The most important lesson is the success 
engendered by voluntary cooperation and lhe exleat of involvement and 
participation. Oulside advice should offer choice from options available 
rather than be prescriptive. Financial assistance should avoid 
subsidizalion, cost -consciousness should be developed, and markets should 
not be reserved exclusively or buyers forced to buy irrespective of 
quality. Assistance should be temporary and cost-tffective. Cooperatives 
should become independent and self - reliant in the not too long run. 

B. Comcl•dl•1 remarks 

There are still unresolved queslioos rclaled to the re-emergence of 
small enterprises. Collecrive agglomerations of enrerprises adopting 
flexible manufacturing methods and deriving lhe advantages of external 
economies of scale and scope could be merely a different (borizonlal) 
organi1.alional form lo lhe verlically inlegrated megafirm. In developed 
counrries, firms such as 1be latter have been reorganizing, hiving off 
deparlmenls, devolving and decenlralizing lo reduce overheads, lo reduce 
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the power of labour anions and to take advantage of miuo-compaters aad 
telecommunications networking. WJaile employment in SMEs as defined 
in developed countries (a ceiling of 300 to SOO workers) bas iacreased, ia 
many cases total employment in manufacturing has decreased, labour 
absorption having mainly 13ken place in the services sector. As regards 
developing countries, it is unclear whether they caa rapidly develop the 
knowledge- aad skill-intensiveness required in flexible specialization, or 
whether they could undertake the coordinative aad cooperative efforts 
required in industrial districts as in Italy. After all, the fact tllat Southern 
Italy has not been able to emulate die nortHna region of die country is 
evidence of the role of human qualities and ltusines\ .:thics in success. It 
could well be that, apart from NICs, developing cou&lries will move 1Dorc 
and more towards mass production of a laboar·i~·ensive rype through 
transfer of second-hand equipment from developed countria, leaving the 
latter lo derive the advantages of small-scale prodactioe and flexible 
specialization! 
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MMificatl .. s slnlduella et diftl.,,...at &ea..i .. e a 
l'ICJpte : u la pl•lficatl .. a la pelltl .. e •'•ffl'tU'e 

M. A. Elkhafif et A.A. Kubursi 

L'Egypte a coaau depuis 1952 deu:a: r~gimes icoaomi'lues opposis. 
D•a~ Jes aaaies SO et 60, le gouveraemeat du President 
Gamal Abdel Nasser s'est donut pour objectif de mettre ea place ua 
..ecteur public fort associe l uae tconomie dirig&. Dans Jes aanies 70 
et 80 au contraire, le gouveraemeat a applique one politique d'ouverture 
(Infitah) qui met davantage l'accent sur le r6le du secteur prive et sur 
celui de l'iavestissement priv~. tant national qo'ttranger. Depuis que 
celle nouvelle politique est appliqute, le secteur prive s'est rtvele 
davantage prtt l iavestir daas les services que daas Jes industries de bieas 
de consommatioa. La part du total des iavestissement revenant au secteur 
public a, entre temps, diminue. Celle situation semble rtsulter des 
difficultes d'ordre structurel qu'ont rencontrt certaines industries de 
biens de coasosr.mation, notamment celles oO prima;t l'investissemeat 
public (textile et confection, par exemple). Les insuffisances de 
l'investissemeat public daas ces domaiaes a'oat pas ~ti suffisammeat 
c,,mpeaKes par uae augmentation des iavestissements priv& ou 
itrangers. 

n ressort de l'aaalyse priseatee daas l'ar,;cle qu'eatre 1966/67 et 
1983/84 on n'a gu~r~ earegistri d'amtlio. JD de la conjoacture 
icoaomique. Le relhemeat des moyeaaes poadirtes geaerales des 
elemeats directs el indirects de la production, des multiplicateurs des 
recettes et des multiplicateurs de l'emploi n'a tte que marginal. II faut 
en coaclure que plus de 10 ans de politique d'ouvertare, ou bien n'ont pu 
suffit l assurer la relance, ou bien n'y sont pas parvenus. 

Elaboratloa de stratiales et de polltl .. es laastrlelles ti•• le ca*e 
de la restnctaratloa tcoao•l .. e ; ,....am. l•preuloas 

Philippe R. Scboltb 

Dans uoe economic qui se mondialise toujours davantage et se 
carz.ctirise par l'expansion rapide des icbanges internationaus de biens, 
de services et de facteurs de production, le 1ucct1 de toute activite de 
production depend de l'aptitude l rtagir rapidement et efficacement aux 
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pressions de la concurrence nationale et exttrieure. Les ressources 
importantes dent disposent la plupart des pays developpis a economic 
de marche et leur utilisation scion une politique industrielle rati.>nnelle 
favorisent l'adaptation progressive et raisonnablement harmonieuse des 
tendances de la fabrication aux possibilites du commerce interutional. 
Les pays moins favorises, qu'entravent des dizaines d'annees de mauvaise 
gestion, soot actaellement engages dans un cf fort penible mais inevitable 
de restructuration. L'article a pour objet d'etudier comment l'elaboration 
de strategies et de politiques industrielles d'ensemble pourrait faciliter o:e 
processus d'ajustement. 

Strategae de denloppemeat pour les pays d'Afriqae subsallarienae 

Takao Fukuchi 

L'un des aspects des strategies de modernisation industrielle des pays 
africains qui ont une economic stagnante ou en declin consiste a 
identifier les principaux obstacles qui s'opposenl A leur expansion. En 
partant d'un modele relativement simple et en cxploitant les donnees 
statistiques disponibles, on a procede A des essais de simulation pour 
l'Ethiopie, la Sierra Leone et la Republique-Unie de Tanzanie. Ces essais 
revelent l'importance quantitative de plu;.;eurs facteurs limitatifs. D~s 

modifications appropriees des politiques soot proposees. 

L'lndustrie manufacturlere ea lndonesle: duallsme tt 
liens de production 

Tulus Tambunan 

L'etude fait ressortir, d'une part, la dualite de la structure du secteur 
manu facturier indonesien et, d'autre part, l'importance extreme de la 
petite industrie du point de vue du nombre des etablissements et de la 
creation d'emplois dans le secteur manufacturier. Une constatation 
capilale est que la productivite de la main-d'oeuvre et du capital varie, 
non seulement scion la taille des entreprises dans la mtme brancbe 
d'activite industrielle, mais encore A l'interieur du groupe de la petite 
indu~trie. 

L'etude revele aussi que, pour ce qui est des relations amont de la 
production, l'agriculture est le secteur le plus important pour les petites 
industries rurales, alors que po!lr les relations aval !'importance 
primordiale, it'agissant des biens produits par lcs petites entreprises, 
roient a la construction. 
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Albert Berry 

L'inttrlt qui s'allache au rendement tconomique relatif des petites 
entreprises a conduit l de nombreuscs tentatives d'evaluation quantitative 
de ce rendement. L'cxpost souligne les prob•tmes que pose cette 
haluation (souvent dus l la d1fficultt d'estimer le coot social des 
facteurs utilists par des entreprises de dimensions difitrentcs), la 
necessite de determiner Jes incidences de variables parfois lites l la 
dimension (telles que la capacite d'entreprisc) ct la neccssitt de retenir 
Jes crittres de pcri'ormance Jes mieux adaptes aux considerations de 
politique generale l prendre eu compte. II convient de ne pas pcrdre de 
vue, par~i Jes crittres de performance, Jes elements fourois par le profil 
de survie des entreprises. 

Nouvel acceat mr les petites eatreprises: reYWe de presse 

S. Nanjundan 

L'article eumine les quatre ouvrages suivants : Small and medium 
Enterprises: Technology Policies and Options; Small-scale Production: 
Strategies for Industrial Restructuring; Opening the Marketplace to Small 
Enterprise: Where Magic Ends and Development Begins; et Their Own 
Idea: Lessons from Workers'Coopcratives. 



EXTllACTO 

c .. w. atndanl 1 -.....Ue ecem'-lce H F.Pfte: Gift 
la plaalfteadea 7 la ,.Utica n ,.ertas .Wertu 

M-~- Elkbafif y A.A. Kubursi 

Dade 1952 Egipto ha experimeatado dos regfmeaes ecoa6micos 
coauapuestos. Ea los deceaios de 19SO y 1960 el objetivo del Gobierao 
del Presideate Gamal Abdel Nasser f ae crear ua sector p6blico dominate 
ea el marco de uaa economfa dirigida. En los deceaios de 1970 y 1980, 
en cambio, el Gobierao sigui6 una poUtica de puertas abiertas (lafitab). 
que destacaba mis el papel del sector privado y de la iaversi6n privada, 
tanto nacioaal como estraajera. Bajo la nueva polftica el sector privado 
se mostr6 may dispuesto a invertir en servicios, pero mucbo menos 
inclinado a invertir en las industrias productoras de bienes de consumo. 
Entretanlo, disminufa la participaci6a del secror p6blico en el total de 
inversiones. Al parecer, esta situaci6a acarre6 dificaltades estructurales 
en alguaas de las industrias productoras de bienes de coasumo, sobre todo 
aquelbs en que no predomiaaba la inversi6a p6blica (como las de 
productos textiles y confecci6n}. Los aumeatos de la inversi6a privada 
o extranjera no alcanzaron a compensar el dfficit de la inversi6n p6blica 
en esu activid&des. 

El an'1isis que se of recc en el arUculo muestra c6mo entre 1966/67 
y 1983/84 mejor6 may poco el rendimiento global de la economfa. La 
media ponderada global de los ef ectos directos e indirectos de la 
proclucci6n de la economfa, de los multiplicadores de ingresos y de los 
multiplicadores de empleo s6lo ba registrado un incremento marginal. 
Esto da a eatender que mu de diez aios de polftica de puertas abiertas 
no ban sido suficientes o no ban servido para aportar mejora real alguaa 
al rendimieato de la economfa. 

r ..... 1acl6a de ntratqlu 1 polftleu l•nttrlaln 
ea el eoateste de la rentnetarad6• de lu 

ec••••fas: alpau ldeu prell•l•are• 

Philippe R. Scbolth 

Ea uaa economfa de alcaace cada vez mu global caracterizada por 
la ripida e1pansi6a del comercio iaternacional de bieaes, servicios y 
f actores, el bi to de cualquier actividad productiva vieae a depeader de 
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la capacidad para reaccionar ripida y eficazmeote ante las presiooes 
competitivas, ya scan oacionales o forineas. Al contar coo dotaciooes de 
recursos favorables y guiadas por uoa politica industrial seosata, las 
ecooomias de mercado mis desarrolladas puedeo ajustar, de maoera 
gradual y sin mayores tropiezos, las estructuras manufactureras a las 
oportunidades del comercio ioteroaciooal. Paises meoos afortuoados, 
paralizados durante deceoios por uoa gestion poco acertada, se hallao 
ahora enfrascados co un peooso pero inevitable esfuerzo de 
reestructuracion. El prop6sito de este articulo es explorar las 
posibilidades de facilitar ese proceso de ajuste mediaote la formulaci6o 
de estrategias y politicas iodustriales de amplio alcaoce. 

Estrategia de desarrollo para los paises subsabarianos 

Takao Fukuchi 

Uno de los aspectos de la estrategia de rehabilitaci6o industrial para 
los paises africanos cuyas ecooomias estin estancadas o en retroceso 
consiste en idenli ficar los priocipales puntos de estraogulamieoto que 
dificultao la expansion. Sobre la base de un modelo bastante sencillo en 
el que se utilizan los datos estadisticos disponibles, se elaborao 
experimentos de simulaci6n para Etiopia, la Republica Unida de 
Tanzania y Sierra Leona. Esos experimentos pooeo de relieve el peso 
cuantitativo de varios factores limitativos. Se propoDeD los cambios de 
polftica pertinentes. 

La lndustria manufacturera en Indonesia: relaclones entre 
dualismo y producclcin 

Tutus TambuDaD 

El estudio revela una estructura dualistica del sector maDufacturero 
de Indonesia y muestra que las industrias pequeiias SOD muy importantes, 
tanto por el numero de empresas como por los puestos de trabajo que 
crean en el sector manufacturero. Una de las conclusiones importantes es 
que la productividad de la mano de obra y del capital varia DO s6lo eDtre 
grupos de industrias de distinto tamaaio de la misma rama, sino tambi~n 
dentro del propio grupo de las industrias pequeiias. 

El estudio muestra asimismo que a nivel de las concatenaciones de 
producci6n regresivas la agricultura es cl sector mis importaDte para las 
pequenas industrias rurales, mientras queen t~rminos de concatenaciones 
de producci6n progresivas la construcci6n es el sector mis importante 
para los bienes que produc~ la pequer\a industria. 
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Albert Berr~, 

El ioter~s por el reodimiento ecoo6mico relativo de la pequeiia 
empresa se ha traduc:ido en numerosos inteotos de evaluar su reodimiento 
cuaDtitativameDte. Esta moDografia subraya que esa medici6D esU 
plagada de dificultades (debidas muchas de ellas a la complejidad que 
eDtraiia el juzgar cuil es el costo, eD t~rmiDos de oportuDidad social, de 
los factores utilizados por empresas de distintos tamaiios) y pone de 
relieve la necesidad de puntualizar los ef ectos de variables correlacioDados 
a veces coD el tamaiio (como la capacidad empresarial) asi como la 
importancia de elegir los m~todos de medici6n del reodimieoto que mejor 
se adapteD a la cuesti6n polftica coDcreta considerada. Es preciso teDer 
CD cueDta las pruebas que suministran los esquemas de supervivencia de 
la empresa, juDto con otros m~todos de medici6n del rendimiento. 

Se YUel•e otra yez a la pequeia empresa: 
artfculo de recension 

S. Nanjundan 

Se reseiiaD cuatro libros cuyos titulos son los siguientes: Small and 
medium Enterprises: Technology Policies and Options (La pequeiia y 
mediaDa empresa: Polfticas y opciones tecnol6gicas); Small·scale 
Production: Strategies for Industrial Restructuring (Producci6n en 
pequeiia escala: Estrategias de reestructuraci6n industrial); Opening the 
Marketplace to Small Enterprise: Where Magic Ends and Development 
Begins (Abriendo mercados a la pequeiia empresa: Donde termina la 
magia y empieza el desarrollo); y Their Own Idea: Lessons from Worker's 
Cooperatives (Aplicando su propia idea: Lecciones de las cooperativas de 
trabajadores). 
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